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iPOD 30- and 80GB Ultra Slim
Digital Music/Photo/Video Players
Now that you can buy movies from the iTunes Store and sync them to your iPod, the whole world is your
theater. Available in 30GB or 80GB super-slim versions, those movies fit comfortably next to TV shows,
iPod games, podcasts, audiobooks, photo albums, and, of course, an entire library of music. How much
can your pocket hold? That’s up to you and your iPod. It holds up to 20,000 songs, up to 25,000 photos,
and up to 100 hours of video — or any combination of each. So you can browse movies on the iTunes
Store, download the ones you want, then sync it to your iPod. Same goes for TV episodes, new iPod
games, 99¢ songs, best-selling audiobooks, and an entire universe of free podcasts.  With all that music
at your fingertips, you may never want to stop listening. Good thing the iPod can play up to 20 hours of

audio or over 6 hours of videos on a single battery charge.  When it’s time to recharge just plug it into your computer or a handy
wall socket (via optional power adapter) and it  fast-charges in as little as two hours. 
Smaller than ever, the 30GB is 30% thinner than the previous 4th generation, and the 80GB is the same size as the 60GB model
before it.  Plus, they pack a 60% brighter, more vibrant display, so your album art, photos, and video are stunningly clear. A new
interface lets you search your iPod using the patented Click Wheel. And if you’re a fan of live albums, classical works, or anything
that sounds best when it’s continuous, iPod supports gapless playback that seamlessly transitions from one song to another.

2-, 4- and 8GB Pencil-Thin
Digital Music/Photo Players
A thinner design. Five stylish colors. A brighter display. Up to 24 hours of battery life.
Everything you loved about the original iPod nano but better. Available in three storage
sizes 2GB (500 songs), 4GB (1,000 songs) and 8GB (2,000  songs), the pencil-thin iPod
nano packs the entire iPod experience into an impossibly small design. How small?
At 0.26” from front to back, the iPod nano is about as deep as six stacked credit cards.
Impossible? Pick it up and hold it in your hand. Take in the brilliant color display— 40%
brighter that the original, run your thumb around the Click Wheel. Put on the earbuds and turn up your music. 8GB of skip-free
storage on a featherweight iPod means you can wear almost five days’ worth of music around your neck. Or run with 2,000 songs
on your arm. And with up to 24 hours of battery life, the hits just keep on coming. Album art pops and slideshows stun on the iPod
nano’s dazzling display. Possibly the world’s coolest photo album, iPod nano holds up to 25,000 snapshots. It also carries your
podcasts and audiobooks and syncs seamlessly with iTunes. Click Wheel puts music under your thumb (FF, REW, Play, pause or
access menus). Use the touch-sensitive surface to control volume or browse music. Do it all without looking. Add accessories via
the Dock connector and headphone jack and your music will always keep up with you — at home, on the go, even in your car.

iPod nano 2GB in Silver (APIPODN22S)..........................................................CALL iPod nano 8GB in Black (APIPODN28B) ......................................................CALL

iPond nano 4GB in Blue (APIPODN24BL), Green (APIPODN24G), Pink  (APIPODN24P), Silver (APIPODN24S)..................................................................................................CALL

iPod with Video 30GB in Black (APIPOD630B) .............................................CALL

iPod with Video 30GB in White (APIPOD630W)...........................................CALL

iPod with Video 80GB in Black (APIPOD80B) ...............................................CALL

iPod with Video 80GB in White (APIPOD80W).............................................CALL
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Audio Support
◆ Designed to give you the best portable

digital music, they deliver the highest sound
quality from input to output. They support
popular audio formats including MP3 (16 to
320 Kbps), MP3 VBR, Audible (formats 2, 3,
and 4), Apple Lossless, AIFF, and WAV.

◆ They also support the AAC format (Mac-
only), which features CD-quality audio in
smaller file sizes than MP3, so you can fit
even more songs on your iPod. 

◆ In addition to the flash memory or hard
drive, they have a memory cache buffer.
Since it is solid state, there are no moving
parts, so movement does not affect it. The
memory pre-loads up to 25 minutes of
music to the cache at a time, and they
play the music from the cache to ensure
completely skip-free playback 

Power
◆ iPod and iPod nano let you play your music

for up to 20 and 24 hours (respectively) on a
single battery charge.  Plus, while you’re on
the move, they keep  you aware of their
charge level, and when it’s time, they are
quick to recharge. 

◆ The iPod nano can be fast-charged to 80%
capacity in 11⁄2 hours  and fully-charged in
3 hours. (2 hours and 4 hours for the iPod).
They charge via USB or FireWire to your
computer, or via AC wall outlet using the
optional power adapter.

Sync
◆ The iPod and iPod nano are designed for

listening to digital music away from your
computer, and one simple connection does
it all. Simply connect them to your Mac or
PC and sync files via the high-speed USB 2.0
interface with the supplied USB cable. 
(The iPod can also sync via FireWire 400).
The result? Blazingly fast transfer speeds
that let you load an album in just 5 seconds. 

◆ Using the optional Docks makes charging
and syncing easier than ever. An elegant,
convenient home base for iPod or iPod nano
on a desk, the optional iPod nano Dock and
iPod Universal Dock provide syncing,
charging and audio line out for connecting
to powered speakers or a stereo system
(and TV via optional iPod AV cable with the
iPod Universal Dock).

C L I C K  W H E E L
◆ They incorporate the touch-sensitive Click Wheel made

famous by the iPod Mini. Without lifting your thumb from
the wheel, you can use it to navigate your music on the 1.5”
(176 x 132) or 2.5˝ (320 x 240-pixel) color LCD display. Spin
the wheel to scroll effortlessly through dozens of playlists,
hundreds of albums or thousands of songs and podcasts and
start the music playing.  

◆ Click Wheel puts music under your thumb. Click to fast-forward, rewind, play, pause or
access menus. Use the touch-sensitive surface to control volume or browse music. You
can do it all without looking.  

◆ Or highlight photos. They hold up to 25,000 photos you can sync from your Mac or
Windows PC via iTunes. (Optional accessories allow you to download digital images
right from your digital camera or memory card to the iPod). The iPod displays 25
full-color thumbnails at a time in a 5x5 grid; the iPod nano displays 12 at a time in a 4x3
grid. Use the Click Wheel to scroll through photo thumbnails the same way you scroll
through song titles. To see a photo full-screen, click the center button. You can even
view photo slideshows, complete with music. Just select Slideshow settings and choose
the time between slides, the transition effect and the music.

i T U N E S 7
Open 24/7, the iTunes Store
features 3.5 million songs,
65,000 free podcasts, 20,000
audiobooks, TV shows,
movies and iPod games.
Find, download, play, and sync
in a fraction of the time it takes
to drive to any superstore.

With songs, albums, and
music videos from major and
independent music labels, plus
individual artists, the iTunes
Store eliminates the hassle of
subscription services and annoying ads. For just 99¢ each, you get high-quality AAC songs
that won’t disappear at the end of the month, or ever. What you buy is yours to keep.
That’s fair to you and fair to artists.

Every movie you buy from the iTunes Store downloads at near DVD-quality 640-by-480
resolution that looks great on both your computer and your iPod. The iTunes Store also
features TV shows from nearly every major network and cable channel. For $1.99, you can
own the latest commercial-free episode of your favorite show one day after it airs. 

Choose from popular games (iPod with Video only) such as Tetris, Mahjong, and PAC-MAN,
or discover new games such as Zuma and Vortex. At $4.99, each game offers hours of fun.

Every radio-style and video podcast on the iTunes Store is free. There are  tens of thousands
of podcasts to choose from and subscribe to, you’re sure to find podcasts that pique your
interest. Audiobooks on the iTunes Store range from fiction to mystery to biography — just
about anything on the bestseller list and beyond.
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Conveniences
◆ Take your calendar and contacts with you.

With support for Address Book and iCal on
the Mac and Outlook or Outlook Express on
the PC, plus industry-standard vCalendar
and vCard files, iTunes syncs your
calendars and contacts so you can access
everything— names, addresses, phone
numbers, email addresses— with a quick
spin of the Click Wheel.

◆ You’ve got playlists. You’ve got to-do lists.
And you can carry both with you on the
iPod or iPod nano. The Notes Reader lets
you take text-based information — such as
news downloaded off the web, stock tips,
your workout regimen, restaurant reviews,
directions, even your shopping list — with
you on your travels. Just transfer to-do lists
to your iPod from your Mac or PC via the
included USB 2.0 or optional FireWire cable.

◆ Want to doze to your favorite tunes? Sleep
timer lets you fall asleep to music. And if you
like to wake up to music or to the sound of
an alarm clock, they are just as accommo-
dating. You'll find settings for the alarm
clock and sleep timer in the Extras menu. 

◆ You'll also find four popular games (Music
Quiz, Solitaire, Brick and Parachute) that you
can play anywhere in the Extras menu.

◆ Have a particular set of songs you want to
hear? Que up as many songs as you like in a
playlist while away from your computer.

◆ Everyone’s favorite option for mixing things
up—Shuffle Songs, randomly plays the
songs in your music library. You’ll never
guess what’s coming up next, so you’re
always surprised by startling juxtapositions.

◆ When inspiration strikes, feel free to rate
songs or create playlists right from the iPod
or iPod nano. To create an On-the-Go
Playlist, select a song, press and hold the
center button until the song flashes. To rate
a song as it plays, click the center button
until you reach the ratings screen. Scroll the
Click Wheel to choose a star rating and press
the center button to save. Save multiple
lists. Your On-the-Go Playlists and song rat-
ings even sync back to your computer.

◆ Nifty World Clock lets you check the time,
fall asleep to music and wake up to it, too.
Open more than one clock to scroll between
as many time zones as you choose. The
clock faces even appear white or black to
indicate day or night in different time zones.

P O D C A S T I N G
Want to listen to your favorite radio shows and audio
programs anytime? Just subscribe to the podcasts you
want and iTunes takes care of the rest. Updates occur
automatically. New episodes appear like magic. Podcasts
sync to your iPod as soon as you dock it and listen to
your favorite shows anywhere. 

Find your favorites from the Podcast Directory on the
iTunes Music Store (over 15,000 Podcasts and counting)
— shows from big names such as ABC News, ESPN,
KCRW, WGBH and more. Subscribe free and presto— iTunes automatically downloads each
new episode as it becomes available. Yes, every podcast on the iTunes Music Store is free. 

Browse podcasts in 20 categories — from arts and entertainment to politics to comedy —
complete with descriptive summaries and the podcast equivalent of album art. Once you
find a podcast that piques your interest, just give it a listen. Not just a sample, mind you.
You can listen to the entire podcast before you decide to subscribe.

Customize the what, where and when of podcasts on iTunes. Check for new podcast
episodes hourly, daily, weekly or manually using the slick Update button. Automatically
download every episode or just the most recent ones. Keep all your episodes, delete them
after you play them or keep a specific number based on release date. iTunes automatically
checks for updates and downloads them according to your preferences.  

A U D I O  B O O K S
Check out the well-stocked library of best-selling audio-
books — 11,000 titles and counting — on the iTunes Music
Store. Want to learn to speak Spanish, German or Italian?
Download the language lessons  and learn them using
your iPod. Listen to blockbuster novels, best-selling
nonfiction and magazines. Enjoy nail-biting suspense,
action-packed thrillers, gripping mysteries, side-splitting
comedies, self-help books and more. With prices starting
at just $2.95 per title, it’s easy to start building your own

library of audiobooks — a number of them available exclusively at the iTunes Music Store.
Like the complete six-volume Harry Potter audiobook series for example. 

◆ The store lets you listen to 90-second previews — high-quality 32 Kbps AAC files that
have been optimized for spoken word content — as many times as you like. 

◆ You can control the rate of speech when listening to audiobooks - speeding up or
slowing down, as you desire. This gives more control to match the reading speed to
factors like the listening environment and content. 

◆ Both iTunes and iPod let you fast-forward or rewind through spoken content, and when
you sync back and forth between your computer and iPod, each will keep track of
where you last left off listening. 

Customize menus, check capacity, change your language, change how the iPod or iPod nano
sounds and more, all from the Settings menu. Click About to see how many songs are on stored
and how much capacity you have left. Click Main Menu to select what items appear in your Main
Menu. Or tweak the built-in EQ to suit your songs. Everything you need — from backlight timer to
audiobook speed — appears in Settings.
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◆ In addition to  contacts and the World Clock,
they offeradditional software functionality,
such as a “Screen Lock” and a stopwatch:

– Screen Lock lets you use the Click Wheel to
choose a four-digit combination and protect
your iPod /iPod nano from prying eyes. 

– Use the built-in stopwatch to log your best
run times.

◆ Customize menus, check capacity, change
your language, change how your iPod or
iPod nano sounds, and more, all from the
Settings menu. Click to see how many songs
are on your iPod and how much room you
have left. Click Main Menu to select what
items appear in your Main Menu. Tweak the
built-in equalizer. Or set a maximum volume
limit. Everything you need to personalize
your iPod — from the backlight timer to
clicker sound effects — appears in Settings.

iPod (Only)
◆ Has a video output allowing photos and

videos to be displayed on a TV or projector.
(iPod nano can only display photos on it’s
display). The iPod also supports the iPod
Camera Connector or third-party solutions,
so photos and videos can be transferred
from a camcorder, digital camera or memory
card. (The iPod nano only "loads" photos
from a computer).

◆ If you meet with clients, attend lectures,
conduct interviews or just like to capture
your own voice memos, iPod does double
duty as a voice recorder.  Just pull out your
ear buds and plug in an optional micro-
phone. The files automatically sync to your
iTunes library when you get back to your
Mac, so you can easily listen to them. 

◆ Download movies or TV shows from the
iTunes Store, then sync them to your iPod to
watch anywhere, anytime. The iPod’s gor-
geous display makes your movies pop. And
every episode you buy from iTunes is opti-
mized to look great on the crystal-clear, 320-
by-240-pixel display. Watch up  6.5 hours on
a single charge— even longer if you reduce
brightness using the brightness control.

◆ With up to 20,000 songs,  you need an easy
way to search and enjoy your collection. A
brand-new, built-in search function lets you
use the Click Wheel to type out the name
of the song, artist, album, audiobook, or
podcast you’re looking for, and your iPod
returns results instantly as you select letters.

Configurations iPod Shuffle iPod Nano iPod

Capacity 1GB 2GB, 4GB, 8GB 30 GB, 80GB:

Songs1 1GB: 240  2GB: 500; 4GB: 1000; 8GB: 2000 30 GB: 7500;  80GB: 20,000

Photos 2 —  25,000 25,000

Videos 3 —  — 30 GB: 40 hrs;  80GB: 100 hrs.

Battery Life for 30 GB: up to 14 hours
Music Playback

up to 12 hours up to 24 hours
80 GB: up to 20 hours

Battery Life for
— —

30 GB: up to 3.5 hours
Video Playback 80 GB: up to 6.5 hours

Color Display — 1.5” (diagonal) 2.5” (diagonal)

Connectivity

USB through USB through

USB through Dock connector;

included Dock Dock connector

composite video (with optional
AV cable) and audio through

headphone jack or line out (with
optional iPod Universal Dock)

Size (LWD) 1.62 × 1.07 × 0.41” 3.5 x 1.6 x 0.26”
(30GB) 4.1 x 2.4 x 0.43”
(80GB) 4.1 x 2.4 x 0.55”

Weight 0.55 oz. 1.41 oz. 30 GB: 4.8 oz;  80GB: 5.5 oz.

1. Song capacity is based on 128 kbps bit rate, 4 minutes per song; actual capacity varies by content.     2. Photo capacity is based on iPod-viewable photos transferred
from iTunes.     3. Video capacity based on H.264 1.5-Mbps video at 640-by-480 resolution combined with 128-Kbps audio; actual capacity varies by content.

i P O D  U 2
Like no other, iPod U2 Special Edition stands out. Jet black, it
bears a prominent red Apple Click Wheel, a full-color display
and, on the flip side, the autographs of each U2 band mem-
ber. It comes with an exclusive U2 poster and, of course,
the signature white iPod earbuds. As an extra special treat,
it includes an iTunes Music Store coupon you can use to
get $50 off your purchase of “The Complete U2.” As unique
as the iPod itself, this digital boxed set brings together an
amazing 400 U2 tracks. Songs span the band’s celebrated
career. From “Boy” to “War” to “The Joshua Tree” to
“Zooropa” to the new “How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb˝.
It includes every U2 album, more than 100 rare live cuts,
remixes, covers, demos, and b-sides; and 40 previously
unreleased tracks. The set also packs a digital booklet (PDF)
containing album art, track listings, and band commentary.

i P O D  S H U F F L E
Just 1.62˝  and about half an ounce, the iPod shuffle is the world’s
smallest digital music player. Play up to 240 songs for up to 12 hours
on your sleeve. Or your lapel. Or your belt.  Clip it to your coin pocket.
Clip it to your bag. No matter where you clip your skip-free iPod
shuffle, you’ll have instant access to music. And iPod shuffle’s
anodized aluminum enclosure goes with absolutely everything. Put it
on, turn it up, and turn some heads. When it’s time to sync, plug the

included dock into your Mac or PC’s USB port and transfer your
music from iTunes just by docking iPod shuffle.  
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iPod AV Cable (APCAVIPV)

Provides composite video and audio output
for viewing photo slide shows with music on a
TV. You can also hook the AV Cable to your
stereo or powered speakers for a room-filling
audio experience. Works with any iPod with a
color display and iPod with video ..............19.95

iPod Dock Connector
to USB 2.0 Cable (APCAVIPV)

Replacement. Use this cable for charging and
syncing your iPod, iPod nano or iPod Mini to
your Mac or Windows PC. Supports either USB
1.1 or 2.0 ................................................................24.95

iPod Dock Connector
to FireWire Cable (APDCFWCIP)

Use this cable for charging and syncing your
iPod over FireWire. Compatible with iPods that
have a dock connector, except iPod nano and
iPod with video. Firewire offers 400mbs
throughput for quick transfer of your music
and data to iPod.................................................18.95

iPod Dock Connector to
FireWire and USB 2.0 Cable
Use this cable
for charging
and syncing
your iPod to
your Mac or
Windows PC.
Connect the
FireWire
cable up to the iPod power adapter to charge
while syncing. (APDCFWUCIP) ............................19.00

iPod In-Ear
Headphones (APIEHPIP)

The iPod In-Ear
Headphones have
great sound
quality and
enhanced bass
response, have a
and come with
three different sized
caps to ensure a
comfortable and
secure fit.
Compatible with
all iPods...........38.95

iPod Dock (APDIPQ)

The iPod  Dock makes charging, syncing, and watching
photo slideshows on your TV easier than ever. A convenient
and elegant home base for iPod, the dock provides charging
and syncing via FireWire or USB 2.0. This Dock also has an
audio output and an S-Video connector for enhanced clarity
when viewing photo slide shows on a TV............................39.00

iPod nano Dock (2nd Gen) (APDIPN2)

iPod nano Dock is and elegant home base for
charging and syncing with a computer or for con-

necting iPod nano to a home audio system. Like all
iPod Docks, it enables quick connectivity if you have a desk-
top computer without an easily accessible USB 2.0 port. No
more reaching behind the computer to plug it in — just
place iPod nano in the dock and it’s ready to sync with
iTunes and charge its battery. And you can plug a stereo
mini cable to its line-out port and enjoy a clean, direct con-
nection to a stereo or powered speakers ............................29.00

iPod shuffle Dock (2nd Gen) (APDIPS2)

The iPod shuffle Dock is an elegant home base for charging
and synching with your computer. Simply plug the dock into
the USB port on your computer or the optional iPod USB
Power Adapter to get started ...................................................29.00

iPod
Camera Connector (APCCIP)

Provides a fast, easy way to transfer images
from a digital camera to the iPod. Simply
plug the connector into the iPod dock
connector, plug in your camera’s USB
cable and watch your images make their
way to the iPod .............................................29.00

iPod Remote & Earphones (APREPIPQ)

Listening to your iPod on the go is even more convenient with this wired remote and high-quali-
ty earphones set. Compatible with all iPod models except the iPod shuffle.  

◆ The earbud-style headphones rely on Neodymium transducers, a
rare earth magnet that significantly enhances frequency response
and overall sound quality - in fact, five times as powerful as other
headphones that use aluminum, cobalt, or ceramic drivers. 

◆ The wired remote lets you fast forward, rewind, play/pause, and
control the volume with four
simple buttons. The Hold switch
allows you to lock your iPod
remote so buttons can’t be
pressed accidentally. Clip the
remote to your lapel, shirt, or
collar for easy access.

iPod Remote & Earphone .....38.95
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iPod nano
Lanyard Headphone (2nd Gen) (APLHPIPN2)

Turn your iPod nano into a stunning piece of wearable, musical art. The
iPod nano is so small, it can fit just about anywhere. And it’s so light, it
can hang just about anywhere, too — including around your neck. Its
ingenious built-in earbuds conquer clutter by integrating the audio
signal with the lanyard itself, so you get a streamlined look without all
the extra wire. Just plug the lanyard into the dock connector, put it
around your neck and you’re off. These headphones feature a new Apple
design for superior comfort, fit, and sound quality....................................39.00

iPod FireWire
Power Adapter (APIPAQ)

The FireWire based
adapter allows you
to charge your
iPod when not
connected to a
computer. Just plug
the adapter into a wall
outlet and connect
either a 6-6 pin FireWire cable (iPods without
dock connectors) or an iPod Dock connector
to FireWire cable (iPods with dock connectors)
to your iPod for recharging. Ideal for home,
office or travel ....................................................29.95

iPod USB Power Adapter (APIPAU)

Use this compact,
convenient USB-

based adapter
to charge any

model iPod at
home, on the road,
or whenever your
iPod isn’t connected

to a computer. Simply
plug the adapter into a wall outlet and
connect to your iPod for recharging. Its
universal design means that it can work around
the world, with the help of the optional Apple
World Travel Adapter Kit ................................29.00

World Travel
Adapter Kit (APWTAKIP)

For the world traveler, this is the perfect kit to
ensure power connectivity in most countries
you may travel to. Consisting of of six power
adapter AC plugs designed to fit the iPod USB
and FireWire Power Adapters, it lets you
charge the iPod from AC outlets  in North
America, Japan, China, UK,  Europe, Korea,
Australia, and Hong Kong..............................38.95

AirPort Express Base Station with AirTunes
AirPort Express with AirTunes is an incredible wireless product that allows you to play iTunes music over your
wireless network to your home stereo or powered speakers. It also allows you to share both a broadband
Internet connection for up to 10 users and a USB printer. If you already have wireless at home, powered by an
AirPort Express or AirPort Extreme Base Station, you can easily extend the range of your wireless network by
connecting a second AirPort Express to it. AirPort Express has a small unique design made for life on the go.
There are no separate power supplies or cables required, making it easy and convenient to take with you.
AirPort Express is also designed to fully support both Mac and PC users.
AirPort Express Base Station with AirTunes (APAPE) ..................................................................................................128.95

iPod AV Connection Kit
Bring your music, photo and video library into your
living room. This kit includes everything you need to
connect your iPod to your stereo, powered speakers
or television so you can share your favorite tunes,
snapshots and movies with friends and family. Control
everything from across the room while keeping  your
iPod charged up at all times. Compatible with all iPod
models with Dock connector. Here’s what you get: 

iPod AV Cable: On one end, the cable connects to the headphone port of the iPod or the
line-out port on the iPod Universal Dock. On the other end, it connects to the left/right
stereo input jacks on a stereo, powered speakers or TV and the composite video input on a
TV or monitor. 

Universal Dock:  The iPod Universal Dock serves as a convenient and elegant home base. It
features an infrared port for the Apple Remote. And it works with all iPod models that have
a dock connector through the use of interchangeable inserts called Dock Adapters. 

Dock Adapters: These adapters snap into the Universal Dock to provide a snug fit for any
iPod with a Dock connector. This package includes adapters for the iPod mini; iPod with
click wheel (20GB, 40GB/U2 Edition); iPod with color display (20GB/30GB/U2 Edition,
40GB/60GB). New iPods include adapters. Other adapters are available separately. 

Apple Remote: Combines with the Universal Dock to let you experience your iPod from
across the room. When used with the iPod, it offers play/pause, volume control and
forward/back buttons. (Note: Menu button is inactive when used to control iPod.) 

USB Power Adapter:  Use this convenient USB based adapter to charge your iPod. Simply
plug the adapter into a wall outlet and connect to your iPod for recharging. 

Dock Connector to USB cable: Connects to the Power Adapter. Delivers a continuous charge. 

iPod AV Connection Kit (APAVCKIP) ......................................................................................................99.00
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AppleCare
Protection Plan for iPod

Extend your Apple-certified hardware coverage
and toll-free award-winning technical
telephone support for up to two years. 

◆ Provides expert
support for both
Mac and
Windows users

◆ Covers iPod and
accessories (iPod
battery and iPod
earphones)

◆ Supports iTunes
and connection
with iPod

◆ Guarantees genuine Apple replacement parts  

◆ Permits transfer of the plan between owners
APACIP ....................................................................58.95

Apple Remote Control
for iPod (APRIPV)

If you connect your iPod to a
home stereo, powered
speakers or TV set, the Apple
Remote lets you experience
your songs, slideshows and
more from across the room.
Just plug your iPod into the
Universal Dock and choose a
playlist, slideshow or video.
Then, sit back, relax and enjoy.
Ready to move on to the next
song? No need to get up from

your sofa--just press the forward button on
the Apple Remote. Phone ringing? Just click
pause, then pick up where you left off. Offers
play/pause, volume control and forward/back
buttons.................................................................29.00

Universal Dock Adapters
Use a Dock Adapter to enable
your iPod to fit the
iPod Universal
Dock and other
products that use
the Universal Dock
system.  Each package includes three Dock
Adapters 

For iPod 30GB Video (APUDAIP3Y) ....................9.99
For iPod 60GB Video (APUDAIP3Z) ....................9.99

Nike + iPod Sport Kit (APNSK)

Transform your iPod nano into a personal workout coach. Simply
place the wireless sensor inside the built-in pocket beneath the
insole of your Nike + shoe, and plug the receiver into the Dock
connector on your iPod nano. As your run or walk, the sensor sends
information to your iPod nano, tracking your time, distance, pace,
and calories burned. If you choose, real-time, spoken feedback can
alert you to milestones throughout your workout. You can also sync
your iPod nano to a Mac or PC and transfer your workout data to
iTunes and nikeplus.com, to evaluate your performance history, set

goals, and even challenge other runners to a virtual race.......................................................................28.95

iPod Radio Remote (APRRIP)

A convenient wired remote that allows you to listen to FM radio on your iPod and control
slideshow, video and music playback — adjust volume, skip forward/back within a playlist —
plus switch between radio stations and turn the radio on or off, even if your iPod is in your pock-
et or backpack. You also get a set of earphones with a shorter cable that’s a perfect fit for the
remote. Clip the remote to your lapel, shirt or collar for easy access, and activate the hold switch
to eliminate unwanted button presses. Compatible with iPod nano and iPod with video........49.95

iPod nano Armband - Grey (APABIPNG)

Exercise your right to a great soundtrack with the ultimate
workout duo: 100 percent skip-free iPod nano (1st and 2nd
Gen) and a flexible, lightweight armband. Simply wrap the
band around your arm or wrist and secure it with the
adjustable fasteners. The armband lets you adjust volume,
play songs and select playlists on the go ..........................29.00

Leather Cases for iPod
Protect your iPod from dust and scratches with Apple’s
hand-crafted Leather Case. Made from fine Italian leather
with an extremely soft and durable microfiber lining, it
ensures a snug, secure fit for your iPod. And when you are
ready to use it again, a gentle tug of an ingenious black
ribbon will gracefully slide your iPod out. For iPod with
Video 30GB (APCLIPV30), iPod with Video 60GB (APCLIPV60),
and iPod nano (APCLIPN).............................................................89.95

iPod Hi-Fi Speaker System (APHIFIIP)

Fill your home with sound, not stereo
components. This elegant speaker system is
designed to seamlessly integrate with your
iPod. Simply slide your iPod into the built-in
Universal Dock to turn on and tune in to
digital music as you’ve never heard it before.
From pumping bass to bright treble, the iPod
Hi-Fi delivers natural, room-filling sound. Close
your eyes and you’d think you were listening to a huge stack of speakers. But the iPod Hi-Fi
measures just 17” x 6.6” x 6.9”. As versatile as it is compact, the iPod Hi-Fi incorporates thoughtful
touches that make playing your music pure pleasure. Use the included Apple Remote to control
music playback from anywhere in the room. Charge your iPod through the iPod Hi-Fi dock
while you play music. No need to find a place to hide an unsightly power brick, as all power
components are housed internally. Or take your show on the road courtesy of D-cell battery
power. All that makes iPod Hi-Fi pretty extraordinary. Just like iPod...............................................309.95

iPod nano
Armband

Leather
Case for
iPod
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Flip Case for iPod nano
This case helps you get the most from your 1st or 2nd generation
iPod nano. Features a snug fit with premier quality leather
construction. Secures the iPod nano in a variety of ways with
a multi-mount clip and hook. Built-in cable management
ensures easy access and quick storage-when you need it.
Easy access to all ports. Available in Black (BECLFIPN), White
(F8Z059W), Blue (F8Z059B) and Pink (F8Z059P) .............................19.95

Carabiner Case for iPod nano
Innovative cases for both the 1st and 2nd generation iPod nano,
these cases offer a snug fit with premier fine-grain leather
construction for protection. Carabiner clip for convenient
positioning and hands-free carrying. Easy accessibility to all ports.
Lifetime warranty. Available in Black (BECCIPNB), White (BECCIPNW),
Blue (F8Z057B) and Pink (BECCIPNP).........................................................12.95

Folio Case for iPod nano
This case helps you get the most from your 1st or 2nd generation
iPod nano. Features a snug fit with premier quality leather
construction. Positions easily and delivers hands-free wear with
versatile ratcheting belt clip. A lanyard strap keeps the iPod nano
securely around your wrist. Easy access to all ports. Lifetime
warranty. Available in Black (BEFCIPNB), White (BEFCIPNW), Blue
(BEFCIPNBL) and Pink (BEFCIPNP) ...............................................................12.95

Kickstand Case for iPod video (BECKSIPV)

Offering a snug fit with premier-quality leather construction,
the innovative Kickstand Case protects your iPod with video
(30GB, 60GB, 80GB) as you take it with you on the move. It
features an integrated stand feature so you can easily view
and select songs while seated at a desk or table.  Protects
with durable, plastic screen cover and provides quick, simple
access with detachable carabiner clip..................................................................................................14.95

Flip Case for iPod video
This case offers a snug fit with fine-quality leather crafting to
protect your iPod with video (30GB, 60GB, 80GB) as you take it
with you. Encloses your iPod completely and protects it with
durable, plastic screen cover. Provides easy earbud access and
storage with built-in cord management. Available in Black (BEF-
CIPVB) or White (BEFCIPVW) .....................................................................29.95

Sports Sleeve for iPod video and iPod nano
Protects 1st and 2nd generation iPod nano’s and iPods with video.
It features a snug extra layer of rugged silicon that keeps your iPod
safe on the road. It secures your iPod with durable silicon while
allowing easy, hands-free carrying with the sports-sleeve feature.
Available in Black or White color.
For 30GB iPod video: Black (F8Z081); or White (F8Z081-WHT) ..14.99
For 60GB iPod video: Black (F8Z080); or White (F8Z080-WHT) .14.99
For iPod nano: Black (F8Z060); or White (F8Z060-WHT)...............14.99

Classic Leather Cases
These classic cases combine
stylish protection with
fine-grain leather
construction. Each case
is sewn with precision and
includes openings to all
the controls and ports (and
quick access to the USB
port), so your iPod shuffle
remains fully usable at all
times. You can further
customize your look by clipping your own
lanyard to the attached D-ring.

Classic Leather Case 3-Pack (F8Z017)
Black, White, and Red colors......................19.99

Classic Leather Case 3-Pack (F8Z0403)
Green, Orange, and Pink colors ................19.99

Sports Jacket Cases 
Protect your
iPod shuffle
and preserve
its original
look with this
form-fitting
design. It
features a
snug extra layer of silicon mold to keep your
iPod shuffle safe and scratch-free. Keeps
back control panel protected and accessible.
Provides easy access to the headphone port.

Sports Jacket 3-Pack (F8Z025-3)
Clear, Blue, and Pink colors........................29.99

Power Pack 
Provides unlimited power
through an AC outlet or
12v cigarette-lighter port.
The Power Pack includes a
3’ USB extension cable that
allows you to conveniently
position your shuffle when
used with the AC adapter.

The extension cable also allows you to
synchronize your iPod shuffle with your
computer, while charging from the same,
powered USB port. 
Power Pack for iPod shuffle (F8Z009) ...19.99

Accessories for iPod shuffle
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TuneCast II Mobile FM Transmitter
Now you can use your iPod, MP3, CD or laptop to listen to
your favorite tunes through any FM stereo receiver. Using
FM radio waves, the TuneCast II Mobile FM Transmitter
wirelessly connects portable music players to your car
or home stereo. Simply plug the TuneCast II into the
headphone jack of your audio device or computer. Tune
your car stereo or receiver to any clear FM frequency, and
enjoy your iPod music experience with more sound and fewer wires.
4 programmable memory slots allow you to save the clearest station wherever you go. Included
14” cable delivers power when used with the Belkin Mobile Power Cord for iPod, so you can
save your batteries for times when you are away from an alternate source. 
TuneCast II Mobile FM Transmitter (BET2MFMTIPQ)...............................................................................32.95

Mobile Power Cord for iPod
with Dock Connector (BEMPCIP)

Connects
the iPod to
your car’s
power
source and
provides
unlimited
play and standby time. A replaceable safety
fuse protects from potentially damaging
spikes or short circuits. When used with the
TuneCast II Mobile FM Transmitter  you can
power your FM Transmitter while on the road
and preserve battery life.................................14.95

Cassette Adapter for iPod (BEMP3AIP)

A great way to listen to your iPod or other portable
audio device, this adapter plugs your portables
into your car’s in-dash cassette player to deliver
high-quality sound on the road— anywhere you
go. The Adapter reduces noise by automatically
maintaining the correct tension within the cassette
deck as you drive, so you get an outstanding

mobile audio performance. Includes a 3.5mm connector and allows easy placement of your
audio player with 4’ cable.................................................................................................................................12.95

Hi-Speed USB 2.0 4-Port Hub (F5U233-APL)

This hub provides four 480 Mbps downstream USB ports
that are compatible with both Hi-Speed USB 2.0 and USB
1.1 devices. The top loading port gives you easy access
for quick, temporary connections of USB thumb drives,
media readers, small accessories such as USB lights and
fans, the iPod shuffle, and more. The hub will charge and
syncs your iPod shuffle. Connects up to 2 devices without a power adapter...............................19.99

TuneBuds for iPod (F8Z0555)

With 5 (black, red, yellow, gray, blue) multi-colored pairs,
Belkin gives you a great way to replace your old, worn-
out, or lost earbud pads with stylish color. You can switch
among the various color selections to express yourself
and complete your look...........................................................9.99

Protective Overlays for
iPod video and iPod nano
With a clear protective shield for the front and back of
your iPod, these overlays protect against stratches and
minor cosmetic damage that can result from everyday
use. They attach seamlessly to the front and back sides,
keeping your iPod clearly visible. They also include a
cleaning kit for your iPod.
Overlay for iPod Video (F8Z085) ...........................................9.99
Overlay for iPod nano (F8Z086).............................................9.99

TuneDok Car Holder for iPod
Simply place your iPod into the
TuneDok and let the AirGrip

suction cup
functionality
hold it in
position for easy
access. TuneDok

provides security
and stability, along with flexible construction
for a perfect fit in your car’s cup-holder
console. With its innovative height-adjustment
capability, the ratcheting neck feature lets you
reposition your iPod easily. Cable manage-
ment clip eliminates loose and tangled 

TuneDok Car Holder (BETDCHIP) ..................12.99

Auto Kit for iPod
with Dock Connector

Connects the iPod to your car’s power source
and includes an exclusive cable that charges
your iPod from the cigarette lighter. A
provided adjustable amplifier and 3.5mm
audio-out jack let you play your iPod through
your car stereo or other audio equipment
when using a TuneCast Mobile FM Transmitter
or cassette adapter. It locks securely to your
iPod with dock connector. Available in White
(BECIP) or Black (F8V7058APLBLK) ......................29.95
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TunePower Rechargeable Battery Pack for iPod 
TunePower keeps the music playing by powering your iPod when the internal battery is
drained. Ideal for long flights, hikes, or for anytime you don’t have access to an AC outlet. It
provides 8-10 hours of additional power via a rechargeable 2-cell Lithium-ion battery. For

convenience it has a power-level indicator, so you
can tell when your batteries are running low, and it
includes 3 sleeves sized to fit all iPod and iPod mini
players with dock connecter. With a compact design,
TunePower easily fits in your pocket or carrying case.

◆ It includes a DC/FireWire charging cable that
charges your iPod and TunePower simultaneously
when used with the Apple iPod AC power brick or
any laptop or PC with a FireWire port.

TunePower Rechargeable
Battery Pack for iPod (BETPBIPM) ................................64.95

Battery Pack for iPod with Dock Connector (BEBBUIP)

The Backup Battery Pack keeps the music playing when
the internal battery is drained. A great solution for long
flights, hikes, or for anytime you don’t have access to an
AC outlet. It uses four “AA” alkaline batteries to provide
up to 15 hours of battery life. Discreet suction cups
secure the unit, without marring your iPod’s finish. In
addition, a 4-LED charge-level indicator lets you know
when the batteries are running low. Not compatible with iPod mini ............................................39.95

TuneTalk Stereo for iPod Video (BETTIVB)

With two high-quality omnidirectional microphones, the CD-quality
TuneTalk Stereo lets you record memos, lectures, interviews, or
conversations in full stereo. You can then review your CD-quality
audio notes by using your earbud headphones or computer.
Conveniences include hands free recording with included stand;
one touch navigation for quick memos; and it can charge while
recording with the included cable. Also features external
microphone adapter (3.5mm stereo), real time adjustable gain for
changing noise levels and clipping indicator ...................................59.99

TuneCommand AV for iPod (BETCAVIP)

TuneCommand AV lets you watch and listen to your
iPod through your home entertainment system,
while you simultaneously power and charge it
through a docking station. Using the wireless remote
control, you can roam as you play your tunes from
virtually anywhere in your home. The remote uses
wireless RF technology and works from up to 120’
away—perfect for distributed audio systems—
regardless of barriers such as walls, ceilings, or
windows. TuneCommand AV’s eight basic functions
include: play/pause, next/previous track, volume
up/down, song shuffle, and repeat. Used with your

iPod video or photo, TuneCommand AV lets you watch your downloaded videos, or view your
photos on your home television ...................................................................................................................69.95

TuneBase FM for iPod 
By seamlessly integrating an FM transmitter
with the versatility of a car power adapter,
TuneBase FM for iPod offers the outstanding
convenience of an all-in-one solution on the
road. It delivers crisp, clean audio performance
for an unsurpassed listening experience in
your car. A built-in FM transmitter wirelessly
connects to your car stereo on multiple FM
channels. Your iPod content goes through the
FM channel and TuneBase FM lets you choose
the best available frequency for listening. It
features four programmable memory slots
that let you easily find the clearest frequency,
and toggle among them for best performance.
The holder secures your iPod and features
an innovative, flexible-steel neck for easy
repositioning.

TuneBase for iPod(BETBFMIP): Includes tray
adapters to fit  iPod video, 4G, photo.......69.95
TuneBase for iPod nano (BETBFMIPN) .......64.95

TuneFM for iPod  
Wirelessly connect
your iPod to your
car, home, or
portable stereo.
Simply plug the
TuneFM into the
dock connector on
your iPod. Tune
your stereo to any
clear FM frequency,
and enjoy music
anywhere with full sound and fewer wires. It
uses the iPod display for easy FM tuning. (It
provides volume control on the iPod video).
TuneFM features 4 single-touch, programma-
ble preset buttons, and includes auto power
cord to power and charge your iPod in the
car. For the iPod video, 4G, photo, and mini
(BETFMIP), and the nano (BETFMIPN)..............39.95

TuneDeck for iPod nano (BECAIPN)

An all-in-one, in-car audio solution for
mounting, powering, and playing your iPod
nano. This easy-to-use device simply plugs
into your cassette deck, to play high-quality
audio through your car stereo without cables.
Featuring a shake-resistant design, it secures
your iPod nano with a custom cradle, while
positioning your screen for easy viewing with
it’s unique swivel base. Charges through
included mobile power cord........................49.95

iPOD Accessories
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TransPod
Go mobile in style! The TransPod is the ultimate iPod car
accessory.  It  plays iPod over your car stereo, it charges
your iPod, and it mounts iPod wherever you want it - no
mess or clutter. AND it works perfectly with the new
video iPod and iPod nano 1st and 2nd generation. 

TransPod broadcasts the iPod’s music to any FM radio
frequency  from 88.1 to 107.9 while simultaneously
charging and cradling the iPod in the car. Instead of

spending a small fortune on a separate transmitter, charger and cup holder cradle, the
TransPod combines  all of these features into one elegant, cost-effective device.

The TransPod is a complete iPod solution for your car, yet  it requires no installation. This makes
it a great alternative to  expensive custom installations. Its all-in-one functionality and superior
audio performance and sound quality also elevate the TransPod above separate, lower-end,
top-mounting FM transmitters. The TransPod works with any dockable iPod, including the new
iPod nano.

Features a smaller, sleeker design with  a beautiful curved form and easy-access controls. Its
new intelligent  power control automatically turns the TransPod on when the iPod  is docked
and off when the TransPod is not in use. It features front-based  tuning buttons for easy
navigation of FM stations and side-based  buttons that control backlight and preset functions.

◆ 4 assignable Presets let you jump to commonly used frequencies.

◆ TransPod Input lets you connect and transmit ANY other MP3 player or game  system.

◆ iPod Line Level Output available for car based auxiliary inputs  or cassette  adapter.

TransPod with FM Transmitter:
Avaialble in White (DLTAIOFMTW), Black (DLTAIOFMTB), and Silver (DLTAIOFMTS).................................79.95

iBoom (DLIBB2IP)

Take your music anywhere. Share your iPod with your
friends. Get your iPod party started with the iBoom, the
first boombox for iPod. It’s your iPod out loud in big
stereo sound, outside, at home, anywhere. Designed
for all iPods (iPod, iPod with color/video, 1st and 2nd
generation iPod nano) iBoom is a 20-watt per channel,
four-speaker boombox system with built-in digital FM
radio. Simply drop your iPod  into the iBoom dock, hit
play and enjoy the music. iBoom also features a built-in

handle for ease of portability, auxiliary input jack, and can be powered via its included AC
adapter or with 6 D-size batteries (not included). While under AC power, iBoom extends the
battery life as it powers and charges the iPod..........................................................................................84.95

AutoPod
Car Charger

Keep your iPod or iPod
nano fully charged
with the AutoPod Car
Charger. It includes
stylish curves, a
transparent status
light lens and glass
finish. Choice of finish
lets you match to
either the iPod color
or your car’s interior.

◆ Charges the iPod’s battery from any 12v
cigarette lighter. Comes with a 24” coiled
cord that stretches to over 5’ in length.

◆ Charger status light shows you charging
condition at a glance. 

◆ Includes Velcro tabs that allow you to mount
the ultra-light iPod nano, connected to your
AutoPod, anywhere you want in your car. 

AutoPod Charger (DLAAIPNB): Black............14.95
AutoPod Charger (DLAAIPNW): White .........12.95

Boom Bag (DLBBIBB)

A custom carrying case for iBoom, the Boom Bag
features a shoulder strap and a handle as well as
multiple pockets for storing iPods, ear buds and
personal items. It is made from top-quality neoprene
and has a cool, form-fitting design. The protective
front padding unzips and allows you to enjoy
iBoom and iPod at a party, on the beach or wherever
you want to share your music. The Boom Bag’s
shoulder strap stores neatly in the pocket at the top
of the Boom Bag ..........................................................39.00

TransDock micro
Requring no
installation, the
TransDock micro
is the most
flexible, cost-
effective car
solution for the
iPod you can buy.
It comes with a
removable USB
charge and sync
cable that can be

used at home or on the road. It has a beautiful
black and white color scheme that matches
any car’s interior as well as your iPod.
◆ Broadcasts the iPod’s music to any FM radio

frequency while keeping it charged. 
◆ An auxiliary input allows it to broadcast the

audio  from any MP3 player, gaming system
or portable DVD player. 

◆ Gives you the choice of connecting to  your
car stereo with a cassette adapter  or mini
plug cable with it’s auxiliary  line output.

◆ Easy-access, dash-based tuning buttons on
each side of the unit

◆ Bright, dash-based LCD readout

TransDock micro (DLTDM)..............................59.95
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HomeDock & HomeDock Deluxe
Homes for your iPod – at home. With HomeDock you can easily connect and enjoy your iPod’s pictures,
music and videos through your stereo and TV. A true home entertainment device, HomeDock includes a
14-function remote control to play your tunes from across the room; and an AC plug to power and charge
your iPod while docked. It even allows you to connect the iPod without removing it from it’s case. 
Very similar, the HomeDock Deluxe adds a new twist by displaying your iPod’s music content onto a TV -
allowing you to navigate, select and play your songs using the included 18-button remote control. Browse
through Playlists, Artists, Albums, Songs, Genres and more from the sofa with your HomeDock Deluxe.   
HomeDock Deluxe displays your iPod’s music content on a beautifully designed HomeDock TV interface
that’s as clear and cool as the iPod itself. You can even customize colors and screen savers to fit your taste!
Navigate with the remote into your songs and playlists to select just the right tunes for any occasion.
HomeDock Deluxe displays the currently playing song info and progress at the top of your screen, while
letting you select another song from the listings below. Song names and titles are large and easy to read
from anywhere in the room. 
The Homedock Deluxe takes the entertainment out of your pocket and puts it on the big screen. It has
two distinct modes: On-Screen Navigation Mode (for music interface on your TV) and iPod Mode (to play
videos or photo slideshows on your TV directly from the iPod). You can quickly switch modes with a push
of a button to watch and control videos and photo slideshows from an iPod, or browse and play music with
on-screen navigation.  

◆ iPod sounds great through earbuds, travel
speakers or a boombox. But hook it up to a
high-fidelity home stereo system, and you’ll
be amazed by how good it sounds. 

◆ They connect the iPod to your stereo via
RCA type plugs and cables (included).
Simply dock your iPod and music is sent to
your amplifier through the superior audio
line-out from the bottom of the iPod. No
adapters or loose cables.

◆ They have also has a USB interface that
connects to your computer and lets you
sync and charge your iPod from HomeDock.

◆ They connect to your TV via composite or 
S-Video so you can show all those pictures
and videos trapped inside iPod. Just dock
your iPod, select a photo slideshow or video
and relive the memories all over again.
Control your video playback from the sofa
with the full-function remote control. 

◆ They are powered by USB so you don’t have
to plug it in when attached to your
computer. Play iPods music through a
pair of powered speakers or passed back
through the input of your PC. What you’ll
have is a convenient, great sounding iPod
office stereo system.

HomeDock (DLHDIP)..........................................84.95
HomeDock Deluxe (DLHDDIP) .....................119.95

THEY BOTH FEATURE:

eMusic Digital Music Store
eMusic is different from other digital music stores. They are the only major music
service to make all of their music available as MP3s. That means more freedom
of use for you! The songs play flawlessly on any digital media player including
the iPod. You can burn unlimited CDs, download to an unlimited number of
computers, play on any digital music jukebox, and the list goes on. There are no
confusing restrictions or hidden fees for using YOUR music the way YOU want to!

eMusic offers a diverse catalog of over 1,000,000 songs from over 3,800 record labels around the world. To help you navigate all this great
music, their industry-leading columnists will guide you to musical gems in all of your favorite genres. Or, try the  neighbors feature to see
what other eMusic subscribers are downloading. eMusic is a discovery service that will change the way you think about music forever!

With eMusic, you get more for your money. Subscriptions start at just $9.99 a month for 40 downloads. That works out to less than 25 cents
per song. And the more you buy, the more you save! Compare that to other sites that charge 99 cents a song and you will see that eMusic is
the best value around!

As a gift for all B&H customers, we would like give you 50 free music downloads. To proceed simply log onto www.emusic.com/bhphoto.

HomeDock

HomeDock Deluxe
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iTrip (Dock) FM Transmitter for iPods with Dock
Featuring superior performance and innovative features,
the iTrip iPod FM transmitter plays your music through any
FM radio in your car, at a party, or at home. By letting you
choose any radio station on the dial to tnue to, you get
the cleanest possible signal You do this by ‘playing’
special station codes directly from the iPod itself. Compact,
self-contained design makes controlling iTrip a snap - perfect for use in autos. 

PowerJolt (GRPJCIP)

iPod Auto Charger
The PowerJolt lets
you take your iPod on
the road and listen to
great music while
keeping it fully
charged. PowerJolt
charges your iPod
whether it's playing
music or in standby
mode, ensuring that
you’ll arrive at your

destination fully charged. Includes charger
module and a separate 4’ high quality Dock
Connector to USB cable ..................................12.95

DirectDeck
Universal Cassette Adapter

The easiest, most
convenient way to
listen to any portable
audio player through
your car’s stereo.
Just plug DirectDeck’s
audio jack into the
headphone port of
your iPod, MP3 /CD player, or other portable
audio device. Then insert the DirectDeck
cassette adapter into your cassette player, and
you’ll be jammin’.

iFM (GRIFMIPB)

Radio, Remote & Recorder for iPod
iFM integrates FM
radio tuning, recording
and remote control
functionality to the
iPod, all in a tiny
aluminum enclosure.
With the flip of a switch
you can switch
seamlessly between
controlling your music
library and listening to
your favorite FM radio programming. Use the
iFM as an inline remote to control the iPod’s
transport controls, great for workouts, biking
or hiking. iFM is also a recording device, with a
built in microphone to record voice, or change
modes to capture live FM radio directly to the
iPod! Integrated white backlit LCD shows
iFM’s operating mode a glance...................29.95

◆ It has a large, easy-to-read backlit LCD
screen, so setting its digital tuner is easy
and intuitive. A switch on the side of the
iTrip makes it a breeze to select a broadcast
frequency. But you won’t have to adjust the
settings very often – iTrip conveniently
remembers its most recent settings. 

◆ Selectable LX or DX modes of broadcasting
lets you to adjust for the best possible
audio under real-world conditions. Even in
tough situations, such as large cities with
lots of radio stations crowding the dial, DX
Mode delivers a noise level that’s below
that of a cassette adapter, allowing the
music to punch through cleanly.

◆ Set the iTrip to either US or International
tuning modes. International mode allows
access to all available frequencies through-
out the world. US mode limits tuning to
those frequencies relevant to US stations.
No unnecessary scrolling through channels. 

◆ Auto volume control works with the iPod’s
volume level to automatically avoid
distortion. If the iPod volume is set too high,
iTrip recognizes and corrects it by lowering
the volume to its optimum level, assuring
clean, clear, dynamic sound. 

◆ Doesn’t need batteries, it receives  power
from the iPod, and it can rotate out of the
way to charge the iPod while still in use.  

SmartDeck (GRSDIP)

Intelligent Cassette Adapter for iPod
SmartDeck allows you to control your iPod using the controls
of your cassette player. Using patented sensing technology,
it determines which commands the cassette player sends to
the iPod. SmartDeck is more than just a cassette adapter for
iPod; it achieves truly seamless integration between iPod and
cassette deck. Use the deck’s FF and REW buttons to advance
to the next or prior songs in the iPod playlist. Pause and stop
buttons do what pause and stop buttons are expected to do.
Hit the Eject button or switch from cassette to radio, and it automatically pauses the iPod....19.95

iTrip Auto FM Transmitter and Car Charger (GRITAIP)

iTrip Auto is the most versatile iTrip to date,
accommodating every dock connector iPod,
including iPod nano and 5th Generation iPods
with video. Designed specifically for use in the
car, iTrip Auto's large, easy-to-read backlit LCD
screen affords quick, precise station selection
and easy status at a glance. iTrip Auto uses the
audio line out from the iPod's dock connector
and optimizes the output volume. Speaker

volume can be controlled solely from the car stereo controls, without having to adjust the iPod’s
volume level. iTrip Auto includes all innovations of its iTrip lineage, including selectable LX and
DX modes for best-quality audio under real-world conditions ............................................................34.95

iTrip (Dock): Available in White (GRITIPD) or Black (GRITB) ........................................................................29.95
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RoadTrip (GRRT)

FM Transmitter/Charger/Cradle for iPod/iPod Mini
The only iPod and iPod mini car accessory you’ll ever need,
RoadTrip is a high-powered FM Transmitter, iPod auto charger
AND a convenient iPod cradle.  RoadTrip plugs into any auto
power outlet or lighter adapter and provides an adjustable
cradle to charge and hold any docking iPod. 

The transmitter can then be set to broadcast iPod’s music to
any FM frequency from 88.1 to 107.9. Its backlit screen shows
which frequency RoadTrip is currently broadcasting and can
easily be adjusted via buttons located directly on the front of
the unit.

Audio is transmitted through the connected dock on the
bottom of iPod. This leaves the top of the iPod open for use
with other accessories. For added versatility, the removable
FM transmitter module can also be used to broadcast music
from a Mac or PC. Attaches to a
USB-equipped computer via a combination USB power/audio
connector cable (included). This allows you to play iTunes
music to any FM stereo close by ........................................................................................................................49.95

AirClick Remote Control for iPod (GRACIPQ)

AirClick for iPod and iPod mini is the remote control you've been
missing. It lets you hook up your iPod to your sound system and
wander through the house while in full control of your tunes.
Pause your iPod to answer the door and then crank it up with-
out even going in the room.

AirClick uses RF signals that travel through walls for control
anywhere in your home or outside, up to 60’ away. The five
button remote allows for play/pause, next track, previous
track, and volume up and down. A hold switch on the side
prevents accidentally disturbing your musical nirvana. The remote has a clip on it for convenient
attachment. Also has convenient remote holder with velcro straps to allow attachment as an
armband or to a bicycle frame or steering wheel .......................................................................................29.95

Dock400 • Dock800
FireWire Cables for iPod

The Dock400 FireWire cable allows you to
connect your iPod to a Mac or PC’s Firewire
port, for charging and file transfers. It is 48”
long and uses Apple-approved connectors. It
can be used with Apple’s iPod dock, or
plugged directly into the iPod. Short on
FireWire connections? Have to unplug some-
thing everytime you want to sync your iPod?
Let a Dock800 cable ease your load. Using the
Dock800 cable is a smart way to use your
FireWire ports. Grab one and give your iPod a
unique connection to your computer.

Dock400 (GRDFW) .............................................14.99
Dock800 (GRDFW800) .......................................15.99

BlueTrip
Wireless Bluetooth Audio for iPod

BlueTrip delivers the pristine CD-quality sound that iPod users
want in a high-quality home stereo environment. Using Bluetooth
technology, BlueTrip can transmit up to 30-feet away from your
stereo, without the traditional barriers of line of sight, walls,
ceilings or windows that limit other remotes. With BlueTrip, you
are free to roam and jam.

Your iPod equipped with BlueTrip effectively becomes the ultimate
remote, with every control at your fingertips, and any song at
your whim. BlueTrip draws its power directly from the iPod — no
batteries or extra cables required.

The BlueTrip receiver’s stylish design makes it a welcome addition
to any entertainment center. With RCA plugs as well as optical and
headphone output, it can integrate into any stereo configuration.

iPod Home Connect Kit
Audio Cables for the iPod

Designed specifically for the iPod these two
clear and white cables is all you need to
connect your iPod's Dock to your home stereo.
With these two cables, your iPod can also plug
directly into any available line level input of
most stereo receivers, or even portable
powered speakers. If you thought your iPod
sounded good through your headphones,
wait until you hear it played through your
Polk, Klipsch, Infinity etc. speakers. Includes:

• 6’ stereo mini-jack to RCA males

• 7” stereo mini-jack to RCA females
iPod Home Connect Kit (GRCKCCIP)............7.99
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TuneJuice (GRTJ)

Battery Backup for iPod and iPod mini
Ever run out of iPod battery without a power source in sight?
TuneJuice is perfect for those times when you just gotta have
more than what your iPod battery can give you. 

Powered by a standard 9-volt battery, TuneJuice works with
any dockable iPod or iPod mini. If your iPod has some charge,
TuneJuice will provide up to 8 hours of additional play; a
completely drained iPod will get up to 4 hours. Pop another
9v battery in  and keep rocking.  The perfect carry-on for
airplanes, road trips and ski trips. Anytime you need some
serious play time and don’t have access to AC..................11.99

iTalk Pro
Stereo Mic for iPod

Make your iPod much more than just an MP3
player. Make it a portable, world-class voice
recorder with literally thousands of hours of record-
ing time.  Plug iTalk Pro into your iPod's dock con-
nector, and suddenly you have the world's most
portable mobile recording studio in the palm of
your hand. No extra cables, no adapters, nothing
but portable CD-quality recording capability.

Record seminars, meetings, classes, notes in your car, songs, whatever you want. iTalk Pro’s twin
built-in mics record directly to your iPod, and adjustable gain settings give you control over the
volume. You can even use external microphones with iTalk Pro. Just plug your mic into the
3.5mm jack on the bottom of iTalk Pro.

iTalk Pro will let you record in either 16-bit stereo or 8-bit mono. One-touch recording makes
operation a breeze, so you can concentrate on what you’re hearing, instead of how to operate
the machinery. With iTalk Pro your ability to faithfully record the sounds of your world is limited
only by your iPod's capacity and your own imagination.......................................................................CALL

iBeam (GRIBEA)

Laser Pointer and Flashlight
for iPod and iPod mini

You tote your iPod everywhere, right? If you’re like us, your
iPod is always close at hand, ready for some tunes or to take a
voice memo. Now your iPod has another cool new trick.

iBeams is a snap-on flashlight that is surprisingly functional
when a quick beam of light is required in a dark car or
doorstep. The other half of the package is a class IIIA laser
pointer.  Handy for iPod-friendly presentations, the laser
pointer is an amazingly powerful red laser beam that is

capable of being seen over a quarter of
a mile away. Both units come with a
|snap-on protective cap that can be
attached to any keychain for convenient
portability and accessibility ..............11.95

TuneBuds nano 
Lanyard and Earbuds Combination 

Designed to
unleash the full
potential of the
nano, TuneBuds
isolates your
listening experience
from outside sound
by fitting comfort-
ably inside your

ears, to deliver rich, crystal clear audio. Based
on Griffin’s acclaimed EarThump design with
clean, crisp highs and mind-numbing bass—
standard earbuds pale in comparison. 

Snap TuneBuds onto the nano’s dock connec-
tor, and you’re up and running. By integrating
the audio cables into the lanyard, TuneBuds
keeps you free of excess cords and tangled
lines, and your iPod nano stays accessible for
selecting songs and adjusting volume.

TuneBuds (GRTBIPNW) ........................................24.95

EarJams
Enhance the Sound and

Comfort of your iPod Earbuds
White iPod earbuds
are the symbol of the
iPod revolution. They
tell the world that you
own the coolest MP3
player in the world.
EarJams let you keep
on using your iPod’s
earbuds while giving
you the quality that
comes from in-ear
style headphones. You
won’t believe how

good your earbuds can sound. Removable and
washable, EarJams snap easily onto your Apple
earbuds. Each set comes with three sizes of
earpads to give you a snug and comfortable fit.
In fact with the in your ear, you hear more
music and less outside noise than you ever did
with your earbuds alone.

◆ Deliver massive bass and improved sound

◆ Enhance the comfort and fit of your earbuds

◆ Raises your earbud volume by up to 10 dB

◆ Includes multiple size ear pads and a case t

EarJams (GREJIP) ...................................................7.99
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TuneCenter
Home Media Center for iPod

The  attractively designed iPod TuneCenter is a media center that
gives you the ability to convert your iPod into a home entertainment
center. Using the supplied 14-button remote control, it gives you the
ability to watch videos, listen to your iPod music library or check out
photos via your TV screen and speakers. It also provides a full slate of
Internet Radio stations which can be heard through your connected

TV with minimal user configuration.

iVault
Armor for the iPod Shuffle

Griffin Technology, in collaboration with designer Greg Gutierrez, has
created a stunning enclosure that incorporates maximum protection
in an elegant design. Machined entirely out of aluminum, the iVault
safely encloses your iPod shuffle, while still allowing total access to
the control wheel, audio jack, on switch, USB port, and LED. The front
and back halves of the case are joined together by 4 small screws, so
your iPod shuffle is guaranteed to be secure. 

Every edge of the iVault is rounded and beveled for the perfect feel.
You won’t want to put it down. Lightweight yet strong, the iVault
and the iPod shuffle together weigh less than 1.5 ounces. Available
in silver (GRCAIVSIPS) and green (GRCAIVGRIPGR) ....................................12.99

iSqueez 
Cradle for iPod or iPod mini
Put your iPod in the lap of luxury.
Your cup holder is a great
place for your iPod on the
road, but it can still slide
around, fall out, and even
be scratched. And trying
to use a charging cable
really complicates things.

Enter the iSqueez. iSqueez
holds your iPod or iPod
mini at an easy-to-see angle. The material
won’t scratch the iPod’s surface, and isn’t
going to fall out. The iSqueez also leaves room
on the inside for a docking cable, and pro-
vides a place for the cable to run without dis-
turbing your iPod’s newfound peace.

TuneFlex
Auto Charger with 
Docking Cradle

Designed for you car, TuneFlex holds your
iPod securely on a strong and flexible stem,
keeping your iPod’s controls at your fingertips.

TuneFlex plugs into your car’s 12v outlet to
power and charge your iPod. It includes a
replaceable fuse to keep your iPod safe and
your mind at ease.

TuneFlex includes the DirectDeck cassette
adapter and a pass-through dock connector
for use in conjunction with other iPod devices
such as the iTrip or AirClick. Because iPods
come in different thicknesses, the cradle has
an adjustment knob to securely hold your
iPod in place. There is a 3.5mm audio socket
for audio-out, and a Hi/Low output switch -
just choose the setting that results in the
strongest, cleanest sound. For iPods with
video, it includes a transparent sleeve that slips
down over any 5G iPod for added security. 

TuneFlex (GRTFIP5G): For iPod video and 4th
generation iPod and iPod photo.................34.95

TuneFlex (GRTFN1G): For iPod nano ............29.95

◆ Display iPod playlists and song information on your TV screen. TuneCenter takes music sharing
to a whole new level: now the whole room can see at a glance the song title, artist, album and
progress of the current song.

◆ Remote allows navigation of the entire iPod library, as well as preferences such as shuffle and
repeat modes, and EQ, all without getting up off the couch.  

◆ TuneCenter plays internet radio stations. Choose from thousands of free channels simply by
plugging TuneCenter into your network. And you can do it all with on-screen navigation.  

◆ TuneCenter also uses your TV to display your iPod’s photos. Take TuneCenter with you for the
most compact business presentation system ever.  When it comes to watching movies, the
bigger the better. Your iPod with video is the best way to carry your movies around; but the
best place for watching movies and video is on your home entertainment system.

TuneCenter for iPod (GRTC) ..........................99.95 TuneCenter for iPod with WiFi (GRTCP) .99.95

iKaraoke Karaoke for your iPod
This original iPod accessory features a your own portable
karaoke solution! A high-quality compact microphone plugs
into your iPod and at the flick of a switch, existing vocals fade
into the background, leaving instruments and backing vocals
intact, allowing you to step up and be the star. iKaraoke sends
the music — along with your performance — to your stereo
system for the world to enjoy. iKaraoke also includes features
to enhance your performance: three levels of reverb to blend
vocals and accompaniment so you sound best. iKaraoke can
send the music, and your vocals, to your FM stereo wirelessly or by direct connection. Because it
is so versatile and so compact, you can enjoy sing-along fun in your home, in your car, anywhere
you can take your iPod that has an FM radio or stereo system. 
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Spyro (JBSPYRO): A powerful, compact 2.1-channel system that looks and sounds like no other personal
sound system out there. With a pair of delicately beautiful satellites and an innocent-looking subwoofer,
Spyro components pound out rich, authoritative sound from nearly any multimedia source. You can
express yourself with optional subwoofer covers available in a variety of colors and patterns that match

your room or gear’s décor. A stereo mini jack easily connects Spyro to multimedia devices. Enjoy high-quality
audio from desktop and laptop computers, iPod and other MP3 players, satellite radio, game consoles – you
name it. Easy-to-use one touch buttons control volume and mute. A single control adjusts subwoofer output.

And JBL Spyro remembers your previous settings every time the system is powered on ............................................129.95

Spot: A powerful, compact 2.1-channel multimedia sound system with interchangeable black and white outer
covers. An eye-opening array of optional covers in other colors and patterns is available. Be bold or subtle.
Match your room or your mood. The only thing about JBL Spot that doesn’t change is the sound. A
stereo mini jack connects JBL Spot to a variety of multimedia devices. Enjoy high-quality
audio from desktop and laptop computers, iPod and other MP3 players, satellite radio,
game consoles – you name it. Easy-to-use one touch buttons control volume and mute.  A
single control lets you adjust subwoofer output. And JBL Spot remembers your previous settings every time the system is powered on.

Proprietary JBL Technology: JBL Spyro, Spot and On Tour Plus speaker systems owe their clear, accu-
rate sound and outstanding performance characteristics to proprietary JBL technologies designed specifically for
todays cutting edge multimedia devices.

Available in three colors, Creature II features a cutting-edge sci-fi design and superior sound perform-
ance. Designed for Macs, PCs and portable audio devices, the system includes two magnetically-shielded
desktop speakers and a subwoofer to produce high-quality stereo sound for MP3’s, movies and games.

Creature II

◆ Unique “plug and play” solution, compati-
ble with all Macs and PCs – desktops and
portables – as well as MP3 players.

◆ System utilizes a straightforward
interconnect technology, which provides
an effortless user interface with minimum
desktop wiring.

◆ The satellites have a cutting-edge sci-fi design
with down firing LEDs for a cool desktop look
in minimum lighting environments. Powerful
subwoofer provides clean low bass with treble
and level controls.

Creature II: Available in White (CREATUREIIW), Gray
(CREATUREIIG), or Black (CREATUREIIB) ......................69.95

◆ Odyssey aluminum-domed transducers with neodymium magnets
deliver rich high- and mid-frequency response.

◆ Atlas large-excursion subwoofer with dual neodymium magnets
pounds out clean, distortion-free bass.

◆ COE (Computer-Optimized Equalization) provides a rich, complete
soundstage. 

◆ OCT (Optimized Compression Topology) ensures clean, accurate
sound at high output levels.

◆ MAPS (Minimum Audio Parameter Shift) suppresses distortion, even at the highest output levels.

On Tour Plus (JBOTP): A revolution in portable compact sound, On Tour Plus is a compact, lightweight,
high-performance sound system for any on-the-go electronic device that could benefit from cleaner, more

powerful audio. The stereo mini jack and audio input cable allow you to enjoy high-quality audio from a variety
of portable devices as well as laptop and desktop computers. It includes an integrated bracket for portable
gaming, music or video gear. A rugged, zippered ballistic nylon carry case protects the On Tour Plus, AC

adapter and game console bracket, with an external pouch to hold portable devices. Additional features
include an intergrated protective, sliding cover and stand, as well as surface-grabbing rubber feet to provie

stability. The use of a Class D digital amplifier delivers clean, powerful sound while extending battery life ..............79.95

SPEAKER SYSTEMS FOR IPOD and MP3 PLAYERS
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On Stage Micro
Not much bigger than an iPod Universal Dock,
the On Stage Micro is AC- or battery-powered
so it can go with you anywhere to deliver
legendary JBL audio performance. As a stand-
alone iPod system, On Stage Micro fills your
room with full-spectrum sound. It offers a leap
forward from your computer’s speakers, keeps
your iPod in sync and frees desk space. Music
mode provides full transport and volume control, while Navigation
mode offers full browsing of your music, photo and video collection.
The bass port improves low frequencies while minimizing distortion.
On Stage Micro can run for up to 24 hrs. with 4 AAA alkaline or NiMH
batteries. Automatic Sleep mode saves battery life. The system awakens
at the previous volume level with just a touch.

On Stage II (JBOS2)

A compact, high-performance sound system,
On Stage II connects to your iPod, MP3 player
or other music source, while providing clean,
powerful sound. The wireless RF remote
control, with convenient clip, provides the
freedom to enjoy your music from across the
room or anywhere up to 50’ away. Transport
controls are all at your fingertips. Bring your

JBL On Stage II wherever you go — the lightweight, compact sound
tation can provide full, rich sound in any location ...............................129.95

Radial Micro (JBMRADIAL)

The 20-watt Radial Micro is one of the
smallest, yet versatile multimedia speaker
systems ever developed. It’s a space-saving,
all-in-one computer sound system and iPod
docking station. An RCA video output allows
connection to most TVs. Experience clean,
accurate full-frequency sound and tight,
distortion-free bass from a compact device that looks great. In Music
mode, the supplied IR remote lets you adjust volume, change tracks
and FF/REV through songs from across the room. In Navigation mode, it
gives you full iPod functionality. Browse and select playlists, slideshows
and videos as if you were holding your iPod in your hand ...............129.95

Radial (JBRADIAL)

Surround your iPod with legendary JBL
sound. The 30-watt Radial delivers clean,
powerful high- and mid-frequency sound,
and plenty of deep, distortion-free bass.
As a computer peripheral, it upgrades
your external speakers and subwoofer. It
even sends your iPod photos and video to
a TV monitor. The wireless RF remote

control provides the freedom to enjoy your music from across the room
or in another room, or outside, from up to 20’. With full access to your
iPod, you can easily change tracks, browse through libraries, adjust
settings and scroll through extras...............................................................299.95

Go+ Play: From its flat, protective iPod cradle and smart RF remote, to its arching
stainless-steel handle, this portable loudspeaker dock delivers tight, thunderous bass from high-
excursion low-frequency drivers, and highs that are distinct and crystal-clear. Go+ Play is AC- or
battery-operated, so it will go anywhere your iPod goes. As a multimedia entertainment center, it
even sends your iPod photos and video to a TV monitor. The smart RF remote lets you adjust
volume, change tracks and fast forward/reverse through songs from anywhere in the room. In
Navigation mode, it gives you full iPod functionality. The dual Atlas woofers are capable of peak-
to-peak travel of nearly an inch for tight, accurate bass reproduction, while the dual Ridge high-
and midrange transducers produce rich, full-spectrum sound. The clean and compact digital

amplification coupled with DSP equalization efficiently provides the Go+ Play transducers with cool-running power. The Slipstream Port design
improves bass output while minimizing distortion. Go+ Play operates for up to 16 continuous hours with eight ‘D’ batteries (including rechargeables).
An automatic Sleep mode saves battery life, in the absence of an input signal. The system awakens at the previous volume level with just a touch.

◆ All provide easy-to-use touch controls for convenient desktop use.
One touch increases or decreases the volume; one touch mutes or
un-mutes the system volume. Each speaker system will also
remember your previous settings when they are powered on.

◆ They have OnePoint iPod connectors that provide the connection to
your computer using a standard iPod cable. Every time you dock your
iPod, you will have a connection for sync. They will also charge your
iPod without a computer connection, even when the systems are off.

◆ Clear accurate sound and stellar performance can be attributed to
proprietary, multimedia-driven JBL technologies. An example of this
is OCT (Optimized Compression Topology) that ensures clean, punchy
sound at high output levels.

◆ Four aluminum-domed Odyssey transducers (except Go+Play) deliver
accurate, high-frequency response and four octaves of rich mid- to
low-frequency sound.

◆ Computer-optimized equalization provides rich, complete soundstage.

iPod Dock System Features
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InMotion iM4
A tiny battery-operated stereo
system lets you share the sounds
of your MP3, CD or portable DVD at
home or on the go. Highly efficient
Class D amplifier powers
four custom-designed,
neodymium 25mm full-range
micro drivers to deliver a full
spectrum of pure, distinct sound,
while the revolutionary MaxxBass technology allows you to enjoy deep
bass. Place your small portable audio device on the rubberized base,
plug in the retractable audio cable, and fire up your system.

◆ 24 hours of continuous playback with 4 AA batteries (not included)

◆ Convenient retractable signal cable provides clean cable management
and connects to virtually any audio device, such as MP3 and CD/DVD
players, and laptops.

◆ Dual inputs let you connect two audio players at the same time
(second cable not included).

◆ Rubberized base provides a non-slip platform for your MP3/CD player

◆ Compact design folds to close for convenient mobility. Folded, it
measures just 10.25 x 1 x 5.3” (WHD), weighs only 28oz.

inMotion iM4 Portable Audio System (ALPSIP)...................................74.95

InMotion iM11
This is the system that
will get you started.
The inMotion iM11 lets
you listen to music on
your iPod with robust
sound while on the go.
Fits, syncs and charges
all dockable iPods.

◆ Compact, lightweight speaker system that goes just about anywhere
you want to listen to music. Replaces headphone listening and
delivers high quality, crystal-clear sound.

◆ Superior MaxxBass technology for quality bass without a subwoofer.

◆ Built-in iPod docking station for data transfer and automatic iPod
recharging.

◆ Long battery life gives you freedom. For use at home or overseas, it
includes a universal power supply with international plugset.

◆ Input jack for second device connection, including CD & DVD players.

◆ Compact design folds to close for convenient mobility. Folded, it 
measures just 8.5 x 1.4 x 4.3” (WDH), weighs only 14 oz.

◆ Includes carrying case

inMotion iM11 Portable Audio System (ALIM11).................................69.95

InMotion iM3
The inMotion iM3 is a paper-back-sized,
ultra-portable, battery-operated stereo
system that is the perfect companion
for your iPod. A highly efficient Class D
amplifier powers four custom-designed
neodymium 28mm full-range micro
drivers to deliver a full spectrum of
pure, distinct sound, while the
revolutionary MaxxBass technology
allows you to enjoy deep bass without
lugging around a subwoofer.

◆ Built-in docking station provides same sync, data transfer and
recharging options as the iPod dock (cable not included).

◆ Wireless remote and built-in controls, so  just sit back and enjoy.

◆ Runs 24 hours on four AA batteries.

◆ Convenient secondary input jack for connection with other older
iPods, and other MP3 players (cable included).

◆ Folds 8 x 5.5 x 1.1” (WxHxD); weighs 15 oz.

◆ Includes a protective carrying case for your traveling convenience.

InMotion iM3 in Chrome (ALIM3C) ..........................................................104.95

InMotion iM3 in Black (ALIM3CB)..............................................................109.95

InMotion iM5
Sound travels and so can
you with the inMotion iM5.
The ideal travel companion
for your iPod, the iM5 is a
shock-resistant little
powerhouse that delivers
surprisingly powerful,
room-filling, crystal clear

sound. AC or battery operated, it is perfect for the bedroom, kitchen,
hotel room or dorm room. Employs revolutionary MaxxBass technology
allows you to enjoy deep bass without lugging around a subwoofer. 

◆ An amplified extension of your iPod, the compact and lightweight
iM5 delivers high quality, crystal-clear sound just about anywhere.

◆ Advanced Class D amplifier for maximum power and more than 24
hours of battery life (4 AA batteries not included). For stationary use,
it includes a universal power supply with international plugset

◆ Superior MaxxBass technology for quality bass without a subwoofer.

◆ Built-in iPod docking station for data transfer and auto iPod recharging.

◆ Input jack for second device connection, including CD & DVD players.

◆ Compact design folds to close for convenient mobility. Folded, it
measures just 8.4 x 3.8 x 2.1” (WHD), weighs only 20 oz.

inMotion iM5 Portable Audio System (ALIM5) .......................................109.95
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InMotion iM500
Designed for home or travel, the iM500
is compact, lightweight and super-thin
speaker system for the iPod nano. And
although it is impossibly-thin, the
iM500 features two custom, full-range
drivers, plus built-in-bass-enhance-
ment technology for stunning,
surprisingly clear sound. You can plug
it in or choose battery power. And it syncs and charges your iPod nano.

◆ An amplified extension of your iPod nano, the iM500 delivers high
quality, crystal-clear sound that goes just about anywhere.

◆ Superior MaxxBass technology for quality bass without a subwoofer.

◆ Designed to be tough enough for the most rugged traveler.

◆ Advanced Class D amplifier for maximum power and up to 8 hrs of
life on 6 AAA batteries (not included). An AC adapter is included.

◆ Built-in iPod docking station for data transfer and auto iPod recharging.

◆ Input jack for second device connection, including CD & DVD players.

◆ Wafer-thin design folds to close for convenient mobility. Folded, it
measures just 8.5 x 0.7 x 5“ (WxDxH), weighs only 12 oz.

◆ Includes carry pouch.

inMotion iM500 Portable Audio Speaker System (ALIM500) ......99.95

InMotion iM7
The ultimate traveling companion
for all dockable iPods. Ushering in a
new era of out-loud audio for iPod,
the iM7 delivers full-bodied sound
that rivals traditional home stereo
systems. Its sleek, compact design goes
where you go – around the home, to the
office, or at the beach. Mobility is encouraged via the iM7’s long lasting
battery mode. Or it can be powered via AC. The iPod recharges while
you listen. Your dockable iPod is secured within a patented universal
cradle that gracefully opens and recesses with the touch of a finger.
The iM7’s impressive sound comes from highly advanced neodymium
drivers and tweeters, plus a powerful, built-in XDB enhanced
subwoofer. A wireless remote provides across-the-room command of
the iM7 and iPod, allowing perfect adjustment of your music.  

◆ Patented high efficiency digital amplification delivers consistent,
powerful sound from a compact system.

◆ Exceptional low frequency bass from the built-in 4” side-firing 
subwoofer enhanced with revolutionary XdB technology.

◆ Two 3” neodymium drivers deliver smooth mids and mid bass, while
two custom 1” neodymium tweeters deliver crystal-clear highs

◆ Built-in cradle adjusts to fit your iPod and recharges it while you listen.

◆ AC or DC powered, it runs on batteries or plugs into the wall with the
supplied universal AC adapter (includes international plug set).

◆ Composite and S-Video output to play videos or view your photo
albums on most TVs.

◆ Wireless remote for control of basic iPod functions, as well as the
speaker system’s stand-by, master volume, bass, and treble controls 

◆ Convenient auxiliary input jack for connection with other audio
devices, including laptops, older iPods, and other MP3 players

inMotion iM7 iPod Speakers..................................................................169.99

Shoulder Pack for the iM7
◆ Easy-access double zipper

◆ Ballistic nylon material 
provides durable, 
all-weather protection

◆ Roomy, separate storage 
compartment for iM7
accessories 

◆ Padded handle and shoulder strap

Shoulder Harness for the iM7
◆ Open Design with a durable leather look and feel for on-the-go

enjoyment with a storage compartment for iM7 accessories.

Shoulder Pack for iM7 (ALIM7SP)...............................................................169.99
Shoulder Harness for iM7 (ALIM7SH) .........................................................49.95

InMotion iM9
You can’t count on every room to
have concert hall acoustics. That’s
why the iM9 speaker system is such a
good choice for the dorm room or
any room. It's compact, so it fits just
about anywhere and is easy to carry.
And it delivers high quality sound
even in less-than-ideal surroundings. 

◆ Compact, lightweight shock-resistant speaker system that goes just
about anywhere — durable enough for the most rugged traveler.

◆ Large speakers deliver huge, high quality, crystal-clear sound.

◆ Advanced Class D amplifier for maximum power and more than 24
hours of life on 4 ‘C’ batteries (not included). A universal power
supply with international plugset is included.

◆ Superior MaxxBass technology for quality bass without a subwoofer.

◆ Built-in, retractable iPod docking station for data transfer and iPod
recharging, when unit is plugged in; input jack for second audio device

◆ Video output for iPod photo and iPod video

◆ Compact design folds to close for convenient mobility. Folded, it
measures just 11x 3 x 7.8“ (WxDxH), weighs only 4 lbs.

◆ Includes a deluxe backpack style carrying bag

inMotion iM9 Portable Audio Speaker System (ALIM9).............144.95
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iSkin

iH5: An iPod docking clock radio, the iH5 wakes you up
to music from your iPod, an AM/FM radio or buzzer.
With its built-in iPod cradle, the iH5 charges your
iPod while docked, and line-in to connect
non-docking iPods and other audio players.
The iH5 has an extra-large, backlit custom
LCD display with adjustable backlighting
and amber backlight on all primary buttons.
“Gentle Wake and Gentle Sleep,”  gradually
increases and decreases alarm/sleep volume for a more
relaxing beginning and end to each day. Utilizes Reason8 speaker
technology to create sound quality that has outstanding depth, clarity and power.

iH7: Stepping up from the iH5, the
smartly designed, iH7 still includes a
charging iPod dock, two base speakers,
and AM/FM clock radio.  However, it also
includes dual alarms, a detached third
“bedside” speaker, an RF remote control
capable of working from a room away,
and a more user-adjustable LCD screen.
In addition, the iH7’s bass and treble set-
tings can be independently tweaked, as
can the left/right speaker balance, creating audio that is ideal. Works with all Dock connector-
equipped iPods and the iPod shuffle, includes aux-in and line-out ports, and is easy to use.

Note: The third speaker which you can link via a 10’ cable allows you to share your music with
another person but it only substitutes for the right integrated speaker, rather than augmenting
it with additional sound power. If they prefer silence there's a handy on/off button.  

iH7 Clock Radio System for iPod (IH7) ............................................................................................149.95 

◆ Removable dock inserts fit all docking
iPods and charge your iPod while docked.

◆ High-fidelity stereo speakers in specially
designed isolated speaker chambers.

◆ Fall asleep listening to your iPod or
AM/FM radio with a programmable
scheduled shut down that ranges from
15 minutes to 2 hours. 

◆ Time and date are preset at the factory;
you can adjust preset time to any of
seven different time zones at the touch of
a button; DST switch for quick daylight-
savings time adjustment.

◆ Extra-large, backlit custom LCD display
shows clock/calendar, iPod info, radio
tuning, volume level, alarm information. 

◆ Alarm Reset turns off alarm and
automatically resets it for same time the
following day.

◆ Sure Alarm battery backup maintains
clock setting and ensures alarm wake
time in case of power failures.

◆ Wireless remote control lets you control
your music selections from across the
room. Replay and skip to whatever song
you want without leaving your couch. 

iH5 (IHSIP): White ...........................................84.95 iH5 (IHSRIPW): With remote. White ..........99.95
iH5 (IHSIPB): Black...........................................88.95 iH5 (IHSRIPB): With remote. Black...........119.95 

iHome Audio Systems for iPodeVo3 Cases

Crafted from durable, high-grade silicone, the
amazing eVo3 features an ultra-clear, scratch
resistant screen and face protector for the
iPod with video. Precision molded to provide
the ultimate fit with a high quality finish, it
provides maximum protection without added
bulk, while enhancing the look of the iPod.   

◆ Made from a high-quality, ultra-clear resin
that is coated with an optical finish that
resists scuffs and scratches caused by every-
day use. It integrates seamlessly with the
eVo3 and does not shift or slide out of place.

◆ Integrated docking port connector cover
keeps dust, dirt and other impurities from
entering the iPod when not being used.

◆ The sleek, low-profile polycarbonate
RevoClip 2, rotates to give you the best
angle to control your iPod when clipped to
your belt. It can be removed so that you can
easily slip your iPod into a pocket or bag.

◆ eVoGrip surface texture provides a rich feel
and gives you a confident grip on your iPod.

◆ Micro-pores on the back of the eVo3 aid in
heat dissipation to help keep the iPod cool
while watching videos for extended times.

◆ Offers integrated click wheel protection via
a thin membrane that allows for full control
of the iPod. It protects the iPod’s click wheel
from moisture, dirt and wear.

eVo3 for iPod with Video 30GB: Available in
Atomic: Vibrant Green (ISCEIPV30AQ), Sonic:
Vibrant Blue (ISCEIPV30S), Blaze: Exciting Red
(ISCEIPV30BQ), Arctic: Clear frosted (ISCEIPV30A),
Eclipse: Solid black (ISCEIPV30E) and Blush:
Fashion Pink (ISCEIPV30B) ...................................34.95

eVo3 for iPod with Video 60GB or 80GB:
Available in Atomic: Vibrant Green (ISCEIPV60AQ),
Sonic: Vibrant Blue (ISCEIPV60S), Blaze: Exciting
Red (ISCEIPV60BQ), Arctic: Clear frosted
(ISCEIPV60A), Eclipse: Solid black (ISCEIPV60E) and
Blush: Fashion Pink (ISCEIPV60B) ......................34.95
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iSkin
iHome Audio Systems for iPod

iH26: A portable travel alarm clock with a sleek contemporary
design, the iH26 lets you wake and sleep to your music simply by
inserting the iPod into the docking station. It features an easy
to adjust alarm and time settings, programmable sleep timer,
neodymimum micro driver speakers and a large multi-function
LCD display with adjustable white backlight. 

◆ Aux/MP3 line-in jack with patch cord for
other MP3 players and audio devices

◆ Alarm Reset automatically resets the
alarm for the same time the next day. 

◆ Independent sleep vs. ‘wake’ volume

◆ iPod alarm backup: if no audio is detected
from the iPod, a buzzer will sound instead.

◆ Alarm battery
backup maintains clock and alarm
settings in case of power failure.

◆ Included remote control and a carrying
case with handle and power adaptor.

iHome iH26: Available in White (IH26W),

Black (IH26B), or Silver (IH26S)......................99.95

iH36: An under-the-kitchen cabinet
stereo player with FM/TV/Weather Band
and remote control. Listen to iPod, FM, TV
or weather channels while the built-in motor-
driven dock charges your iPod and iPod Shuffle.

iHome iH36 Under the Counter Clock Radio/iPod Player (IH36W) ..................................149.95

iH52: A four-component audio system
for docking iPods and iPod shuffles, the
iH52 includes a universal charging iPod
dock with integrated clock, AM/FM radio,
twin satellite speakers, and a separate,
standalone ported subwoofer. Other
features include a RF remote control and
the ability to switch to show large-font
iPod track information. Works with video
iPods thanks to dual video outsputs.

◆ Bold 3 line display shows what’s playing
on iPod, except on the Shuffle.

◆ Aux input for other audio sources;
composite and S-video out jacks

◆ 32 Watt, 2.1 speaker system with specially
deisgned Reson8 speaker chambers

◆ 6 AM/FM radio presets

iHome iH52  2.1 Bookshelf Speaker System (IH52) .................................................................189.95

◆ 4 presets each for FM1, FM2 and TV.

◆ 1 minute to 120 minute cooking timer.

◆ Reson8 speakers for rich, full sound.

◆ Inserts to fit all iPods; includes everything
needed to mount under kitchen cabinet.

◆ Large, backlit, multifunction LCD display
shows what’s playing when iPod is hidden.

◆ Remote control with magnetic backing
adjusts radio and iPod settings.

Claro
Claro provides
the best of both
worlds: The sleek
and crystal clear
qualities of a
traditional poly-
carbonate case with the addition of an iSkin
silicone layer to provide unmatched shock and
surface protection. Mix and match colors with
optional Claro slims Packs.
◆ A dual-layer protective solution for the iPod

with video, the Claro features a seamless
design, iSkin’s ClaroCoat scratch resistant
surface and a sleek contoured design
without additional bulk. 

◆ Claro’s integrated clip also has a kick stand
feature that gives you hands-free viewing
and listening. It is also one of the lowest
profile clips available on an iPod case.

◆ Claro includes a specially treated clarified
Arctic slims silicone layer that helps to
protect against moisture and scratching yet
allows the beauty of the iPod to show.

◆ Gives you easy access to all ports and
controls, so plugging in and out is easy.

◆ Can be expanded with optional colored
Claro slims to give it an extra-special look.
These 3-pack skins come in two options: 

• The Cruiser Pack - Blaze Red, Prince Purple
and Blush Pink

• The Chill Pack - Ebony Black, Sonic Blue and
Ghost White glow in the dark. 

iSkin Claro (ISCCIPV30) ....................................39.99

DuoBand for
iPod nano
◆ A unique dual-

layer combines an
impact-protecting
polycarbonate layer with
a soft silicone inner layer.
This helps to prevent shock and scratching.

◆ Reflective strip helps to keep you visible and
safe — great for night joggers and cyclists.

◆ Moisture-repelling click wheel protection
◆ Adjustable for a variety of arm sizes

DuoBand in Arctic Flex: Available in 2 color
combinations: Clear with black band (ISDBIPNAF)

and Pink with pink band (ISDBIPNBR) ...........29.95
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SPECK iPod Cases

Klipsch iGroove HG
Designed to rock any room, the Klipsch iGroove HG

is a convenient all-in-one MP3 speaker system that
delivers audiophile-quality sound everywhere you
need it. Providing the accuracy, detail and output

you’d expect from Klipsch, the
compact and stylish iGroove HG not only
accepts and charges all dockable iPods, it also

works with a variety of MP3 players, satellite radio receivers and other audio devices
using the included “universal” J-Cup adapter.

iGroove iPod Shelf System (KLIG) ..............................................................................................279.99

◆ A true two-way system, iGroove HG
gets its dynamic soul courtesy of dual
2.5” woofers in a ported enclosure,
premium crossover networks and
dual 1” MicroTractrix Horn-loaded
tweeters. The iGroove HG is the only
speaker system in this category
utilizing horn technology, a highly
efficient design that reproduces
genuine, lifelike sound.

◆ With its stunning high-gloss black finish
the iGroove HG has an aesthetic flair
that turns ordinary MP3 players into
high-style, high-performance
entertainment centers. 

◆ Easy to operate, all you have to do is plug
it in, pop in an iPod and hit play. The
included IR handheld remote handles
full system control, while the integrated
handle makes toting it around a breeze.

Jamo i300 
The Jamo i300 is a stand-alone powered
subwoofer/satellite speaker system that
turns your iPod into the heart of a full-
fledged home entertainment system,
offering full-strength Hi-Fi quality
performance. Comprising a iPod control
dock, a powerful active 150-watt subwoofer
plus two compact 75-watt  satellite speakers
this attractively-styled package comes with
a long-range radio frequency remote
control… so you can control the system,
your iPod (and your tunes) from another room.
◆ Control dock which charges your iPod is also fitted with an extra auxiliary input on

its rear panel so that you can hook up your computer, portable DVD player or games
console to the system. Still have another source that you want to hook up?
No problem - there’s yet another input on the subwoofer itself.

◆ Universal iPod ‘well’ is compatble with any dockable iPod (non-dockable 1st/2nd
generation iPods can be hooked up via the auxiliary input). 

◆ Solidly constructed, magnetically-shielded 2-way satellites are finished in high gloss
white or black and can be wall or table-top mounted. They  feature a precision-
engineered 3” woofer and 3/4” tweeter that delivers truly pin-point sonic imaging.

◆ Housed in a solid but very compact reflex-ported enclosure, the subwoofer has a
high-efficiency 150-watt Class D digital amplifier powering a 6.5” bass driver. It also has
a built-in 2x 75-watt amplifier for the satellite speakers.

Active Sport
Designed for athletes
everywhere, these
cases are made of
breathable mesh
material for ultimate
comfort, with an
adjustable Velcro strap. It
is made with a reflective material to keep you
visible, and a clear sewn-in screen protector to
keep your iPod screen looking sharp! 

Active Sport: For iPod with Video 30, 60 or
80GB (SPASAIPV)....................................................34.95

Active Sport: For iPod nano 1st and 2nd
Generation (SPASAIPN2) .....................................29.95

iPod Tough Skin
The ToughSkin ruggedized
iPod cover provides rugged
protection and fashion for
your 30, 60 or 80GB iPod
video. Its one-of-a-kind
design customizes the
popular rubberized skin for
extreme lifestyles. Made of
strong, tear resistant materi-

al, the ruggedized bumpers provide ultimate
protection.  Includes ToughSkin, removable
belt clip and durable screen protector.

For iPod with Video 30 or 60 GB 
in Clear (SPCTSIPVC) or Black (SPCTSIPVB) ........24.95

Available for 2nd gen iPod nano (aluminum) in
Clear, Green, Black, Blue and Pink .......24.95 ea.

SkinTight
SkinTight rubberized
skins for iPod video 30,
60 and 80 GB provide
protection against
dust, knocks, and
scratches. Includes
removable screen
protectors to keep
your video screen looking
sharp. Use your dock and
other dock-type products without removing
the case.

SkinTight 3 -Pack (SPCIPV3Q): With clear, black
and blue skins ....................................................34.95
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SPECK iPod Cases

The SoundDock digital music system will expand
and enhance the music stored on your iPod or
iPod mini. Just slip it into the docking cradle for
the Bose sound your favorite songs deserve.

The iPod charges as it plays, so you enjoy
music without interruption. Its sleek,

slender design fits almost any room’s
décor. And the supplied remote lets
you control the SoundDock system
from across the room. SoundDock

plays your favorite tracks with crisp clarity—
allowing you to discover subtleties in your music that used to simmer beneath the
surface. SoundDock is easy to operate. Just plug it in, pop in your iPod and play. 

◆ Proprietary acoustic design delivers
rich, full sound from a relatively small
enclosure.

◆ Patented integrated signal processing
lets you enjoy lifelike, rich performance
at almost any volume level.

◆ Digital signal processing circuitry
maintains audio accuracy with greater
consistency.

◆ Active electronic EQ balances output of
all frequencies to provide natural tonal
balance and clarity throughout the
audio spectrum.

◆ Compression circuitry lets you enjoy
clear, undistorted sound—even at high
volumes.

◆ Docking cradle/charger lets you charge
your iPod or iPod mini while you listen 

◆ Shielded speakers prevents TV and
computer interference so you can place
the system where you want.  

◆ Small footprint/slim profile means
you’ll be complementing your room
with a system that blends in with
almost any décor.

Bose SoundDock

SoundDock Digital Music System (BOSDIP)..........................................................................299.00

AFT iCarta iPod Bathroom Dock
Now you can enhance your experience in any
room (and we mean any room) with your
favorite music from your iPod. AFT’s (Atech
FlashTechnology) iCarta is a stereo dock for
iPod with a built-in bath tissue holder. The
dock features four integrated moisture-free
speakers for exceptional clarity and high
quality sound, as well as an audio selector to
play an iPod shuffle or another audio device.
iCarta charges the iPod while playing music,
and is easy to remove from its wall mount.
The integrated tissue holder can be folded
allowing it to be used as traditional dock (runs
on AC power via included  adapter). The iCarta
features two tweeters and two woofers, and works with all iPods with a dock connector.

Flip Skin
Watch your iPod video
in any environment! On
the plane, train, or at your
desk, the FlipSkin allows
you to stand your iPod
video and adjust the
viewing angle. The
‘kickstand’ folds flat
against the case when not in use -
and easily flips back out when needed. 

◆ Durable clear screen protector

◆ Access all features without removing the case

◆ Stand allows for multiple viewing angles

◆ Cool two-tone rubberized look

◆ Great protection and functionality

For iPod Video 30 or 60 GB (SPFSCIVB) .........34.95

Canvas Sport 
Accessorize and protect
your iPod video  with the
stylish Canvas Sport case.
Inspired by classic sneak-
ers, this case boasts a cool,
sporty look and gives
great protection to your
iPod. Features a sturdy
canvas body, rubber
edges, sewn-in screen

protector and belt clip.
Available in Black, White and Pink. 

For iPod Video 30 or 60 GB in Black (SPCCIPVB),
White (SPCCIPVW) or Pink (SPCCIPVP) ...............34.95

FunSkin
Nano Cloud Case

Encapsulate your iPod
Video 30/60GB in a fluffy
cloud of protection and
fun! This unique and
attention-grabbing
design features strong,
tear resistant material, a
durable screen protector
and removable belt clip.

For iPod Video 30/60GB
(SPCCFSIPV)....................34.95
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ABT iJET

H2O AUDIO
Waterproof

Housing
Fully waterproof and
submersible housing and
headset (down to 10’) for
the iPod video. A unique dial
and push button assembly
provides full access to the
iPod’s controls. Now you can
take your iPod while surfing,
snowboarding, swimming and kayaking. The
patented waterproof headset is lightweight
and designed to stay securely fastened
through wipeouts, flips and turns endured by
surfers, snowboarders and wakeboarders.
Designed for extreme wear and tear. Patented
technology allows the device and headphones
to play clear music both in and out of the
water (H2CWIPV) ....................................................59.95

Two-Way LCD 
Remote for iPod

The Two-Way LCD
Remote is a transmitter
and receiver that allows
any iPod user to view
song selections, artists
and playlists from  the
remote LCD screen. It is
compatible with all
bottom-docking iPods,
including the new iPod
nano and 5th Gen

Video iPod.

• Up to 150’ range    • Sort by playlist and artist

• LCD displays current song/artist or current
song/next song

• Pass-Through 30-pin dock connector (allows
charging/syncing)

• RF signal travels through walls, ceilings and
floors

• Can be docked into any universal dock

• Allows control of dock volume

• No external battery or A/C adaptor required

iJET: Available in iPod Black (ABIJ2WB) and iPod
White (ABIJ2WW)..............................................129.95

mm32 Portable Speakers for iPod
Compact and highly portable, Logitech’s mm32 is the perfect

travel companion for your iPod or other MP3 player. These
high-performance speakers utilize matching

twin neodymium micro drivers for clear audio.
The mm32 includes a unique cradle design

that holds your iPod cables for charging and
syncing. Speakers can be powered by either the

included AC adapter or by four ‘AA’ batteries. A deluxe travel
case holds your cables, AC adapter, and speakers neatly. 

mm28 Portable Speakers
At only 1.2” thick, the mm28 Portable Speakers are thin
enough to take anywhere. Powered by NXT flat-panel
technology, the entire front surface is a stereo speaker
that produces rich tones and lush bass. Use it with your
MP3, CD or DVD player, or anything with a standard headphone
jack output. Store the 3.5mm input jack in the back of the speaker. It has a protective cover,
so there is no carrying case required. It operates with an AC adapter (included) or four AA
batteries (not included) for over 45 hours!

mm28 Portable Speakers (LOMM28) ...................................................................................................79.95

mm50 Portable Speakers for iPod
Enjoy incredible bass and the experience of a
home audio system on the go. The mm50 uses
3” pressure drivers to maximize bass and
minimize distortion. The rechargeable
Lithium-ion batteries last up to 10 hours, and you

can charge both the mm50 and iPod battery
simultaneously. Using 3-D sound processing that “widens”

the stereo effect, this system’s sound seems to come from an area about
two feet wider than the speaker itself. And with a custom travel case, you can take the big
sound from this small package anywhere.

◆ “3D Stereo” technology dramatically
widens the stereo image, creating an
enveloping audio experience.

◆ Max-X high-excursion drivers with
neodymium magnets provide remarkable
sound quality.

◆ Connects easily to your iPod or iPod mini.

◆ Operates on rechargeable Lithium-ion
batteries or via AC with the supplied AC
adapter. (The AC adapter also charges the
speaker and iPod batteries simultaneously.

mm22 Portable Speakers for iPod (LOMM32) .................................................................................59.95

mm50 Speakers (LOMM50W): White ..109.95 mm50 Speakers (LOMM50B): Black .....119.95

◆ Take the speakers with you, using the
supplied deluxe case. Metal grilles protect
your speakers while traveling.

◆ Optimize your sound. Quad micro-driver
design delivers crystal-clear audio.

◆ Charge and sync your iPod in the mm32’s
unique pass-through cradle; fits iPod with
video and iPod nano a

◆ Listen for up to 10 hours while traveling
on just four AA batteries (not included).
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Wireless Music System for iPod
Listen to your iPod through your stereo system using
your iPod as a wireless remote. Logitech’s Wireless
Music System lets you easily stream music up to 33’
away from your iPod to your stereo or powered
speakers without the need for any special wireless
network setup. Simply plug the transmitter into your
iPod's headphone jack and the receiver into your
stereo and you are ready to go. Use your iPod to
select a playlist, change tracks, and even adjust the
volume without wires. Everything you need comes
in one box. No software, no special connections.
Can also be used  with any MP3 player with a stan-
dard 3.5mm headphone jack. Included remote con-
trol.

Wireless Music System for iPod (980441) ............................................................................................149.95

◆ 80 watts of power via two ultra-linear,
Class AB Tweeter amps and two high-
efficiency, Class D woofer amplifiers.

◆ Adjustable sound field (bass, treble,
3D stereo.

◆ Support for all iPods with dock connectors,
it charges your iPod while it plays.

◆ Digital AM/FM radio and a digital clock
that lets you wake to buzzer, radio, or
favorite iPod music.

◆ Touch-sensitive, backlit controls for
changing radio stations, controlling iPod,
etc. using the illuminated display.

◆ Control music or adjust volume from
across the room with supplied remote.

◆ View your photos or watch videos on TV
via composite and S-Video output.

◆ Auxilliary 3.5mm audio input jack for
other portable audio players.

◆ Removable speaker grilles.

AudioStation
Logitech’s AudioStation is the ideal choice if you’re
looking to replace an existing stereo, or want to add
high-quality music to another room. Just add your
iPod to create a full-function stereo that fills any
room with high-performance sound. Enjoy audio-
phile acoustics from two-way speakers, featuring 1”
soft-dome tweeters and 4” long-throw woofers.

Silicone Cases
GGI iCover Cases are designed to absorb the
bumps and vibrations that are experienced on
a daily basis to your MP3 player. These silicon
cases have cutouts to access your headphone
jack, screen, menu and song navigation
buttons. The cases’ anti-slip material provides
added traction, and prevents slipping and
sliding on smooth surfaces.

GGI

Video iPod Video iPod iPod
30/40GB 60/80GB Nano

3 pack GGIVSC3 – GGSCNN3P

Clear GGCSIPV30C GGCSIPV60C –

Blue GGCSIPV30BL GGCSIPV60B GGCICIPNB

Pink GGCSIPV30P GGCSIPV60P GGCICIPNP

Green GGCSIPVGR – GGCICIPNGR

Black GGCSIPV30B – GGCICIPNBL

Price 12.99/ea or 19.99/ 3-pack

FM Transmitter (GGFMLE01)

The Digital Stereo FM
Transmitter turns your
portable music player
into a mobile music

station! Simply plug the transmitter into your
headphone socket, choose an FM radio
frequency and tune your radio to the same
frequency, then sit back and enjoy ...........14.95

Cradle For iPod Nano
The GGI Cradle for
iPod Nano  is a con-
venient home base
for your nano, mak-
ing charging and
syncing a snap. With
a simple USB 2.0 cable you can connect directly
to your computer and charge your nano. The
cradle has a stereo line out connection, allow-
ing you to connect directly to sound system.
White (GGCIPNW), Black (GGCIPNB)....................14.95

AT600 iPod Nano 3-in-1
Transmitter Car Kit (GG3I1FTCH)

Not only is the AT600 a car dock for your nano,
it is also a car charger and FM transmitter with
frequency memory. The backlit LCD shows
frequency, signal and battery life. It also holds
your Nano when in the car............................34.95

AudioStation Express 
With its lightweight design, metal grilles, and protective
case, AudioStation Express is the perfect portable
companion for your iPod. Enjoy full-sized audio
performance in your home using 110/220v AC power,
or on the go for up to 10 hours using  6 AA batteries
(not included). Features 2.5” Max-X high-excursion
drivers for full, balanced sound; tuned port for deep
bass; and a custom EQ for accurate audio performance.
AudioStation Express charges your iPod while docked, and lets you view podcasts on your
TV using the composite video output. It also has an auxilliary 3.5mm audio input jack to
support MP3 players and iPods without universal dock connectors. Includes a carrying case
and wireless remote control. 
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Speaker Systems for iPod & MP3 Players
Grand Scale iPod Surround Sound System
Connect your iPod with dock connector to CTA
Digital’s powerful Grand Scale iPod Surround
Sound speaker system for the convenience of a
stereo system with the quality of a home theater
system. Featuring two satellite speakers, each with
two 2˝ drivers and an 8˝ subwoofer, the speakers
produce rich sound that can easily fill an entire
room. A remote control is included to control vol-
ume and playback from across the room. A conven-
ient cable management system lets you manage
wires and retain the system’s aesthetics.

◆ Compatible with all iPods with a dock, allowing
you to use almost any iPod (except the Shuffle).
Also has an auxiliary line input for other audio sources.
The base station charges your iPod as it plays.

◆ The stereo speakers feature dual drivers with a subwoofer, delivering full 4.1 channel
sound in an aesthetically pleasing design. The 150 watt system will bring deep bass to
your music, with enough power to fill even the largest room in your home.

◆ The included wireless remote control gives you complete control of your iPod from
across the room, allowing you to play, pause, change tracks and adjust volume 

Grand Scale iPod Surround Sound Speaker System (CTSSSS6IP) ..................................229.95

Sound Blast 2.1 iPod Speaker System (CTSBSS6IP)

The Sound Blast 2.1 iPod Speaker System
lets  you to connect your iPod with dock
connector to two satellite speakers and a
subwoofer for rich, room-filling sound in
an aesthetically pleasing design. Base
station charges your iPod as it plays.
Supplied wireless remote control gives

you complete control of your iPod from across the room. It allows you to play, pause,
change tracks and adjust volume .......................................................................................................99.95

Sound Scale II iPod Speaker System (CTIBSS6IP)

The Sound Scale II iPod Speaker System feature stereo
drivers with a subwoofer, delivering full 2.1
channel sound in an aesthetically pleasing
design. Connect your iPod with dock con-
nector to a subwoofer base, while the two
satellite speakers provide rich, room-filling
sound. The base station  charges your iPod
as it plays. LED indicators on the base station
let you know at a glance when the iPod is in operation or
when you are using your remote control. Supplied wireless remote con-
trol gives you complete control of your iPod from across the room. It allows you to
play, pause, change tracks and adjust volume ..............................................................................79.95

MONSTER CABLE 
iCase Travel Pack for iPod

A Travel Pack
for the iPod
with dock
connection,
the iCase is
a complete
storage and
protection
solution for your iPod and all your accessories.
Lots of room and other custom-fit pockets and
pouches for iPod and travel accessories.
Includes Monster iCarCharger and iSplitter.
(MOAIINCASE) ..........................................................69.95

iSpeaker 
iSpeaker is a stylish,
portable speaker set
that plugs into your
iPod, MP3 player, laptop

or DVD player so you
can share your

music, and
movies
anywhere,
anytime. Flat

panel speaker technology provides full stereo
sound that you can pack away until you need
it. And iSpeaker runs on its own batteries, so
you don’t have to worry about draining power
from your iPod.  Includes a 3’ mini-to-mini
stereo cable and four AA batteries  (for up to 8
hours run time.
(MOAISPKRPT) ...........................................................CALL

iClean Screen Cleaner 
Alcohol-free,
ammonia-free
formula removes
dust, dirt, and
fingerprints
without
damaging your
display’s
protective coating.  Liquid gel won’t drip into
delicate electronics. Contains a special
polymer to protect your display, while
reducing static electricity that attracts dust.
Special MicroFiber cloth gently polishes your
display without scratching it.
(MOAIICLNL) .............................................................24.95
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iPOD Accessories

iCarPlay Wireless Plus
An FM transmitter
that lets you tune
to almost any FM
station giving you
full flexibility in
getting the best
sound, free of
interference. For added convenience, it rapidly
charges your iPod, then switches to a trickle
charge to optimize its performance.
(MOIPFMTCHAS).......................................................99.95

iSlimCharger 
The iSlimCharger conveniently plugs into
virtually any standard AC power outlet and to
the Dock Connector-to-USB Cable that came
with your iPod. The fold-down plug and ultra-
low profile design make storing and traveling
with iSlimCharger a breeze. The built-in
Monster Smart Digital Charger technology
delivers just the right charge your iPod needs
for fast, reliable charges. (MOAISCHGRIP) ......29.95

iSplitter Mini Y-Adapter
Monster’s iSplitter connects two mini-stereo
headphones or speakers to one jack making
sharing simple. You and a friend can plug in
your headphones and listen to all those tunes
you’ve got stored in your iPod. (AICYP) .........9.95

iAirPlay Charger
This portable power adapter
provides power in the air and
on the ground. It includes a 15v
airplane power jack and 12-15v
DC power socket adapters for
use in most airplanes and cars.
Locking clip to keep the

adapter in place. (MOAIAIRCHGIP) ....................22.99

iCarPlay Cassette Adapter
for iPod

Play your iPod  tunes through your car stereo
cassette player. Features a convenient, 40”
cord to place your iPod within reach while
driving and 24k gold-plated minijack contacts
to resist corrosion for maximum signal
transfer. (MOAICASADPT) .....................................19.95

MONSTER CABLE 
Speaker Systems for iPod & MP3 Players

i9200 Hi-Fi System for
iPod with CD Changer 
A compact but powerful Hi-Fi audio system
and iPod docking station, the i9200 features
a digital AM/FM tuner with programmable
memory and preset functions, as well as a
four-disk CD changer that can play CD,
CD-R/RW and MP3 CDs. 

i7500 2.1-Channel
Mini System for iPod 
This ultra-chic system plays digital audio
files stored on most iPods a well as
SD/MMC/MS memory cards, and USB

devices. Compatible with all iPods with dock, the i7500 charges your iPod while in use.

◆ 2.1- channel speaker system with
powerful sound output.

◆ AM/FM radio with PLL digital tuning.

◆ Multi-function backlit LCD screen.

◆ 10 AM and 30 FM programmable presets.

◆ Real-time clock display with timer
function.

◆ Includes remote control. 

i1055 Portable DVD Player
with 7” LCD and iPod Dock  
Insert your video iPod into the integrated dock on the back of
the i1055 and you can watch your iPod videos on a 7˝ widescreen
(16:9) active-matrix LCD. Charges iPod while viewing a movie or
listening to music. Besides the iPod,  also play DVDs and CDs
throught it’s integrated drive.

◆ S-Video output for external TV viewing.
◆ Can be powered via AC adapter, 12v

cigarette lighter adapter, built-in NiMH
rechargeable battery. 

◆ Includes  AC adapter/charger, remote
control, strap for car-seat display and
has two headphone jacks allowing two
people to listen simultaneously.

i9200 Hi-Fi Audio System: Available in White (ILHFASIPW) and Black (ILHFASIPB) ............229.95

i7500 Mini System: Available in White (ILMASIPW) and Black (ILMASIPB) ..............................149.95

i1055 Portable DVD Player: Available in White (ILPDPIPW) and Black (ILPDPIPB) ..............199.95

◆ Multiple preset EQ and playback modes.

◆ Real time clock display with sleep
function.

◆ Motorized CD door mechanism.

◆ Audio port for an external subwoofer.

◆ Includes full functional remote control,
steel floor stands and dock insert
adapters.

◆ 3.5mm stereo headphone jack.

◆ Timer function with snooze capability.
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Generation 4 Multimedia Players
The latest in portable video technology and design with sleek and modern shapes,
the Archos 404, 504 and 604 feature extreme portability, large, razor-sharp screens,
easy navigation and can be customized at will with neat accessories. The 404 (3.5”
4:3 LCD screen) and 604 (4.3” 16:9 LCD screen) offer 30GB  storage capacity and hold
up to 85 movies, 130 hours of TV, 300,000 photos or 15,000 songs – twice as much
content than other 30GB devices. The 604 is also available in a Wi-Fi version with
integrated wireless and touch screen. The 504  features a 4.3” wide 16:9 LCD screen, and

is available in 40G, 80GB or 160GB versions to store up
to 450 movies, 1.6 million photos or 80,000 songs. They  record directly from TV
in high-quality MPEG-4 and offer DVD-quality video playback on TV—both via
the optional DVR Station.
They feature extremely fast photo viewer with zoom, music and transition
effects. An  advanced music player able to display track, artist, album, and
album cover. They are compatible with DVD quality VOD and music online
stores. And for the ultimate in flexibility, allow you to view PDF documents. 

Video Player
They are the perfect companion for people on
the move: 30 GB hard drive capacity allows
you to store up to 130 hours of video encoded
with a PC, the equivalent of 85 movies. Play
them on their built-in 3.5 or 4.3” LCD color
screen or playback on TV in high resolution up
to 720 x 576 (DVD quality) with the optional
DVR station. Play a large variety of video files,
including MPEG-4, WMV and protected WMV
and read MPEG-4 AAC/H.2643 (.MP4
QuickTime files), MPEG-2, and VOB with
optional software plug-ins (available from
the Archos website). They also offer many
functionalities such as slow motion,
adjustable screen size, video editing and
even a video bookmarking function.

Record TV or External Video  
Transform them into a Digital Video Recorder
with the optional DVR station. Record TV or
most video sources such as satellite/cable box,
VCR, DVD player or camcorder in MPEG-4
format. Simply connect the DVR station to the
external video source; slot in your ARCHOS
and record instantaneously or make scheduled
recordings with the included infrared receiver
that controls the external video sources.

Read Your PDFs
Word, Excel and PowerPoint work files
converted into PDFs can be accessed directly
and can even be displayed on a large screen.

Photo Wallet
Transfer photos from a PC or most mass
storage devices via USB 2.0 or directly from a
digital camera, on the move with the optional
docking adapter, or at home with the DVR
station. Store and view hundreds of thousands
of photos (JPEG, PNG and BMP formats) and
display slideshows with music and transition
effects. 

Built-in Wi-Fi
The ARCHOS 604 WiFi provides web access
even when you’re not home, so you can still
surf the Net, access your web mail and even
watch videos stored on your computer.

Music Player
Store thousands of songs and play music files
such as MP3, WAV, WMA and protected WMA.
Organize songs with the ARCLibrary and
customizeview by artist, album, type of music,
title, year, and create your playlists without
having to use a computer. Use the voice
recorder to store notes quickly for a later use. 

Convert to a Camcorder
Use an ARCHOS Generation 4 player as a
camcorder and enjoy your personal videos,
anywhere…anytime: 

– Connect most digital cameras or camcorders
via the optional DVR travel adapter. Record
directly onto the hard disk videos without
having to worry about capacity limitations of
your memory card.

– Connect them to the optional high resolution
helmet camcorder. They will records video
directly onto their hard drive in MPEG-4
format, up to VGA resolution (640 x 480).

Charge and Sync
Charge them via the USB 2.0 interface or with
the DVR station for a quick charge (faster than
USB). Purchase, download, subscribe to or rent
protected video and music content from the
Microsoft PlaysForSure websites. Using the
USB interface, they will auto-synchronize this
content with Windows Media Player 10 each
time you connect it to your PC, or convert
your Windows Media Player 10 library content
to one of the many compatible formats (MP3,
WMA, WAV, protected WMA, MPEG-4, WMV
and protected Windows Media Video2).

F E A T U R E S
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Optional Accessories

Stand Case
Protect your screen and leave access to the
A/V connections. Easily view your videos
thanks to its slanted position. Can be worn on
your belt. Available in black (leather) and red.

Docking Adapter 
Use the optional Docking Adapter to quickly
charge the battery and transfer music, video,
photos and files from a PC or Macintosh —
without using a computer.  

• Transfer photos from your digital camera to
your ARCHOS device

• Transfer files to/from your computer

DVR Station 
Add extra features such as direct recording
from a television, DVD player, cable box or
satellite receiver with the DVR Station.

• Record programs in MPEG-4 format from the
TV, VCR,  DVD player, cable TV box or satellite
decoder, with programmable recordings.

• Watch videos on your ARCHOS on the TV set
in DVD quality

• Also use the DVR Station to listen to music
via a Hi-Fi system, transfer content from a
hard disk or recharge your ARCHOS quickly.

• Has composite and S-Video in/out, audio L/R
in/out, RGB or component video out, S/PDIF
out and  USB connector for USB host.
Includes remote control.

DVR Travel Adapter
• Record videos directly on your ARCHOS

device from your DVD player,VCR, etc.

• Record videos captured by your digital cam-
era and film to the Archos hard disk  without
having to worry about the capacity limita-
tions of your memory card.

• Recharge your ARCHOS player/recorder
using the optional adapter.

Helmet Camcorder 
Ideal for extreme sports and professional use,
this mini hi-res camera with built in micro and
controller will follow all your movements and
film what you see thanks to the supplied head
band. (DVR travel adapter included.)

Internet: Podcasts and Video on Demand
Generation 4 portable media devices accept most audio
and video formats; you can download your selection of
tracks and videos and play them on your ARCHOS.
Archosphere, the ARCHOS multimedia portal, accessible
at www.archos.com, provides audio and video content. It

will enable you to easily manage your subscriptions to audio
and video podcasts and automatically synchronize your
ARCHOS device. All the actions are carried out by drag and
drop using a user-friendly intuitive interface.

104: Ultra Compact 4GB MP3 Player/Photo Viewer
Available in three colors (metallic gray, black or pink) with
a 4GB hard drive, 1.5” color screen, JPEG photo viewer and
Microsoft PlaysFor support, the Archos 104 is ideal for
people seeking a compact and affordable music player.

◆ Easily guide through functions and menu with the newly
designed interface

◆ Store and watch up to 40,000 JPEG2 photos , directly
transferred onto the ARCHOS 104 from your computer with
the USB 2.0 high-speed interface. Enjoy your photos on the
1.5” OLED color (262,000 colors) screen. Easily organize your
files with intuitive browser.

◆ Play MP3, WMA, WAV and protected WMA music files and watch the CD jacket cover
while listening. Transfer onto your ARCHOS 104 up to 2,000 songs from your CD collection.
Download from web sites compatible with PlaysForSure audio - download and subscription.
File management is intuitive with the ARCHOS ARClibrary. Create, rename, copy and
move your files, create your playlists directly from your ARCHOS 104. Shuffle your entire
library or select a folder or playlist fo for random playback.

◆ Charge your ARCHOS 104 via USB 2.0. Autosync with Windows Media Player 10, easily
transfer your songs and your playlists from your PC. Download and listen to your music
files (PlaysForSure audio) on your ARCHOS 104 with the USB 2.0 high-speed interface.

◆ Measures 3.6 x 1.7 x 0.5” and weighs only 2.8 ounces. Includes stereo headphones, neck
strap and USB cable. Connects to a stereo allowing you to play music around the house.

DVR STATION DVR TRAVEL ADAPTER DOCKING ADAPTER

Home Anywhere Anywhere

Charge Yes Yes Yes

Transfer/Sync Data Yes — Yes

USB Host Yes — Yes

Record Video Yes Yes —

Record Video in High Quality Yes — —

Play Video Yes Yes —

Play Video in High Quality Yes — —

Remote Control Yes — —
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1GB Micro-Sized MP3 Player
The Zen Nano Plus is a skip-free MP3 player with built-in FM tuner that takes shuffle to a
whole new level. Not only does it randomly shuffle through 500 songs, but the LCD display
reveals more than one way to listen to your music. The possibilities are endless! Find the
songs you want to hear, listen to your new album, repeat your favorite songs, and more.
Listen to hours of continuous music by simply replacing the AAA battery if necessary.
Use the built-in microphone to capture ideas and save quick reminders, or to record long
lectures. You can also connect  wirelessly to your car stereo using an optional Belkin FM
Transmitter. The Zen Nano Plus is available in Black, White, Dark Blue, Pink and Red.  

◆ Skip free MP3/WMA player, stores up to 500
songs 

◆ Directly record music from any audio source
with line-in

◆ Fast music transfer with USB 2.0

◆ Tune in to 32 stations and record FM radio

◆ Voice record with built in microphone

◆ Simple drag-and-drop music and data files,
no software needed

◆ Store data files such as photos and
presentations

◆ Reversible LCD for left or right handed
operation

◆ 4-band EQ (Classical, Jazz, Pop, Rock)
settings to make your music sound better

◆ Measures 1.3 x 2.6  x 0.5” (WxHxD), weighs
0.8 oz without battery

◆ Runs up to 18 hours on a single AAA battery

Zen Nano Plus 1GB:  Available in Black
(CRZNP1B),  Red (CRZNP1R), Pink (CRZNP1P), White
(CRZNP1W),  and Dark Blue (CRZNP1DBL) ........69.95

ZEN V PLUS
1-, 2- and 4-GB Music/Photo/Video Player
Amazingly small and lightweight, the ZEN V Plus is ergonomically designed so your music,
pictures and video are right at your fingertips. Tucked away inside your jeans, the ZEN V Plus has
such great curves and contours and is so lightweight that you’ll almost forget it’s there except for
its phenomenal sound quality. 1.5” color OLED screen displays stunning digital photos, video and
color menus.  Supports music subscription services including Yahoo! Music Unlimited, Urge,
Napster To Go, and Rhapsody To Go, in addition to supporting Audible audio books and pay-per-
download services including Soundbuzz. Each player includes a line-in port for direct recording
from a CD player or other audio device, and a voice recorder for capturing notes on the go.  

◆ Special coating on the entire player to help
prevent scratching.

◆ Vibrant, full color 1.5” OLED screen for
stunning video, photos and album art. Your
photos are clearer and more vibrant than
ever, thanks to its 128 x 128 resolution.

◆ Built-in FM radio with 32 station presets.

◆ “ZEN Patent” user interface - for intuitively
accessing music, photos, video and color
menus and displaying album art. 

◆ Direct CD Recording - with line-in connec-
tion and a Sync Track button to separate dif-
ferent songs recorded from an entire CD.

◆ Ergonomically designed 5-way joystick
enables easy access to all menus. You can
even start voice recording with just a click of
a button for capturing notes or lectures.

◆ Can also be used  to display the time, as a
handy alarm clock, or even to view your
calendar, tasks and contacts. Syncs with
Microsoft Outlook. 

◆ Comes with 8 presets and custom EQ set-
tings to bring out the best in your music.

◆ Simple drag and drop your data files
between ZEN V Plus and your computer. No
complicated driver installations necessary.

◆ Rotate your screen orientation to suit your
preference.

◆ Use it as an external storage device that
stores your important files and documents.

◆ Available in glossy black or white with fun
color accents of orange, green or blue 

1GB -White/Orange (CRZV1GBWO) ..............89.95

1GB -Black/Orange (CRZV1GBBO) ................84.95

2GB  Black/Green (CRZV2GBBG) ..................119.95

2GB  White/Green (CRZV2GBWG) ..................119.95

4GB  Black/Blue (CRZV4GBBB).........................149.95
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30GB Video Player/Photo Viewer and MP3 Player
Designed with a stunning, 2.5”, high-resolution 262,144 color LCD screen, the Zen Vision:M
displays rich, vibrant digital video, and photos, full-color menus and album art. Available in
gorgeous high-gloss black, white, blue, green or pink, the Zen Vision:M delivers four hours of
video playback and provides extensive video format support, including MPEG-2, MPEG-4
Simple Profile formats such as Xvid, WMV, and MJPEG for enjoyment of up to 120 hours of
movies downloaded from the Internet. It also supports TiVoToGo for free viewing of TV shows
recorded on a TiVo personal video recorder, digitized home movies transferred from the PC,
and video blogs from companies such as RocketBoom.
The Zen Vision:M carries up to 15,000 songs, and supports music subscription services including
Yahoo! Music Unlimited, Napster To Go and Rhapsody To Go. It also supports downloads from
online music stores like Yahoo! Music, Napster, MSN Music and AOL Music Now. The rechargeable
battery provides up to 14 hours of music playback. With capacity for tens of thousands of photos,
the Zen Vision:M displays stunning full-color image output on any size TV screen through a composite video output. Users
can watch slideshows set to music and select individual digital photos as display backgrounders. A heavy-duty 60GB
model with USB host is also available in black.

◆ Up to 240 hours of movies or even your
favorite TV shows. They all fit in your pocket
and are perfect for sharing. ZEN Vision:M
supports many video formats, such as AVI,
DivX 4 & 5, XviD, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG4-
SP, WMV9 and Motion-JPEG, which simply
means more choices and fewer restrictions.

◆ View  tens of thousands of digital photos
in 262,144 vivid colors at a 320 x 240
resolution. Featuring a True Resolution
image display, you can now view any photo
you import without loss in quality or having
to resize it. Take a closer look at your
photos with the Zoom function, or scroll
through your entire photo collection with
the vertical touch pad.

◆ Take up to 15,000 songs1 with you on the
road or around the house. Your music will
sound as good as it looks, thanks to
Creative's world-renowned audio clarity,
custom 5-band EQ and 8 preset EQ settings.

◆ Composite video output connects the ZEN
Vision:M to a projector or TV with the
bundled AV cable, so everyone can watch
in true resolution.

◆ Ergonomically designed, the innovative
verticale touch pad control enables quick,
comfortable access to menus and settings.

◆ Watch movies and photos on the large 2.5”
LCD screen, even under bright lighting.
Displaying up to 262,144 vibrant colors, you
get crisp, clear detail in every image in high-
definition 320 x 240 resolution.

◆ Rechargeable Li-ion battery lets you enjoy
up to 16 hours of music, or 5 hours of
movies.  Perfect for watching an entire
movie non-stop anywhere you are.

◆ If 15,000 songs aren’t enough, listen to more
with the integrated FM radio. 32 station
presets let you switch stations with ease.

◆ Store and view all the information that you
need  - daily tasks, contact lists and even a
calendar. ZEN Vision:M syncs easily with
Microsoft Outlook, and lets you edit your
information with Creative Media Explorer.

◆ Meetings, lectures, even voice memos to
yourself - record them all with the built-in
microphone and integrated voice recorder
which stores hundreds of hours worth of
recordings. Volume levels are displayed on
screen for optimum recording quality

◆ Enjoy free video and audio podcast channels
on zencast.com. Manage your subscriptions
with ZENcast Organizer and experience the
best free-to-share formats available.

◆ Select from more than a million songs from
a myriad of online music stores - Napster To
Go, Yahoo! Music Unlimited, Rhapsody To
Go, and so many more. With PlaysForSure
support, you will always be able to play any
digital music you purchase.

◆ Content password protection protects any
content stored on the player.

◆ Extras  enable setting of Date & Time, plus
allocation of Removable Disk space for
dedicated storage and clock with wake-to-
any-music alarm.

Zen Vision:M 30GB: Available in Black
(CRZVM30B), in Blue (CRZVM30B), Green
(CRZVM30GR), Pink (CRZVM30P), or White
(CRZVM30W) .................................................................269.95

60GB ZEN Vision:M Only
USB host connection allows you to transfer
digital images and other data files easily to
your player without your PC. Just connect
your player to your camera or media card
reader with the supplied USB Host Adapter
cable to quickly transfer your picture.  

Zen Vision:M 60GB: Black (CRZVM60B) ..........Call
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Photo/Video/MP3 Player and Voice Recorder
Experience 16:9 widescreen entertainment on the move. Enjoy blockbuster
movies in superior spectrum of sight and sound. The ZEN Vision W is in a
league of its own with powerful multimedia features to support popular
formats of movies, music, photos and includes FM radio.  Available in
both sleek 30GB and heavy-duty 60GB models, you will never run out of
space for the moments you cherish. That’s tens of thousands of photos,
up to 240 hours of movies, or even 15,000 songs all stored in your pocket.
Tune in to the radio, or make personal voice memos. Designed for a
compelling movie-watching experience, the widescreen ZEN Vision W
features a high-resolution, 4.3”, 16:9 format, color TFT display and supports Amazon Unbox, which offers thousands of TV
shows, movies and other video content from more than 30 studios and networks. New releases from major studios, including
20th Century Fox, Paramount, Universal and Warner Bros., and TV shows from A&E, MTV, Fox, PBS and many more networks
can be easily downloaded and transferred to the ZEN Vision W.  Each DVD-quality Unbox video download for the PC also
includes a specially formatted high-quality version for portable players such as the ZEN Vision W.

◆ 4.3˝ high gloss and scratch resistant WQVGA
wide aspect, high-resolution TFT LCD color
screen lets you view 480 x 272 resolution at
up to 262,144 colors in your videos. You'll
see crisp, clear details in every movie or
photo, even under bright lighting.

◆ Up to 240 hours of big screen movies, yes-
terday's picnic, or even your favorite TV
shows. They can all fit in your pocket and are
perfect for sharing. ZEN Vision W supports
many video formats, including AVI, DivX 4 &
5, XviD4, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG4-SP, WMV9
and Motion-JPEG, which simply means more
choices and fewer restrictions.

◆ The ZEN Vision W also supports TiVo ToGo,
for viewing of TV content recorded on a TiVo
personal video recorder, and digitized home
movies transferred from the PC. 

◆ Get more video and audio playback time
with the included removable and recharge-
able battery. Enjoy up to 13 hours of music,
or 4.5 hours of movies.

◆ View tens of thousands of photo in 262,144
vivid colors in actual resolutions. With a
thumbnail gallery, it easy to scroll through
your entire photo collection. Zoom in to
close up preview of your new images in
actual pixel resolution and decide if you
really want them in your library.

◆ Composite video output lets you connect
the ZEN Vision W to a projector or TV via
bundled AV cable, enabling stunning full-
color, 720 x 480 image output on any size
NTSC TV screen, or 720 x 576 image output
on any size PAL TV screen. Watch slide shows
set to music, which can be played through
headphones, the built-in speaker on the face
of the player, or by connecting speakers. 

◆ Transferring pictures from your camera to
ZEN Vision W has never been easier. Simply
insert   your camera’s CompactFlash memory
card and lets ZEN Vision W do the rest. The
optional Compact Flash card adapter sup-
ports all your favorite memory card formats
such as SD, MMC, Memory Stick and more.

◆ With up to 15,000 songs it’s perfect for taking
with you wherever you go. Set the tone as
you like with the 5-band custom EQ or 8
preset EQ settings. At up to 96dB signal-
to-noise ratio, your music will sound as good
as it looks.

◆ If 15,000 songs aren’t enough, listen to more
with the integrated FM radio. 32 station
presets let you switch stations with ease.

◆ Store and view all the information that you
need. Daily tasks, contact lists - even a
calendar - that you sync with Microsoft
Outlook, or edit with Creative Media Explorer.

◆ Meetings, lectures, even voice memos to
yourself - record them all with the built-in
microphone and integrated voice recorder
which stores hundreds of hours worth of
recordings. Volume levels are displayed on
screen for optimum recording quality

◆ Select more than a million songs from a
myriad of online music stores - Napster To
Go, Yahoo! Music Unlimited, Rhapsody To
Go, and so many more. With PlaysForSure
support, you will always be able to play any
digital music you purchase.

◆ The ZEN Vision W enables the setting of date
and time, plus allocation of removable disk
space for dedicated storage

◆ Clock with wake-to-any-music alarm, color
themes and different languages for further
customization.

◆ Enjoy the ultimate collection of free video
and audio podcast channels on www.zen-
cast.com. Manage all your subscriptions with
ZENcast Organizer and experience the best
of the free-to-share formats available.

◆ Includes earphones, power adapter, USB and
A/V cables and pouch

Zen Vision W 30GB (CRZVW30GBB .............299.95
Zen Vision W 60GB (CRZVW60GBB) ............499.95

F E A T U R E S
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◆ The sleek magnesium casing protects your
memories with pure sophistication. (In
magnesium black and pearl white).

◆ Based on 500Kbps MPEG4-SP format, it can
store 120 hours of movies. Yesterday’s pic-
nic, your favorite TV shows, blockbuster
movies — they all fit in your pocket and are
perfect for sharing. Zen Vision supports
many video formats, such as AVI, DivX 4 & 5,
XviD4, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG4-SP, WMV9
and Motion-JPEG, which simply means more
choice and less restrictions.

◆ Store and view precious memories - tens of
thousands of them - in 262, 144 vivid colors
and 640 x 480 resolution. Complete with a
thumbnail gallery, Zen Vision makes it easy
to scroll through an entire photo collection.

◆ Store and listen to 15,000 songs. Perfect for
the road or around the house. And your
music will sound as good as it looks, with
the 8 preset EQ settings and 97dB signal-to-
noise ratio Zen Vision provides.

◆ Integrated Plug&View Compact Flash Slot
means transferring pictures from your
camera to Zen Vision has never been easier.
Simply slide in Compact Flash (CF) card, and
let Zen Vision do the rest. The optional
Compact Flash card adapter lets you use
other popular memory card formats, such as
SD, MMC, Memory Stick and more. 

◆ Connect the Zen Vision to a projector or TV
with the included AV cable, and delight
your friends with movies and photo
slideshows.

3.7” Portable Media Center
Live life your way with music, photos and video. A digital canvas
for what’s important - your life and the memories it holds. Zen
Vision lets you take all your movies, music and photos in a light,
pocket-sized player wherever you need to be. Available in a sleek
and spacious 30GB model, moments you cherish are now made
for sharing. That’s tens of thousands of photos, 120 hours of
movies, or even 15,000 songs  (possibly) playing in your head.
Tune in to the radio, record your favorite talk show, or make
personal voice memos. Take a closer look at the Zen Vision. And
see how it lets you live your life your way. 

Optional Accessories
Zen Vision Docking Station: Makes charging and syncing easier than ever! Connect it to your
computer, charge your player and download content - all at once! You can connect it to an
external display and speaker to enjoy a slideshow of your latest photos or home videos.  Available
in white (CRDSZVW) or black (CRDSZVB)...................................................................................................44.95/59.95

Zen Vision IR Remote: Use the A/V output on the Zen Vision to display  images on your TV. Relax
and watch your photos or movies with the touch of a button. In  white (CRRZVW) .........................39.95

Extended Battery: Enjoy over an entire day of entertainment with an additional 26 hours of
audio or 9 hours of video. Available in black (CRBEZVB) or white (CRBEZVW) ...........................59.95/69.95 

5-in-1 Compact Flash Card Adapter: Free up precious memory space on your memory card by
transferring photos and videos to your Zen Vision. Even transfer files taken from your camera
phone! Supports SD, MMC, xD, Memory Stick and TransFlash (CRACFZV).............................................49.95

Wired Remote: For easy access Zen’s controls. With click of a button control the volume, play
your music, switch to radio, or lock the controls. Available in black or white ...................................19.99

◆ SharpPix 3.7” high-resolution LCD screen
lets you view 640 x 480 resolution on a
large, transflective screen. And up to
262,144 colors in your videos. What all this
means is you see crisp, clear detail in every
movie or photo, even under bright lighting.

◆ Get long playback with the rechargeable
lithium-ion battery. Enjoy up to 13 hours of
music, or 4.5 hours of movies. An optional
extended life battery pack doubles that.

◆ Store and view all your important
information - daily tasks, contact lists,
calendar - that you sync with Outlook, or
edit with Creative Media Explorer.

◆ If 15,000 songs aren’t enough, listen to
more with the integrated FM radio. And 32
station presets let you switch stations
whenever the mood strikes. You can even
record your favorite tunes or talk shows.

◆ Meetings, lectures, even voice memos to
yourself - record them all with the integrated
voice recorder, which stores hundreds of
hours worth of recordings.

◆ Select from over a million songs from online
music stores - Napster To Go, Yahoo! Music
Unlimited, Rhapsody To Go, and more. With
PlaysForSure support, you’ll always be able
to play digital music you bought.

Zen Vision 30GB (CRZV30B) Black..........379.95 Zen Vision 30GB (CRZV30W) White .......369.95

F E A T U R E S
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High-Performance
◆ No long waits to download and upload files.

U2 is a more powerful portable storage
device with high-speed of downloading at
20Mbps and uploading at 25Mbps. 

◆ Supports not only MP3, but also WMA, ASF,
WAV and OGG formats with brilliant repro-
duction.

◆ Discover true, rich bass sound. The U2
provides exquisite sound with BBE Sound
System, world-renowned for its true sound
reproduction and clarity. 

◆ iU2 allows you to save your memories that is
stored in tapes, CDs, and old LP’s to digital
audio format with direct encoding function.
Connect two-way stereo cable to CD or
walkman and record your files. Never worry
about losing them again!

◆ Pre-set your favorite FM channels. You can
also save your favorite channels with name.
Record FM radio as you listen to it. U2 also
has a full-function voice recorder with multi-
ple bit rate options.

◆ Enjoy your music and read lyrics at the same
time!  Lyric Display Feature provides you
with lyrics on 4 line wide LCD.

◆ Create up to 1.2 trillion different sounds
with a total of six top-of-the-line sound
effects (5-band EQ, BBE, Mach3 Bass, MP
Enhance, 3D Surround and Pan).

◆ Strong (13mW + 13mW)  stereo output. So
whether it's Rock or Jazz, easy listening or
classical, you’ll enjoy rich sound from the
most delicate to the most powerful.

◆ Includes superb Cresyn headphones (you’ll
never want to put the U2 down again), a
carrying case and necklace—perfect for the
U2’s slim, lightweight design. 

1GB and 2GB Digital Audio Players
Platinum Black with metallic navigation button bring out the beauty in the U2 and
make you a fashion leader. Super slim body fits perfectly in a palm or a pocket.
Available in 1GB and 2GB capacities, the tiny U2 features a 128 x 64 pixel graphic LCD,
supports MP3, WAV, WMA and ASF music file formats, and offers fast data transfer
over USB2.0. It also features BBE, Mach3Bass, MP Enhance and 3D Surround sound
effects. The lithium Polymer battery keeps the U2 playing for 20 hours. FM receiver and direct encoding are built-in as well.

F E A T U R E S

Easy to Use
◆ 5 direction navigation jog button that was

made suitable for your finger to feel most
comfortable.

◆ 4-line wide graphic LCD with brilliant and
elegant Indigo Blue backlight. Function
icons make them easier to understand.

◆ Connects through a standard USB port on
almost any computer. It is now more con-
venient to carry around with key ring type.

◆ Convenient JetShell application lets you
manage all your songs, files, play lists and
settings directly from your computer.
Burning CDs, transferring files and even
setting radio channels are controlled with
JetShell in simple user interface. 

◆ Create and edit playlists directly on the U2.
Organize  songs any way you like. Random
and other playback modes available.

Conveniences
◆ Super slim body fits perfect  in the hand or

pocket

◆ Tiny and light, lithium polymer battery
provides up to 20 hours of playback. Can be
charged from AC adapter or PC via USB.

◆ Stores any file type you like. Use as a
portable backup, replacement for CDs when
transferring files.

◆ Search playlists through navigation while
listening to a different song. User interface is
simple (eg, pop-up windows) You can create
folders by favorite musicians or study files.

◆ Display mode, Auto off and Sleep function

◆ Provided JetLogo program lets you design
and transfer your own animated logo.

◆  Includes fashionable carrying case and
convenient neck strap   

Powerful, World Reknown Sound Fields
The iAudio U2, U3 and G3 provide the most unique, powerful and fine quality sound which
is recognized worldwide. You can take advantage of all the following sound field effects;

5-Band EQ: Various frequency ranges such as Normal, Rock, Pop, Jazz, Classic, Vocal and
User can be set.

BBE: Sound field effects that provide the clearest music

Mach3Bass: A bass booster that enhances super low-end bass

MP Enhance: Sound field effects that compensate for missing sound segments

3D Surround: Three -dimensional sound effect

Pan: Left/right balance adjustment

U2 1GB MP3 Player with FM Radio and Voice Recording (IAU21PB) ..................................................99.95

U2 2GB MP3 Player with FM Radio and Voice Recording (IAU22B) ..................................................119.95
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1GB and 2GB MP3/Video Players
Available in Noble White or Platinum Black, the U3 steps up from the U2
with a 260,000 color TFT LCD  that lets you experience high-quality movies
and music videos anywhere at any time. It also outputs an unbelievably
powerful 60mW, has a convenient Text and Image Viewer, and includes
JetAudio VX software.

◆ In addition to MP3 OGG, WMA, ASF, FLAC
and WAV formats, it supports MPEG4 (video)
playback

◆ Fully compliant with the PlaysForSure DRM
format. This allows you to play back music
that is encoded with PlaysForSure, such as
that available from Napster, Rhapsody and
other online music services.

◆ The 1.2 inch 260,000 Color TFT LCD packs
resolution of 160 x 128 for TXT (Text), JPEG
(Image) File Viewer (Image scaling,
Wallpaper setting) options. And menus?
LCD auto off, time adjustment, contrast
adjustment, multi-language support,
contrast adjustment are clear, colorful and
customizable, too.

◆ The 260,000-color LCD also comes with
theme skins in 8 colors form which you can
choose whatever theme skin you want.

◆ Ultra compact in size, but the U3 emits a
powerful sound output of 60mW. Now
enjou live music with a mini player small
enough to fit in your hand.

◆ 7-line wide, clear screen helps you to easily
read through text file. Enjoy reading text
while listening to music.

◆ Bundled with JetAudio VX, popular integrated
multimedia player software. Also, a simple
video conversion for U3 is possible using the
JetAudio conversion tools without need for
any additional program.  

◆ Includes new iAUDIO earphones to  bring
you the balanced tone ranges on High,
Middle, and Low for the best sound quality.
Design finished with strong metallic body
with rounded unit. Also includes USB and
line-in recording cable.

U3 1GB: White (IAU31W) .....................................104.95
U3 2GB: Black (IAU32B) ........................................139.95

G3 1GB and 2GB
Digital Audio Players 

A portable MP3 player with clean and
simple white color design, the G3 is
essentially the same as the U2—but
not quite as small. It also has a
remarkable battery life—with
enhanced technology, this player
features a playback time of up to
50 hours on a single AA battery. This
means you can enjoy your music for 2
weeks (4 hours per day) without worrying about the battery.
Otherwise it has all the same features as the U2 including high-
speed downloads up to 20Mbps, 5 direction key makes operation a
snap one-handed control of most common functions. View all your
file information on a bright, 4-line wide graphic LCD with bright and
beautiful Indigo Blue backlight. Lyrics display, Alarm, and FM Radio
and Voice Recording. Support for  MP3, WMA, ASF,WAV (include
48KHZ Stereo) and OGG formats with brilliant reproduction. Six top-
of-the-line sound effects (5-Band EQ, BBE, Mach3Bass, MP Enhance,
3D Surround and Pan). Include direct MP3 encoding, superb Cresyn
headphones, fashionable carrying case and convenient neck strap
Manage all your songs, files, playlists and settings directly from your
computer.  CD ripping, file transfer and even radio channel settings
are controlled in the simple JetShell user interface. 

G3 1GB MP3 Player with FM Radio and Voice Recording (IAG31SW) ...............84.95
G3 1GB MP3 Player with FM Radio and Voice Recording (IAG32SW) ............109.95

SAME FEATURES AS THE U2, PLUS IT ADDS—
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Necklace-Style MP3 Player with Color Display
Simple and elegant, the T2 was inspired by the sophisticated
elegance of the black diamond. This ultra chic jewelry necklace
style MP3 player has a built in FM tuner and recorder, a voice
recorder and USB 2.0 connectivity. Black  diamond style body and
direct view interface OLED with 56,000 colors work in harmony to
create a sophisticated digital fashion. The modern style is further
amplified by the extraordinary clarity of the black chrome and
the projection of vibrant  color display within the black flat body.
Around your neck, in your bag, or in your pocket. The T2 is with
you for your everyday digital lifestyle. Convenient battery
charging through USB cable and portable storage device. 

◆ T2 is the first-ever necklace type MP3 player
with color display that provides fashion lux-
ury and digital convenience packaged in
one. The Black Diamond inspired style body
and direct-view color interface of 65K color
OLED works in harmony to create ultimate
digital fashion experience.

◆ Animated display of color screen saver adds
to the brilliance and elegance of the black
body.  Screen saver can be customized to
display any images   of your choice to fit
your unique individual style

◆ Along with its unique integrated earphone
design,   it can be used as a necklace style,
or it can be used   as an ultra-portable mini
MP3 player.

◆ The USB connector at the bottom of the T2
allows direct connection to a computer for
downloading data   as well as charging the
built-in battery – a feature that makes it  T2
a great portable storage device. 

◆ When used with earphones of 16 ohm
impedance,   the maximum total sound out-
put can reach up to 46mW  for two channels
(23mW +23mW) producing powerful and
yet smooth sound qualities 

◆ The ultra power-saving circuit of T2 enables
up to 12 hours of continuous playback with
a fully charged battery.  

◆ Supports various popular digital audio
formats including MP3, OGG, WMA, WAV
and WMV10 

◆ Provides the most unique, powerful and
high quality sound, which is recognized
worldwide.   The following sound effects can
enhance experience of your favorite music:

— BBE: Sound effects that provide the clearest
music.

— Mach3Bass: A bass booster that enhances
super low-end bass.

— MP Enhance: Sound effects that compensate
for missing sound segments in MP3s.

— 3D Surround: Three-dimensional surround
sound effect.

◆ Organize your songs any way you like.
Random and other playback modes
available. Edit playlist while playing. Add or
delete.

◆ With the built-in, high-fidelity microphone,
T2  can record voice at the level of dedicat-
ed voice recorders.You can record important
meetings or lectures using this feature.

◆ Listen to FM radio and record it by pressing
a button, instantly.  Play them back , or save
to your computer. Also has a preset feature
which allows you to save your preferred
radio stations as channel numbers. 

F1 Dynamic MP3 Player
The compact and sporty F1 features 9-way controls for a
better user interface. All player functions can be
easily controlled with one hand. The player
was designed for maximum ease of use.
Now listening to music is as simple as
moving your thumb for total control of
the player. The orange and blue colored
OLED (organic light emitting diode) offers excellent and clear readability. The
analog dials in the user interface bring out a remarkably classic style and a
dynamic display of all player operations on screen. Includes stylish necklace
earphones and USB port, allowing use as a portable disk drive.
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4GB MP3 Digital Audio and Media Player
Size doesn’t matter! iAudio 6 may look compact but it’s 0.85” hard drive gives you
enough storage space for 1000 songs. Barely the size of a coin, the 0.85” drive enhances
portability and increases stability. The iAudio 6 also introduces a highly innovative swing

touch that gives your thumb control for maximum
convenienc. iAudio’s OLED   provides a crisp, clear
display, fast response to colors and wide view angle,
thanks to self-emitting electrode. Another unique
feature is USB Host (OTG). Now you can stop
worrying about the amount of memory in your
digital camera. Dump all your pictures to the
iAudio 6 via USB.

◆ 7-line wide, clear screen helps you to easily
read through text file. Enjoy reading text
while listening to music.

◆ Supports not only MP3 files, but also WMA
and OGG files which boast superior sound
quality. Also supports FLAC (Free Lossless
Audio Codec) and WAV (48kHz stero). 

◆ Offers powerful sound output of 60mW.
Now enjou live music with a mini player
small enough to fit in your hand.

◆ No more long waits while downloading files.
High-speed downloads reach 35Mbps!  

◆ Repeat sections, bookmark, adjustable play
speed are few of many features that provided
for your study support. iAUDIO 6 also
supports multi language formats including
Korean, English, Janpanese and more.

◆ Create and edit playlists directly on the
iAUDIO 6. Organize your songs any way you
like. Random and other playback modes
available.Also user can edit playlist while
playing. Add or delete.

◆ With the built-in, high-fidelity microphone,
iAUDIO 6 can record voice at the level of
dedicated voice recorders. Record important
meetings or lectures using this feature.

◆ Provides  powerful and fine quality sound
which is recognized worldwide. You can
take advantage of all the following sound
field effects:  5-Band EQ, BBE, Mach3Bass,
MP Enhance, 3D Surround and Pan.

◆ Supplied iAUDIO earphones will bring you
the balanced tone ranges on High, Middle,
and Low for the best sound quality.  

◆ Listen to FM radio and record it by pressing
a button, instantly. Play them back on
iAUDIO 6, or save to your computer. Preset
feature allows you to save your preferred
radio stations as channel numbers.

◆ Power saving circuit allows continuous
playback of up to 20 hours 

◆ Direct encoding allows you to save your
memories that are stored on tapes, CDs, and
old LP’s to digital audio format with direct
encoding function. Connect two-way stereo
cable to CD or walkman and record your
files. Never worry about losing them again! 

F1: 1GB MP3 Player (IAF11B): Black color..............................................................................................................84.95
T2: 2GB Necklace Style MP3 Player (IAT22B): Black color ...........................................................................139.95
iAudio 6: 4GB Audio/Video Player (IA64B): Black color...............................................................................189.95 

iAudio F2
1- and 2GB Dynamic Matrix Audio Player 

iAudio F2 has the ultimate capabilities, usability and
design to provide unique digital identity. Incorporating
Matrix UI, with its palm-size small form factor and sleek
9 buttons, it is designed to provide an intuitive user
interface. As the controls are integrated with graphic
icons, the intuitive keypad design enables users to uti-
lize the F2’s full functions quickly. iAudio F2 also offers a
high quality 1.3” LCD with a vivid color representation
ideal for viewing videos, photos and reading texts. FM
radio function provides additional sound experience
with its clear sound quality. 60mW power output renders full-range of high quality sound
with low noise, wide dynamic range, and wide frequency response. 

CALL

iAudio 6
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30- and 60GB Music/Photo/Video Player 
The X5 is a super-compact, portable digital audio device that supports playback of various
multi-media audio files including MP3 files and MPEG-4 video, features FM radio listening/
recording, recording through a built-in microphone or line-in input terminals, and text and
image viewer. It offers a massive 30GB or 60GB hard disk with skip protection and the ability to
hold thousands of songs, videos, pictures and text files all of which you can view/play on the
impressive TFT display. For digital camera users, the X5 has USB on-the-go so you don’t need a
computer to download and view your digital images - simply hook your camera to the X5. 

◆ Convert various video files to MPEG-4 up to
15 fps (frames per second)  using JetAudio,
and then play them back on the X5. Import
photos from a digital camera and view
them from X5 using the USB host feature.

◆ Supports USB 2.0 interface to transfer your
700Mbytes movie files within few seconds!
Max speed is 480Mbps.

◆ View both text and image files on the X5.
View text files while listening to music.

◆ With a 60GB drive, it can save over 15, 000
songs. Supports MP3, OGG, WMA, WAV files,
as well as FLAC (lossless compressed codec). 

◆ Power saving circuit allows continuous
playback up to 14 hours after a full charge.  

◆ Built-in, high-fidelity microphone lets you
record important meetings or lectures

◆ Direct encoding by which you can record
output from an external audio device at a
1:1 ratio. This means you can receive the
direct input from audio devices such as a
walkman, MD (mini disk), old LP phono-
graph, or TV, and record them onto the X5.

◆ Sylish with a high-quality aluminum exter-
nal finish on most of the unit.

◆ Up to 12 minutes of anti-shock. Enjoy your
music while running or driving.

◆ 160 x 128,  260,000-pixel color LCD allows
you to check the general operation status of
the device with one glance.

◆ Listen to FM radio and record it by pressing
a button. Play them back on  or save to your
computer. Also allows you to save your
preferred radio stations as channel numbers.

◆ Enjoy your music and read lyrics at the
same time with Lyric Display on the LCD. 

◆ Discover true, rich bass sound. Provides
exquisite sound with BBE Sound renown for
its true sound reproduction and clarity. 

◆ Six top-of-the-line sound effects (5-band EQ,
BBE, Mach3 Bass, MP Enhance, 3D Surround
and Pan).

◆ Strong (20mW + 20mW)  stereo output. So
whether it's Rock or Jazz, easy listening or
classical, you’ll enjoy rich sound from the
most delicate to the most powerful.

◆ Create and edit playlists. Organize songs any
way you like. Random and other playback
modes available. Add/delete while playing. 

◆ Automatically recognized as a removable
disk when connected it to a PC via USB. 

◆ Scan through your music folder while
listening.  Command-oriented navigation
window and pop up-type menu window
make organizing simple. 

◆ Bundled JetShell makes it  easy by doing
the CD ripping, converting and playback.

◆ Includes Cresyn headphones as standard.  

◆ Functions can becontrolled by the optional
6- line wide LCD remote controller 

◆ Optional docking cradle for file and data
transfer and fast recharge thru USB
interface, direct encoding thru line-in port,
external speaker output thru line-out port.  

COWON A2 
Music and Video Player, Photo Viewer 
Available in 20GB and 30GB capacities, the
Cowon A2 features playback of various
multi-media audio files including  DivX
(DivX Networks Certified), XviD, WMV, WMA,
AC3, MP3, OGG, JPEG, GIF and BMP files on
it 4” 16:9 LCD display. It offers 10 hours of
playback for video and 20 hours for audio.
It has a USB  2.0 interface and strong 20mW
+ 20 mW stereo output. It has a built-in FM radio and best of all, it offers video in recording
from a TV, VCR or DVD player. The ultimate portable multimedia device. 

X5 30GB Black (IAX530BL) .............................249.95 X5 30GB Black (IAX560BL) .............................329.95

Docking Cradle for X5 Series (IACX5B) .....29.00 iAudio X5 Carrying Case (IACCX5) ...............19.00
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◆ With wireless Zune-to-Zune sharing, you
can spontaneously share selected full-
length sample tracks of your favorite songs,
homemade recordings, playlists or pictures
with friends wirelessly, device to device. You
can listen to any song you receive up to
three times in three days. And if you like a
song you hear and want to buy it, you can
flag it  on your device to easily find it later.

◆ Zune is easy to use and easy to love. You
can choose one of three base colors (black,
brown and white), each combined with a
distinctive double-shot finish created by the
overlay of one color on another. The player
also can easily be customized with your
favorite pictures.

◆ Zune comes with a bright 3-inch LCD video
screen that works in portrait or landscape
mode. Your music, video and pictures never
looked better.  The 3-inch screen not only
allows user to show off music, pictures and
video, but also to customize the experience
with personal pictures or themes to truly
make the device their own. 

◆ Zune stores up to 7,500 songs, 25,000 pic-
tures or 100 hours of video.  You can make
playlists on the go and watch a slide show
while you're listening. Watching video in
landscape mode gets the most out of the
vivid display.

◆ Zune software can automatically import
your existing music, pictures and videos
from iTunes and Windows Media® Player in
a variety of formats, including your existing
playlists and song ratings. Some content is
protected by the service from which you
purchased it, and those files can’t  be
imported.  

Online music store:
You can browse the huge selection
of music designed to work seam-
lessly with your Zune in the Zune
Marketplace. When you find new
music that you love, it’s simple to
buy it and sync it on your player.
The Zune Marketplace works with
the Microsoft Points program so
you can purchase music online
without a credit card. 

◆ With the built-in FM tuner you can listen to
local FM radio stations or tune in to pro-
gramming while you're at your local health
club, for example. Advanced tuning capabil-
ities allow you to see the name of the song
currently playing on selected frequencies.

◆ As Zune evolves, the Zune software on your
PC will let you know when updates are
available for download. And with built-in
wireless capability in each player, the future
is filled with possibilities.  

◆ Zune makes it easy to find music you love
— whether it’s songs in your existing library
or new music from the Zune Marketplace.
Easily import your existing music, pictures
and videos in many popular formats and
browse millions of songs on Zune
Marketplace, where you can choose to pur-
chase tracks individually or to buy a Zune
Pass subscription to download as many
songs as you want for a flat fee. 

Optional Accessory Packs
Choose from a full line of accessories to outfit your Zune in your car, in your home or while you
travel. Individual accessories are also available.

• Home A/V Pack includes everything you need to integrates Zune with your big-screen TV and
speakers—AC Adapter, AV cable, Dock, Sync Cable and a wireless rremote  that puts you in
control from virtually anywhere in the room. 

• Travel Pack includes Dual Connect Remote, premium Earphones, Gear Bag, Sync Cable and AC
Adapter.  

• Car Pack includes FM transmitter with AutoSeek and car charger.  With AutoSeek, setup is easy,
and you can enjoy your music on the go and charge your device at the same time.  

30GB Digital Media Player 
Zune starts with a 30GB digital media player and adds a twist. You can
wirelessly share selected full-length sample tracks, playlists, pictures or
your home-grown tracks directly from Zune to Zune.  You can listen to
the full-length songs that you receive up to three times in three days,
flag the ones you like and easily buy them the next time you sync up.
You can discover new music in the Zune Marketplace, and show off your
favorite pictures and videos on the big, bright screen. Zune has all that
and a built in FM tuner, too.  

ZUNE
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◆ Breaking ground in both form and function-
ality, the YP-K5 uses OLED technology. The
display and navigational array are smooth to
the touch with sparkly ice blue adaptive
graphics. Menu and navigation system is
simple to use and add to the YP-K5’s appeal. 

◆ Comfortable two-part ear buds and top digi-
tal quality sound raises the bar for
enhanced, on-the-go listening. 

◆ The YP-K5 displays JPEGs with a 1.7” full-
color screen for bright, clear images. Users
can also create a personalized slideshow by
setting their pictures to a variety of tunes.

◆ Once the party starst, it may keep going, so
the YP-K5 was designed with a hearty
battery life of up to 30 hours using ear-
phones, or 6 hours in speaker mode using
the built-in Li-Poly rechargeable battery.

◆ Supports popular subscription services such
as Napster, Rhapsody, Yahoo, so users can
easily play content transferred from a PC.

◆ For times when you want to keep the music
to yourself, the supplied state-of-the-art
earphones with two-part buds offer a
bass-enhanced sound experience. 

◆ Have access to your complete library of
music, by interfacing with your PC to quickly
and easily download music files via USB 2.0.
The PlaysForSure-compatible K5 stores up
to 1000 songs for the 4GB unit.

◆ With Samsung’s proprietary DNSe (Digital
Natural Sound engine) technology, the
YP-K5 offers virtual surround sound. This
guarantees great volume, no distortion, and
a more natural and accurate higher quality
sound, even with just two small speakers. 

F E A T U R E S

Portable MP3 Player with Slide-Out Speakers
A flash-memory based MP3 player with 1.7” touchpad OLED screen, music
subscription service support and  sleek one-button design, the ground
breaking K5 is also the first portable digital audio player that allows
listeners to “share a SOUNDTRACK” with built-in slide-out speakers. 
Most MP3 players are a solitary experience. Either you plug in earbuds or
you have to lug around bulky, external speakers in order for anyone else to
hear. You never had a better alternative - until now. The groundbreaking
YP-K5 offers two small clear speakers built right in to deliver rich, smooth
audio—better sound than anything you would expect could fit in your pocket. The slide out speakers also
uphold the K5’s slick look, as it is able to sit perfectly on any flat surface providing the ultimate portable share-
able scenario. For those users on-the-go, it  still offers the option of listening to their music privately with a set
of base thumping ear buds.

◆ Enjoy a personalized picture slideshow as
you listen; the 2GB or 4GB YP-K5 models
store  up to 25,000 JPEG photos. Use your
digital photos as your MP3 player’s screen-
saver, beautifully framed on the OLED dis-
play in 128x160 pixel resolution.

◆ Also features a built-in FM radio tuner and
supports MP3, WMA, WMA DRM10 and JPEG
formats. The FM tuner features auto preset
scan in less than one minute, and adjustable
FM sensitivity: low,  medium, high

◆ In addition, 5 modes of preset EQ (Normal,
Vocal, Bass boost, 3D sound, Concert hall)
allow you to customize the sound experi-
ence to suit the style of music. These
advanced music functions allow you to
enjoy the same acoustic wow that you
would hear from your home stereo.

◆ For added convenience especially when
travelling, the YP-K5 offers an alarm clock
function. Wake up to your favorite songs or
choice of music rather than a jolting alarm
clock buzz. The alarm automatically switches
on to ring the alarm, even when the K5 is off.
Snooze option lets you to sleep just a little
bit longer. At night, a timer function and
auto turn off function groove you to sleep.

◆ Includes earphones and USB cable

YP-K5 2GB (SAYPK52GBB): Black color........249.00

YP-K5 4GB (SAYPK54GBB): Black color........299.00

Poised for Sound
A gentle nudge from the thumb and the attached
speaker effortlessly slides out and automatically

pivots to position the speakers for optimal sound
acoustics. At the same time, the YP-K5 utilizes an interface

that automatically switches from vertical to horizontal
view, offering the ultimate in UI convenience. Engineered to

produce a sound comparable to your home stereo system, this
tiny device packs high sound fidelity. With a minimum number of keys, simplified system
and look of minimalism, the K5 is all about functional style and superior sound.

Shown with
speakers slid out
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2- and 4GB Photo/Video/Music Players
Available in 2GB or 4GB versions, YP-T9 is a slim, portable multimedia player that offers you
the ability to enjoy music, videos, photo albums, e-books, flash games, text viewer and file
browser, all wrapped in a stylishly hip package. The YP-T9 is a  flash-based portable media
player that also features a 1.8˝  color LCD screen, dynamic Macromedia user interface and
easy 5-button front control, Samsung’s DNSe (Digital Natural Sound engine), FM tuner and
built-in voice recorder, and supports music subscription services (PlayForSure compatible).
Built-in Li-Poly rechargeable battery allows up to 30 hours of uninterrupted audio playback
time on a single charge (or up to 6 hours of video playback time).

High Performance
◆ Plays MP3, WMA, WMA DRM, WMA DRM 10

audio files. WMA uses better compression
technology so users can have smaller files 

◆ Plays MPEG4 video files. Integratged soft-
ware transcodes the video on the computer
before transferring to the YP-T9, so files play
at the optimal frame size/rate with minimal
effort from you. Resolution is 208 x 176, 
15 fps (frames per second).

◆ The bundled software also transfers JPEG
images onto the YP-T9 for viewing on the
device. Images can be zoomed and re-cen-
tered. Any JPEG on the T9 can become the
wallpaper during music playback.

◆ Text viewer and file browser allows you to
view text files on the YP-T9. Text color is
customizable and can be viewed in a por-
trait or landscape view. A file viewer allows
you to view and delete any file on the
device without the PC.

◆ The built-in FM Tuner will scan the entire FM
range in less than 60 sec. and automatically
place the available FM stations into presets.
You can even adjust the sensitivity to only
preset stations with strong reception. The
YP-T9 will also record directly from FM in
MP3 format for playback later. You can
select to record FM as 96/128/160/192 kbps
quality MP3 files.

◆ Also has a built-in microphone so you can
record live sound as MP3 files. The quality of
the MP3 file is variable between
32/64/96/128 kbps. The YP-T9 is capable of
approximately 69 hours per GB of memory
(based on 32Kbps quality) so you can record
long lectures or events without interruption.

F E A T U R E S

Specialized Features
◆ Comes with DNSe which provides a 9-band

customizable EQ and 11 preset modes for all
types of musical preferences.

◆ Playlists are supported as well as an internal
“Favorites” list as an on-the-go playlist

◆ Built-in rechargeable battery plays  up to 30
hours of audio or  6 hours of video

◆ Offers you the option to limit the output
volume to protect your ears  

◆ Playback modes include normal, repeat,
repeat one, shuffle and variable speed –
speeds or slows the music between ±3x. 

◆ Customizable skip interval – set the FF/RW
buttons to move to the next song or
between 3-60 seconds within file.

◆ Built-in flash games are managed as individ-
ual files so new games can be downloaded
or deleted to make room for more.  

YP-U2 1GB Direct Insert USB MP3 Player
The YP-U2 is an an extremely compact and stylish MP3 player that can plug
directly into your computer’s USB port to download music. The player can hold
about 500 songs in WMA format or 250 songs in MP3 format, giving you ample
storage space for your favorite playlist. A 4-line LED displays artist and title
information, letting you know exactly what you are looking for. 

Tthe size of a standard USB key, the YUP-U2 is fully compatible with MP3, WMA,
WAV and OGG audio files. It even plays music encoded with the “PlaysForSure”
DRM from subscription music services. Operates for up to 15 hours on it’s
internal rechargeable battery and has a built-in FM radio tuner and voice
recorder, making it an excellent choice for anyone looking for an extremely
compact digital audio player.

Display
◆ Macromedia portable user interface with

simple menus and a 5-button front side 
controller

◆ 1.8˝ TFT LCD (262,000 color) screen with
adjustable LCD brightness between 0-10O

◆ Offers 16 different languages for the Menu,
and 32 different languages for ID3 Tags

◆ 5 variable menu colors or set to random for
a new color each time the T9 is turned on

◆ Playback display can be set between flash
visualizers, JPEG photos, or album cover art

◆ Power-saving features include adjustable
screen saver, sleep timer, LCD off, and auto
power off settings.
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SANSA M200 SERIES

512MB, 1-, 2- and 4GB MP3Players
Small and portable, the flash-based m200 Series combines crystal-clear sound with a sleek design

and easy-to-navigate user interface (songs sorted by title, artist, album, genre and more).
They are Microsoft PlaysForSure certified and feature MP3, Windows Media  file and
Windows Media-based DRM file playback. There is also FM radio and voice recording

and they can double as a USB data storage device. Available in 512MB, 1GB, 2GB and
4GB capacities, they can play continuously for up to 20 hours on a single AAA battery.   

Sansa m230 (512MB)—stores over 8 hours/120 songs in MP3 format (SASM230512) .....................43.95

Sansa m240 (1GB)—stores over 16 hours/240 songs in MP3 format (SASM2401) ............................59.95

Sansa m250 (2GB)—stores over 32 hours/480songs  in MP3 format (SASM2502) ............................84.95

Sansa m260 (4GB)—stores over 64 hours/960 songs  in MP3 format (SASM2604) ............................CALL

1GB & 2GB MP3 Players
The Sansa c100 and c200 series sound as awesome as they look. Created by the leaders in flash memory, these
flash-based players provide everything you need to play music in vibrant color. Better yet, play your music and see

your photos with just the push of a button. These affordable, compact color-screen MP3 players
have an amazingly easy-to-use interface. Available in 1GB and 2GB capacities, they also

support Microsoft PlaysForSure subscription music and include digital FM tuner with
20 preset stations, FM on-the-fly recording, voice recording, and photo thumbnail

playback. Otherwise the same, the c240 (1GB) and c250 (2GB) also offer a
microSD expansion slot, allowing you to instantly double their capacities.

For example, with a 2GB microSD card, a  2GB player is transformed into a
4GB player with the ability to hold nearly 2,000 songs. 

◆ They play MP3, WMA, WAV and protected
WMA DRM audio files

◆ The c140/c240 hold up to 500 songs and 32
hours of playback in WMA, and 500 songs
and 32 hours of playback in MP3 format.

◆ The c150/c250 hold up to 1000 songs and 64
hours of playback in WMA, and 250 songs
and 16 hours of playback in MP3 format.

◆ FM ‘on the fly’ recording  and voice recording

◆ High-speed USB 2.0 interface for fast and
easy file transfer

◆ Microsoft Windows PlaysForSure compatible,
meaning that they will support subscription
music from on-line music providers such as
Rhapsody, Napster and Yahoo! Music.

◆ Easy-to-use interface for sorting and playing
back your music

◆ 1.4” color screen (up to 64,000 colors)
displays both music album art and digital
photos, which can be imported directly from
a PC or seamlessly from music files with
album art data in the song information. 

◆ Digital FM tuner with 20 preset stations 

◆ Run up to 15 hours on one AAA battery

Sansa c140 (SASC1401): With lanyard,
headphones and USB cable ............................69.95

Sansa c150 (SASC1502): With lanyard,
headphones and USB cable ............................94.95

Sansa c240: With lanyard,
headphones and USB cable .............................CALL

Sansa c250: With lanyard,
headphones and USB cable .............................CALL

◆ Microsoft PlaysForSure support to ensure
proper playback of digital music.

◆ Support for MP3, WMA and Audible audio
file  formats.

◆ FM tuner (20 preset stations).

◆ Voice recording with built-in microphone.

◆ Choose to play your tracks repeatedly,
in random sequence, or play all the songs
continuously. 

◆ Hi-speed USB 2.0 for hi-speed music transfer
(backwards compatible to USB 1.1 ports).

◆ Up to 20 hours continuous playback using
one AAA battery. 

◆ Easy to read Indigo backlit LCD displays
album, artist and song title information.

◆ Includes sleek carrying case and armband to
protect the player and keep your hands free. 
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2-,4-, 6- and 8MB MP3 Players
The flagship Sansa e200 Series are packed with everything you need for music, photo, and
video clip playback. They feature a slim design and a 1.8” TFT color screen with advanced
navigational features and an easy to use interface  along with high-quality audio, photo
viewing and video playback capabilities. They offer an industry-leading, 8GB capacity
that holds almost 2,000 MP3 songs, and they let you avoid scratches and cracks with
the durable metal backing. There is superior sound playback and support for  Microsoft
PlaysForSure subscription music. The SanDisk Media Converter supports most image
formats to enjoy photos and small personal videos.

◆ Sleek, thin design with large 1.8˝ TFT color
screen for easy viewing

◆ Simple to use, backlit controls for fast device
interface navigation, and icon-based menu
for easy navigation

◆ User replaceable and rechargeable Lithium
Ion battery for up to 20 hours of battery life  

◆ MicroSD expansion slot for additional
memory capacity and support for SanDisk
TrustedFlash content cards that can be
played not only on Sansa players but also on
mobile phones equipped with microSD card
slots. microSD cards come with capacities of
up to 2GB, with higher capacities coming.

◆ Digital FM tuner with on-the-fly recording to
save your favorite songs or programs, as
well as voice recording

◆ Distinctive, high-strength and lightweight
back cover is made with an advanced
Titanium alloy from Liquidmetal
Technologies that is stronger than steel and
highly resistant to scratches and wear. 

◆ For instant access to millions of digital
songs, they support PlaysForSure so you can
download  from music stores such as
Rhapsody To Go and others. 

◆ Slideshow function to conveniently view
photos and play music simultaneously

◆ Universal accessory connector for the easy
addition of future accessories.

◆ Photo and video capability facilitated
through the Sansa Media Converter, which
enables a superior  viewing experience.

◆ They include travel pouch and lanyard,
stereo headphones, lithium-Ion
rechargeable battery and  USB cable.

Optional Sansa Base Station 
Producing big sound from a small device, the Sansa Base
Station enables a Sansa c200 or e200 Series player to
become a digital jukebox and play hours of music
through a home stereo system or externally-powered
PC speaker set. It also doubles as a docking station for
recharging batteries and transferring content to and
from a personal computer.

The Base Station allows you to dock your player, operate
it with a remote control, automatically charge the internal
batteries of the c200 and e200 players, and transfer data between the player and a PC.

The Sansa Base Station comes with a power adapter, USB 2.0 and RCA audio cable,
remote control and mechanical adapters for the three Sansa models.  

Optional Sansa Speaker Dock 
The Sansa Speaker Dock  allows you to
dock your Sansa e100 or m200 MP3
player with on 4 AA batteries or via the
included AC power adapter. It features a
USB connection to connect to your
computer, allowing you to download
songs to your MP3 player while it is
docked. This is an excellent speaker and
dock solution for your Sansa MP3 player. 

F E A T U R E S

SANSA ESERIES
# of songs (MP3) Playback Time # of Songs (WMA) Playback Time

Sansa e250 (2GB) 500 32 hours, MP3 960 64 hours, WMA

Sansa e260 (4GB) 1000 64 hours, MP3 1,920 128 hours, WMA

Sansa e270 (6GB) 1,500 96 hours, MP3 2,880 192 hours, WMA

Sansa e280 (8GB) 2,000 128 hours, MP3 3,840 256 hours, WMA
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Walkman MP3 Players
Featuring a built-in FM tuner with programmable presets, the NW-E002
(512MB), NW-E003 (1GB) and NW-E005 (2GB) are the perfect MP3 players for
the gym, the daily commute or traveling. Store up to 1350 of your favorite
tracks with2GB of built-in memory. Easily transfer data without the use of a
cord with a built-in USB connector, and the quick battery charge features
gives you up three hours of playback  with just a three-minute charge. View
song titles, battery life and time/date information on the 1-Line Organic
Electroluminescence Display. The NW-E002 available in blue, the NW-E003
in silver and pink, and the NW-E005 in black and violet.

◆ Built-in 512MB of memory lets you store up
to 345 songs, 1GB can store 695 songs, 2GB
up to 1350 songs.

◆ High-quality unique 1-line organic  
electroluminescence display offers a wide
viewing angle, high quality display with a
unique look. View information about the
music (song title, lenggth), settings, time or
calendar, battery indicator and much more.

◆ Built-in FM tuner with accurate drift-free
tuning of FM stereo radio stations. Presets
allow you to skip directly to the most lis-
tened to stations. 

◆ Super quick battery charge—needs only a
three minute charge to provide up to three
hours of playback. Fully charged, the
internal battery provides up to 28 hours of
continuous playback.

◆ Compatible with the Connect Music Store
for easy downloading of an extensive online
music library.   

◆ For customers who already have extensive
music libraries, use the included software
and hardware to store and play back their
collection of MP3s. For those just getting
into digital music and downloading, Sony's
ATRAC format provides higher sound quality
with smaller sizes than many competing for-
mats. This enables the you store more music
and have longer listening times.

◆ Supports the playback of WMA and AAC
audio files to the Walkman player. Perfect if
you have a large collection of audio on your
PC that was ripped from personal CDs. This
allows for transfer of audio downloads,
imports and self recorded tracks. 

◆ Transfer personal downloaded music and
CD recordings to  create your own music
mixes..

◆ Skip-proof design for uninterrupted play-
back even while carrying the Walkman play-
er during most active uses.

◆ Displays encoded text in English and foreign
languages that can include the artist name,
disc name, and/or track name.

◆ 5-Band EQ offers 5 different modes includ-
ing: Heavy, Pop, Jazz, Custom and Manual
for enhanced sound. 

◆ View CD text and ID3 Tag information
including song title, album title and artist
name.

◆ Built-in USB connector for direct connection
to PC for charging and transferring without
the need to carry an additional cable.
Supplied extension cable ensure easy con-
nection option for those with desktops or
hard to reach USB ports. 

◆ Control design and screen orientation can
accommodate both left and right handed
users for maximum flexibility. 

◆ Time/calendar display lets you view current
time and date.

◆ Included SonicStage Music Management
Software helps you to manage your music;
create playlists, burn CD’s, import and
transfer digital music files.  

NW-E002: 512MB Player in Blue (SONWE002B) .............................................................................................69.95

NW-E003: 1GB Player in Silver (SONWE003S) or Pink (SONWE003P)......................................................109.95

NW-E005: 2GB Player in Black (SONWE005B) or Violet (SONWE005V) ..................................................124.95

F E A T U R E S

Connect Music Store offers one of the most extensive music collections online. Unique features
such as Moodmix, Connect Sets and live radio, make it a choice destination for people looking
to expand their music collection. It’s easy to discover, find and purchase single tracks or entire
albums. Choose from top hits and tracks from independent artists.

Simply download the latest version of Connect Player. This cutting-edge application enables you
to effortlessly organize your music, and it’s fully integrated with the Connect Music Store. The
Connect Player also makes it a snap to transfer your music to Sony’s family of compatible digital
music players and to create both standard audio CDs and high-efficiency ATRAC CDs.
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8GB Hard Drive MP3 Walkman  
Available in two hip colors, violet and pink, and boasting an eye-catching
display, the chic NW-A1200 Hard Drive Walkman is sure to turn some
heads. New intelligent shuffle functionality like Time Machine Shuffle and
My Favorite Shuffle will play more of the songs you want to hear. And with
8G of built-in memory, you'll have enough room to store up to 5,300 of your
favorite tracks.

◆ 8GB Hard Disk Drive lets you store up to
5,300 of your favorite songs. In addition to
audio that can be transferred to the NW-
A1200, it is also possible to store data files.

◆ Playback of MP3, WMA3 and WAV files. 

◆ For those just getting into digital music and
downloading, Sony’s ATRAC format pro-
vides higher sound quality with smaller file
sizes than many competing compression
formats. This enables you to store more
music and have longer listening times. 

◆ G-Sensor Shock Protection provides impact
protection, while Skip Free G-Protection
provides quick recovery from both
horizontal and vertical shock.  

◆ The innovative G-Sensor Shock Protection
system automatically and instantly reacts to
changes in gravity and velocity by releasing
the recording head. This protects the hard
disk surface, preventing crashes and loss of
data,  improving long term reliability.

◆ Unique 1.5” Organic Electroluminescence
Display offers a crisp, clear view of player
functions and data while creating the
illusion of a “floating” display that takes up
the entire surface of the device. 

◆ My Favorite Shuffle allows you to shuffle
play among your favorite songs and artists,
or shuffle songs from randomly selected
years with the new Time Machine Shuffle
feature. Searching for an artist or song just
got easier; quickly browse your library using
the first initial function.

◆ Artist Link lets you access similar artists,
songs and albums located within your
music library with the touch of a button. 

◆ Control design and screen orientation
accommodates both left and right-handed
users for maximum flexibility.

◆ Manage your music, create playlists, burn
CDs, import digital files and easily transfer
music with the supplied SonicStage music
management software. Plus, SonicStage
jukebox supports and seamlessly converts
many audio formats, including MP3, WMA
and WAV files. Transfer downloaded music
and CD recordings between your PC, creat-
ing music mixes for on-the-go enjoyment.

◆ After mixes have been created in the
jukebox, transfer them at high speed via the
USB 2.0 interface. When playing back, easily
navigate through your music mixes with the
newly designed navigation buttons.

◆ 6-Band Equalizer offers 6 different modes
including: Heavy, Pop, Jazz, Custom and
Manual for enhanced sound. 

◆ Up to 20 hours continuous playback with the
supplied rechargeable  lithium-Ion battery.
The battery is removable and can be charged
with the supplied AC adapter or USB cable.
With the  AC Adapter, the battery can be
quick charged to 80% capacity in 1.5 hours.

◆ Compatible with the Connect Music Store
providing an easy method for downloading
music. Connect Music Store offers access to
an extensive online music library of over
1,000,000 songs including many independent
titles as well as featured artist and celebrity
mixes with tracks added each week.  

◆ Multi-Language Display lets you choose from
9 different languages including: English,
Japanese, French, German, Italian, Spanish,
Korean and Chinese (traditional/simplified).

F E A T U R E S

NW-A1200: 8GB MP3 Walkman in Violet (SONWA1200V) or Pink (SONWA1200P) ............................199.00

Optional Accessories for the NW-A1200
SRS-NWM10 Speaker Dock: Powerful neodymium magnet
speaker unit and built-in 1-bit digital amplifier with a total
output of 4-watts, enough to fill any room of the house.
Stylishly designed with white illumination, it not only plays your
Sony MP3 player, it recharges it and acts as PC connection
device. The speaker docking station is magnetically shielded,

which minimizes noise and interference from the PC to monitor, and features a volume
control. Powered via supplied AC adaptor or 3 AA batteries (SOSRSNWM10).......................... 99.95

BCR-NWU1 Charging Cradle: Great way to quickly sync and charge the NW-A1200. Has  a
line out jack to listen on your home stereo, and a handy LED  light system that lets you
know how much power your battery has (SOBCRNWU1)..................................................................39.95

CKH-NWA1000 Clear Protective Case: Hard clear plastic case keeps the NW-A1200 visible
and accessible while protecting it (SOCKHNWA1000) ..........................................................................29.95

CS-AO6ARM Armband: Lightweight and durable construction keeps the NW-A1200
securely on your arm, and allows easy access to the controls (SOCSA06ARM) .........................29.95
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With hybrid storage, the ICD-MX20 gives you the option of using the built-in 32MB flash memory, or optional
Memory Stick Duo or Pro Duo media cards, providing virtually unlimited capacity. Ideal for long meetings or
conferences, just put in a new Memory Stick and keep recording. Each card can hold over 300 personalized
folders, which makes organizing your audio a simple process.  Compatible with Dragon Naturally Speaking
Preferred Voice to Print Software to easily convert your recorded files into text.

◆ STLP recording mode for up to 2
hours and 45 minutes) while main-
taining 2-channel recording. Rcord
up to 111⁄2 hours in LP mode

◆ Built-in stereo and directional
microphones for extra convenience.

◆ Over 300 personalized folders on
each Memory Stick allows you to
organize message folders by type,
such as Sales Letters, Customer
Service Replies, Memos and more.

◆ USB 2.02 compatible  

◆ Voice operated recording stops the
recording during silent pauses, and
begins again without missing a
syllable due to the digital buffer.

◆ Monitor recording levels using a
headphone while unit is recording. 

ICD-BM1A Digital Voice Recorder
Featuring up to 694 minutes recording time with supplied 32MB Memory Stick Media, the ICD-BM1A is ideal for
professionals, students or anyone on the go. Organize and edit recordings in 340 folders, then use the supplied
digital voice editor software to send audible e-mails with an attached file. Equipped with a built-in speaker, hold
button, date display, battery level indicator, alarm and digital clock. Seeing data and listening to audio is a cinch
with useful features such as the large LCD display for showing recording data and 350mW speaker output.

◆ Record up to 82
minutes in stereo, 260
minutes in SP and 694
minutes in LP modes.

◆ “LPEC Codec technology”-16kHZ sampling
rate ensures excellent recorded sound clarity.

◆ Records on small, re-usable Memory Stick
(up to 128MB) media, allowing recorded
cards to be readily distributed for processing. 

◆ Enjoy high speed copying of files to your PC
via the USB port on your computer.

◆ Slide Switch control allows for one-button
operation of all major functions of the
recording device.

◆ Digital Pitch Control allows recordings to be
heard at slower speeds without distortion to
facilitate transcribing or editing, or faster to
move quickly to a desired portion.

◆ VOR (Voice Operated Recording) stops the
recording during silent pauses, then begins
recording again without missing a single
syllable thanks to the digital buffer.

◆ Selective automatic folder copy function 

◆ Compatible with Dragon Naturally Speaking
Preferred Voice to Print Software to easily
convert recorded files into text.

◆ LCD shows number of messages recorded,
recording length, date, time, battery power.

◆ Built-in mic (with On/Off Hi/Lo sensitivity)
and playback speaker 

◆ Includes stereo earphone and external
stereo mic jack and carrying case.

ICD-CX50 Visual Voice Recorder
Capture sound and images together. The ingenious little ICD-CX50 combines a 256MB flash memory digital
voice recorder with a 1.2-megapixel camera. Record audio and capture images simultaneously, and the
information will be saved into a synchronized file. Document an auto claim. Record meetings and lectures,
and much more. Ideal for claims adjusters, realtors and building inspectors, but even more useful for
students, homeowners and travelers. Features a 1.2” color LCD, rechargeable battery and 4x digital zoom.

◆ 256MB flash memory allows for up
to 4000 pictures (640 x 480 JPEG)
or up to 93 hours of recording time
(LP Mode)  

◆ Built in stereo mic (as well as exter-
nal mic jack) and playback speaker

◆ USB 2.01 compatible 

◆ 1.2” color LCD displays a wealth
of information from image
thumbnails to file names making
it fast and easy to navigate to the
desired screen. 

◆ Digital Voice-Up function increases
the volume of the person speaking
when recorded at a distance  while
maintaining overall quality.  

◆ Battery is recharged via AC adapter
or supplied USB cable and a PC. 
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◆ Users can not only select their content but
also choose the option of purchasing or
“renting” their music, videos and movies.
Content from well-known sources such as
TiVo, MTV, VH-1, and Major League Baseball
means more choices from one of the widest
arrays of premium entertainment options. 

◆ With PCs that run on Windows XP Media
Center Edition, users can even record their
favorite television shows onto their PC and
simply plug in their Gigabeat S Series device
for an easy sync so you can watch them
anywhere, at anytime.

◆ Windows Mobile-based Portable Media
Centers gives you the power to enjoy a wide
selection of high-quality recorded television,
premium movies, music and photos. Best of
all Gigabeat's vast array of entertainment
selections can all be accessed and controlled
with Microsoft’s friendly Mobile-based
Portable Media Center software. 

◆ Microsoft's patented Twist Navigation
helps users easily find the content they are
looking for on the device, utilizing the
power of the hard drive to scroll quickly
through large media libraries.

30GB White (MES30VW) or Blue (MES30VL),
60GB Black (MES60VK)............................................Call

Digital Audio Players with Video Playback
Available in two capacities and three colors, the S Series utilizes 1.8” hard drives for storing
audio, video, photos and even recorded television programs. Content management is made
simple via Microsoft's Windows Mobile-based Portable Media Center software. Although
small in stature, the Gigabeat S Series offers unprecedented portable entertainment options.
They are powered by Freescale technology and feature a large, 2.4” diagonal QVGA LCD
screen that offers 320 x 240 resolution and more than 65,536 colors - making images and
videos appear vivid and rich. In terms of playback capability, they are compatible with
Windows Media Video files plus any video files that can be converted by Windows Media
Player 10. Compatible with Windows Media DRM 10 secured content, the S Series supports
both purchased and subscription model content for music and video.
Playable music formats include Windows Media Audio (WMA), WMA Lossless, MP3 and WAV
file formats. There is a built in FM tuner, and battery life is 20 hours for both the 30GB and

60GB models. Finally, for those on the go, Gigabeat comes supplied with an A/V cable and output which allows for
connection to most televisions for the viewing of downloaded movies, videos and photos. 

F E A T U R E S

GIGABEAT V SERIES
Portable Media Player

Starting with a 30GB model (MEV30K), the V Series
portable media players feature a larger viewing
screen (3.5” TFT LCD display), extended battery life,
built-in speaker and utilize Microsoft’s Portable
Media Center Version 2.0 software for the ultimate
portable video experience. 

The V Series features a beautiful 3.5” TFT LCD display
with 320 x 240 resolution for a superb video on the
go experience. With up to 8 hours  of video playback
capability, it is a perfect companion on any trip. With a 30GB
internal hard disk drive, there is room for all kinds of content. Supports
Windows Media Video 9 and 10 allowing for videos to be transferred from a Windows
based PC right onto the player utilizing Windows Media Player 10. Also designed to work
with PlaysForSure subscription-based video download services. LIke the Gigabeat S Series,
the V Series also supports JPEG playback and allows for a direct connection to a digital
camera allowing for content to be transferred directly without the use of a computer.

Rechargeable Lithium ion battery provides 25 hours  of continuous music playback. The V
series supports MP3, WMA, WMA Lossless and WAV audio files and is also compatible with
Windows DRM 9 and 10, allowing for music purchase or subscription through services such
as Napster, eMusic and RealNetworks Rhapsody. Users can also transfer all of their music
via Windows Media Player 10.

A built-in speaker allows you to enjoy both video and audio without headphones. They
include an A/V output cable which allows for connection to most televisions - making
them an all-in-one solution for both portable and stand alone audio and video.
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D2011 10” Portable DVD Player
Only 1.3” wide and just 3 lbs. the D2011 plays DVD, DVD-R/RW, CD, CD-R/RW and
MP3/JPEG embedded discs. On-screen display provides your choice of English, Spanish,
or French. It has a rechargeable battery with two hours of playtime, stereo speakers,
two headphone jacks and comes with car headrest, mounting bag and carrying case.

Advanced functions include multi-speed, fast forward, fast reverse, slow play and
repeat playback, as well as picture enlargement. It also has composite and
S-Video outputs for playing through a TV or home theater system.

D2011 10” Portable DVD Player (AUD2011) .........................................................................229.95

The D1420 is a 4.2” (16:9) portable DVD player that you can take anywhere. It plays DVDs
and MP3/JPEG embedded CD-R/RWs. Rechargeable battery provides up to 2 hours of
viewing time for DVDs and up to 5 hours of listening time for CDs. The D1420 comes
with a car adapter and a deluxe carrying case with a built-in DVD/CD holder.

D1420 4.2” Portable DVD Player (AUD1420)..........................................................................................................89.95

D1708 • D1708PK 7” Portable DVD Player
A 7” portable DVD player features built-in stereo speakers, Cinema Mode to lessen the glare
typical of direct-view TV screens, and Dialogue Enhancer. Chapter Preview shows you the first

3 seconds of each previously viewed chapter, and proceeds with normal play once it reaches
the position where you left off. Q-Surround Sound delivers a surround sound experience

using just a pair of headphones. Includes AC adapter, cigarette lighter adapter, recharge-
able NiMH battery, AV cable and full-featured “credit card” size wireless remote control.

The D1708PK adds a carrying case, car mounting straps and two headphones.

D1708 7” Portable DVD Player (AUD1708) .......................................99.95 D1708PK 7” Portable DVD Player (AUD1708PK) ..........................119.95

D1812 • D1812PK 8” Portable DVD Player
The multi-system D1812 steps-up with an 8” widescreen LCD, plays PAL DVDs and has
switchable audio/video input/output jacks, for use on the road to monitor camcorder
footage or gaming devices, or in the home as a high-quality video source device using
the supplied AV cables. Includes AC adapter, cigarette lighter adapter, rechargeable NiMH
battery, AV cable and full-featured “credit card” size wireless remote control. The D1812PK
adds a carrying case, car mounting straps and two folding headphones.

D1812 (AUD1812) ............................................................139.95 D1812PK (AUD1812PK) .................................................134.95
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7” Portable DVD/CD Player
The IDM-1731 plays DVD-Video, DVD-ROM, CD-ROM, CD Video, CD-R/RW and
MP3 and JPEG embedded discs. It also  has all the right connections including
coaxial and optical digital audio outputs, an S-Video output and a 3.5mm
composite A/V output. You can shrink or zoom the picture on the ample 7” LCD
display. You can also jog DVDs forward and backward at speeds of up to 32x.   

◆ Get a more detailed picture when you
connect the player to a larger TV via the
S-Video output. 

◆ Connect the coaxial audio output of this
player to your home-theater system to
enjoy Dolby Digital or DTS surround sound. 

◆ Enlarge the picture to 2, 3 or 4 times its size,
or shrink it by 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4. 

◆ 4:3/16:9 playback lets you watch TV shows
and movies without having to stretch or
shrink the picture. 

◆ Enjoy the improved sound of High Definition
CDs (HDCDs) with the built-in decoder. 

◆ Parental Lock prevents children from
inappropriate DVDs with certain ratings.

◆ Use the optical output for pure digital sound. 

◆ The screen saver turns off the screen after a
set interval to save battery life. 

◆ Anti-shock circuit ensures smooth playback
of CDs and DVDs.

◆ Includes 120v AC and 12v car adapters, lithi-
um-ion battery, cables and remote control

IDM-895 8” Portable DVD/CD Player 
The IDM-895 steps up with a larger screen and dual independently controlled
headphone jacks jacks (has no S-Video output). There is also a built-in memory card
slot that reads SD, MMC cards and Memory Sticks allowing you to view JPEGs and
MPEG-4 videos. A USB 1.0 port lets you connect the IDM-895 to your PC for more
home viewing options.  

IDM-1252 10.2” Portable DVD/CD Player 
The IDM-1252 steps up with a massive 10.2” screen, composite video and audio input

making it a truly portable A/V player and Progressive Scan for a flicker-free picture.
Also has a component video output. Like the IDM-850B it features dual Hi-Fi

stereo headphone jacks, has  a card reader that reads SD (Secure Digital)
MMC cards and Memory Sticks. A USB 1.0 port lets you connect to your PC for
more home viewing options.

Includes 120v AC and 12v car adapters, high-capacity rechargeable lithium-ion
battery, A/V cables and multi-function remote control.

Initial RB-270 Universal Rechargeable (9v - 5400mAh) Battery
The RB-270 battery gives new life to your portable DVD player. It's a lithium-ion battery that is compatible with players
from Audiovox, Panasonic, Samsung, Toshiba and Initial. Lithium-ion batteries are rechargeable hundreds of times (at
any time) without reducing their ability to deliver a full charge. The RB-270 delivers up to 2.5 hours of playing time per
charge and comes with a universal AV adapter for use anywhere in the world.  
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Portable DVD Players with 
9- and 11” LCD Screens
With multi-format playback, long playing time, flexible viewing, and mono arm
design, the DVD-LS91, DVD-LX97 and the DVD-LX-110 — offer more ways than
ever to enjoy multiple audio and video formats while on the road or at home.
All three models can play back DVD video, DVD-RAM, DVD-R/RW, DVD+R/
+RW, audio CD and video CDs, and CD-R/RW discs (HighMAT Level II,
WMA, MP3 and JPEG). Each han adjustable arm that allows for a multi-
tude of viewing angles —an especially convenient feature for travel.   
The DVD-LX97 and DVD-LX-110 also include an SD Memory Card
slot for the playback of JPEG images, as well as MPEG-4 video
playback.  Their built-in, long-play rechargeable battery packs enable hours of
entertainment: up to 5 hours with the DVD-LX-110, up to 6 hours on the DVD-L91 and up to
10 hours with the DVD-LX97. All include a car DC adapter, while the DVD-LX97 and LX-110 also include a car
mountable bracket to easily secure the player to the back of the headrest of an automobile’s front seat. The DVD-LX97
also has an FM transmitter, enabling audio from a DVD to be played backed wirelessly through car stereo speakers.
Simply tune the car’s radio to an FM Station, and the player’s built-in FM transmitter will deliver the audio through the
car’s speakers. For added convenience, dual headphone jacks allow two users to enjoy music and movies. Last, they all
feature DVD-Audio playback capability and for added convenience have an A/V input that enables connection to a video
game, digital still camera, digital camcorder or other compatible peripheral device. 

◆ They play all DVD formats including DVD-
Video, DVD-RAM DVD-R/RW and
DVD+R/RW.  They play all CD formats
including CD and CD-R/RW (including JPEG,
MP3, WMA and HighMAT level 2). 

◆ Thanks to their extended battery life —up
to 5 hours (LX110), 6 hours (LS91) and 10
hours on the (LX97) with  built-in recharge-
able battery pack—you can catch a couple
of movies on a single charge. Perfect   for
those really long car rides and flights! 

◆ 5-speed Smooth Motion Scan provides
crystal-clear forward and reverse scan up to
an incredible 200x normal speed to easily
locate desired locations on a disc. 

◆ For improved quality they are equipped
with various picture adjustments including
3D Noise Reduction, MPEG Noise Reduction
and Depth Enhancer which reduces
background noise in a video image.

◆ Sometimes when viewing a DTS or Dolby
Digital 5.1 disc, a movie's soundtrack can
overwhelm a scene and even drown out the
dialogue. A Dialogue Enhancer solves this by
boosting center channel volume (where
most of the dialogue emanates) by 6dB, so
you don’t have to strain during noisy scenes
to hear the actors.

◆ Cinema Mode combines brightness control
with picture noise cancelling to enhance
your viewing with more realistic, gentler on
the eyes, cinema-like images. Cinema Mode
reduces glare of direct-view TV screens,
improves the visibility of details in dark
scenes, and helps suppress color smearing.

◆ Headphone VSS (Virtual Surround Sound)
provides simulated surround sound using
regular headphones.

◆ 5-speed smooth scan up to  200x normal
speed.

◆ Slim profile and light weight makes these
portable DVD players easy to carry around
and store, while their stylish good looks
make it easy on the eyes.  And to make
viewing even easier, their large bright
widescreen displays pivot to different
viewing angles so you can adjust its position
for optimum comfort and image quality.

◆ Advanced Virtual Surround Sound (VSS)
makes it easy for those who don’t have the
room or budget for a full-blown home
theater system to still enjoy superb audio.
Using Advanced VSS, a surround sound sys-
tem is simulated by using just two speakers.

◆ Twin headphone jack with volume control
lets a companion share the entertainment
while traveling.

◆ Built-in stereo speakers.

◆ On-screen menu icons guide you through
operation.

F E A T U R E S
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◆ Chapter Preview refreshes your memory if
you miss part of a movie. Automatically
plays the first 3 seconds of each chapter in
sequence until it catches up to the point
where you left off. 

◆ Go from the portable screen on the road to
the big screen at home. Use their A/V output
to connect  to your TV, kick back in your
favorite chair with the included remote con-
trol, and relax. They even have an optical
digital audio output so you can hook it up to
your surround sound receiver and play
Dolby Digital  and DTS  soundtracks.

DVD-LX97 Step-up Features:
◆ Allows you to play audio from a DVD

through your car’s speakers—wirelessly.
Simply tune the car radio to an FM station,
and the player's built-in FM transmitter will
deliver the audio through the car's speakers. 

◆ With a built-in SD Memory Card slot, you
can  enjoy a wide variety of stored media,
such as personal music mixes, still photo
collections, and MPEG-4 video, wherever
you go. It also includes a JPEG viewer soft-
ware for viewing photos or slide presenta-
tions that have been stored on an SD
Memory Card. 

◆ Includes car mountable bracket and remote
control

◆ Playback modes include Program, Random
and Repeat. (The LS-91 only offers Repeat).

DVD-LX110 Step-up Features:
◆ The DVD-LX110 is a groundbreaking new

portable with an 11-inch VGA 16:9 high-reso-
lution screen — the largest-sized screen
portable Panasonic has ever offered.  This
screen is powered by a dual bulb system
delivering 440-candle power for optimum
picture and brightness quality. 

◆ The DVD-LX110 also has a new Dialogue
Center Speaker. An industry first, this new
technology picks up the dialogue from the
car’s left and right speakers and delivers it
through a center speaker unit located in the
middle of the portable’s screen.  Result:
focused audio delivery for a more true-to-
life home theater experience and clearer
presentation of the vocals.

DVD-LS91 DVD-LX110 DVD-LX97
Widescreen LCD Monitor 9” Diagonal 11” Diagonal VGA 9˝ Diagonal

Freestyle LCD Display Yes Yes Yes

Playback Time with Included Approx 6 hours Approx 6 hours Approx 10 hours
Rechargeable Battery Pack

Built-in Recharger Function Yes Yes Yes

FM Transmitter for Car No No Yes

Screen Selector Norm/Full/Zoom/Just Norm/Full/Zoom/Just Norm/Full/Zoom/Just

Built-in Stereo Speakers 2 3 (left, right, center) 2

Picture Control on LCD Bright/Color Bright/Color/Sharp/Gamma Bright/Color

Playable Disc Types (DVD) DVD-Audio, DVD-Video, DVD-RAM, DVD-R, DVD-R (dual layer), 
DVD-RW, DVD+R, DVD+R (dual layer), DVD+RW

Playable Disc Types (CD) CD (CDDA), CD-R/RW (including JPEG, 
MP3, WMA, and HighMAT level 2)

SD Card Playable File Formats N/A JPEG images, MPEG4 video JPEG images, MPEG4 video

Video D/A Converter 108MHz/12-bit 108MHz/12-bit 108MHz/12-bit

Cinema Mode Yes Yes Yes

Horizontal Resolution More than 500 lines More than 500 lines More than 500 lines

Picture Adjustment Depth Enhancer Depth Enhancer Depth Enhancer
MPEG Noise Reduction MPEG Noise Reduction MPEG Noise Reduction

AUDIO: yes yes yes

Audio D/A Converter 192kHz/24-bit 192kHz/24-bit 192kHz/24-bit

Multi Re-Master Yes, for high quality audio reproduction (CD-DA, MP3, WMA)

Built-in Dolby Digital® and DTS
Yes (2 channel) Yes (2 channel) Yes (2 channel)

Surround Sound Decoders

Advanced Surround (V.S.S.) Yes Yes Yes

Headphone Surround (V.S.S.) Yes Yes Yes

Dialogue Enhancer Yes Yes Yes

Hi Speed Smooth Scan 5 Speed up to x200 5 Speed up to x200 5 Speed up to x200

Rechargeable Battery Pack Yes Yes Yes

Remote Control – Yes Yes

Car DC Adaptor Yes Yes Yes

AC Adaptor Yes Yes Yes

Audio/Video Cable Yes Yes Yes

Headrest Mounting Bracket – Yes, (does not work with Yes, (does not work with
all headrest types) all headrest types)

Fully-featured for Home Use Yes Yes Yes

Thin & Lightweight Design Yes Yes Yes

Playlist Playback Yes Yes Yes

Electronic Skip Protection Yes Yes Yes

Playback Mode Setting Repeat Program, Random, Repeat Program, Random, Repeat

Built-in SD Card Slot No Yes Yes

Video Out Yes Yes Yes

2ch Audio Out Yes Yes Yes

Digital Audio Out Optical Optical Optical

Dual Headphone Jacks Yes Yes Yes

Power Source AC 100-240V, 50/60Hz AC 110-240V, 50/60Hz AC 100-240V, 50/60Hz

Dimensions (H x W x D) 21⁄32 x 99⁄32 x 79⁄32” 23⁄16 x 1121⁄64 x 925⁄64” 21⁄32 x 99⁄32 x 715⁄16”

Weight 2.4 lbs 4.4 lbs 2.7 lbs
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7” Portable DVD Player 
Incorporating precision engineering and a full feature set, the D-VE7000S offers full

DVD entertainment in a slim, stylish and ultra-portable design. The Speaker Cradle
turns any space into your personal theater, delivering exceptional and dynamic

digital sound. Perfect for travelling or home, it also charges the supplied lithium-
ion battery as you watch. When fully charged and disconnected from the cradle,

the rechargeable battery also provides up to three hours of stand-alone operation.
Its multi-format DVD and CD compatibility gives you the power of choice. Enjoy your favorite

sounds with MP3 playback and high-detail JPEG imaging with slideshow display. Connect your game
system, digital camera, or VCR and use the unit as a compact external monitor. Share the moment with someone close
with the twin headphone jacks. 

DVP-FX810
8” Portable Player with Swivel and Flip Screen
Built rugged with a sophisticated feature set, the DVP-FX810 incorporates a
unique  swivel and flip screen allowing multiple viewing angle options whether
you are in a car, train or plane, or at the beach or the park. Watch a regular
full-length movie with its up to 51⁄2 hour battery capacity or plug in the supplied
car adapter for extended viewing. Control buttons are located on the screen
bezel for ease of use. Skip or fast forward a scene with the control buttons or
with the dual-sensor remote control. The special dual-sensor for remote control
makes it very convenient, especially for those seated farther away. giving them
an extra angle to control the DVP-FX810 remotely.   

◆ 7” widescreen LCD is large enough to view
movies in 16:9 while still being portable.

◆ Unique slim one piece design allows you to
easily pack and take anywhere you go.

◆ Rechargeable lithium-ion battery runs the
player for up to 3 hours on a single charge. 

◆ Compatible with both dual and single layer
DVD-R/RW DL/-R/RW, DVD+R/RW DL/+R/RW,
JPEG and MP3 CD-R/RW.

◆ High power speaker/charging cradle has
450mW + 450mW of power which can turn
any space into your own personal theater.

◆ Switchable video input/output allows you to
connect external video sources like a  game
system or camcorder, using the player as a
monitor. 

◆ A/V output allows you to connect the  player
up to a full size TV and sound system.

◆ Twin headphone jacks make sharing a movie
easy by allowing two people to listen to the
same audio at the same time.

◆ Kick Stand and ergonomic grip add
convenience and ease of use while on the
go by providing a comfortable and easy way
to hold or display the unit. 

◆ Includes headphones and remote control.

D-VE7000S (SODVE7000S) ..............................189.95

◆ Plays DVD, DVD+R/+RW, DVD-R/-RW, CD,
CD-R/RW, MP3 and JPEG files.

◆ Swivel and flip screen with dual sensor for
remote control multiple viewing angle
options. Control buttons on screen bezel.

◆ Top load door

◆ Composite video inputs (1 Rear/1 Front),
and outputs (1 Rear/1 Front). RCA audio
inputs (1 Rear/1 Front), and rear outputs,
two headphone jacks.

◆ Removable and rechargeable battery
provides up up to 51⁄2 Hours of battery life.

◆ Includes 120v AC and DC 12v car adapter.  

DVP-FX810 (SODVPFX810) ..............................199.95
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7-, 8- and 9” Portable DVD Players
Toshiba’s line of portable DVD players offer a multitude of value-added features,
such as, DivX playback capabilities, memory card slots and up to 4 hour
rechargeable batteries. With screen sizes ranging from 7-to 9” they complement
an active, on-the-go lifestyle, in addition to offering the most advanced digital
audio and video technologies.
The SD-P1700 and SD-P1850 feature a 7” and 8” (respectively) widescreen TFT
LCD screen in a new, slim design. They features an up to 4-hour lithium-ion
rechargeable battery - enough to playback two standard length feature

films, built-in 4-in-1 card slot
(SD, Memory Stick, Multimedia
Card, x-D Picture Card), DivX playback,
a car cord adapter and dual headphone jacks.
The SD-P2800 steps-up with a 9” screen offering 800 x 480 resolution and is
one of the first to offer In Plane Switching (IPS). IPS overcomes the viewing
angle disadvantages common with TFT LCD displays by providing a 170°
viewing angle, either horizontally or vertically. It also offers superior response
time of 17 milliseconds, making the motion picture sharper. Other features
include a Digital Cinema Progressive scan with ColorStream Pro component
video output, built-in 4-in-1 card slot, DivX playback, a car cord adapter and
comes equipped with an up to 3.5 hour rapid charger lithium-ion battery.

◆ 7- and 8” widescreen TFT (480x 234) LCD
display is perfect for viewing standard,
letter- box, and anamorphic DVD movies. 

◆ Digital Picture Zoom lets you select an area
of the picture to zoom in on and magnify it.
Also use to expand letterbox-only films to
increase the viewable area  on-screen. 

◆ Play CD-R & CD-RW discs with music stored
in either MP3 or  WMA file formats  

◆ 3-D Virtual Surround Sound provides a
simulated surround sound effect from sources
that contain only a stereo soundtrack.
Convenient when playing older DVD films
or for use with home theaters not equipped
with multi-channel playback compatibility. 

◆ Dual headphone output jacks supplies audio
to two independent  headphones at the
same time.

◆ Video input/output allows you to connect
external video sources like a  game system
or camcorder, using the player as a monitor. 

◆ 4-In-1 Card Slot accepts SD, MS, XD Picture
Card, and MMC. Convenient for JPEG
viewing and listening to unencrypted MP3
and  WMA file playback. 

◆ JPEG Viewer lets you create a custom slide
show with a few clicks of the remote control. 

◆ Supplied with a car cord adapter as
standard, so you can take them on the road
and use your car’s cigarette lighter to power
endless hours of movies and music. 

◆ DivX Home Theater Certified allows
playback of DivX (.div/.dvix).AVI and MPEG4
(.ASF) compressed files  downloaded from
the internet from a personal computer and
stored on a  CD-R/RW. The support extends
to full version of DivX 3.11, 4.12 and 5x  as
well as DivX PRO, with video resolutions of
720 x 480 @30 fps and  720 x 576 @25 fps.
Audio support for a multitude of formats
including:  MP3, AC-3 (2 ch and 5.1 ch), WMA,
LCPM, ADPCM and Ogg Vorbis. 

SD-P2800 Step-up Features
◆ The wide angle 9” screen with 800 x 480

pixel resolution is the perfect set up for the
smoother video you’ll get with selectable
progressive-scan playback. Built-in stereo
speakers and dual headphone jacks match
audio quality to your viewing experience.

◆ Plays DVD-Audio discs, bringing the high
resolution multi-channel experience to your
living room.

◆ ColorStream Pro Progressive Scan component
video outputs compatible with today’s finest
analog and digital  televisions for delivery of
stunningly colorful images.

PRICING
SD-P1700 (TOSDP1700).....................................159.95

SD-P1850 (TOSDP1850) ....................................179.95

SD-P2800 (TOSDP2800) ...................................354.95

F E A T U R E S


